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STATE OF NEW YORK 

... t s.-LCKOwSTZ DEPARTMENT OF LAW PHILIP WEINERG A •TOONICY CCHCOAL A23A TANT ATTORmEY cENEiAL.  VAO WORLD TRADE CENTER IN CNARftr or 
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10047 ZNVImONUE,4TAL VROTCTIOt 

DVNRAU 

212-488-7562' 

May 17, 17 

Director 
Office of Standards Develooment .\, 
United States Nuclear Regulatory " 

Commission 
lashington, D.C. 20555 

Re: Comments cn, the Nuclear 
Regulatory Conmmission's Draft 
Environme.Ptal Imnact Statemant 
onrthe Transportation of 
Radioactive MIa tzialn 
(ITUREG-0034) 

--------------------------------------------------

Dear Sir: 

Pursuant to Notice of-Availability of -the-above
referenced Draft Environmenxtal Impact Statemant ("DES") 
published at 41 Ye'd. Reg. 12937 and ,.: soli.ULetion -of 
comments on that DES as contained in the Notice of 
Availability, the New York State'Attorney General submits 
herewith comments on certain portions of the Draft" 
Environmental Impact ("DES") from this office. Comments 
on other portions of the -DES are in final preparaticn 

-and will be submitted shortly hereafter. These additional 
comments will, in part, relate to tJhe analysis in the DES 
of toxicity of materials, contain erization, and overall risk 
analysis.  

The DES if adopted as a Final 'Environmental Impact 
Statement ("FES") without major, revision by t/he NPC will 
constitute a leqallylinadequate'FIS under the National 
Environmental Policy Act,'J("1EPA") 42 U.S.C. 5 4321 et s-eq.  
The DES doe-s not address many of those issues eet fot-Eh in 
materials previously submitted by"this office to the ITRC in 
the course of this administrative proceeding as originally
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To: Director, Office of Standards May 17, 1976 
Development -2

Re: NUREG-0034) 

noticed in the Federal Register. 40 Fed. Reg. 23768.  
Moreover, the DES does not address those issues discussed 
in the affidavits of Theodore T. Mason and Robert R.  
Leamer dated November 30, 1975 and January 20, 1976 
previously submitted to the United States District Court 
for the Southern District of New York,in the case of the 
State of Neip York v. The Nuclear Requlatory Commission 
T75 Civ 2121 [WCCJ], copies of which are efnc-Eo-sj. These 
affidavits should be treated as sealed documents.  
Similarly the NRC should address those problems cited by John F. Shea, III; in the affidavits submitted in that 
court action, dated December 11, 1975 and January 20, 
1976 and Captain James A. Eckols, dated November 28, 1975.  
Copies of all of these affidavits are enclosed.  

In addition to the comments previously and now submitted to the NRC on this transportation issue and apart 
from those soon to be filed by this office with the NRC, 
several'other more general comments are I•ertinent~to a 
discussion of the DES and ultimate impact statement adcquacy: 

1) The DES fails to discuss in any way shipments of special nuclear materials ("SNIP") and other radioactive 
substances by the Enerqy Research and Development 
Administration ("ERDA"). These shipments 'should be described 
in detail as'to substance, quantity, and number. Of course 
a risk analysis of these shipments should be made.  

2)' More detailed discussion of the substance, 
quantities and numbers of shipments by NRC licensees should 
be included in the DES.  

3) One of the most glaring~inadequacies of the DES is the failure to give a meaningful assessment of the 
hazards of shipments by the water mode.- Tw:o pages of 
cursory discussion in the DES is given to this major 
alternative (pp. IV-34-35).
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To: Director, Office of Standards May 17, 1976 
Development -3

Re: NUREG-0034) 

4) The DES safequards discussion bases portions 
of its analysis on the as yet incomplete and unreleased 
analysis of safeguards in the Generic Environmental Statemnent 
on the Use of Recycle Plutonium in !:iF-xedf O uxie l --L'.e.-_ 
WASH 1327 ("GESf1O"). General references to uncompleted 
studies in other proceedings render the DES legally inadequate.  

The NRC must recognize, of course, that the execution 
of a generic review of this transportation issue and the 
drafting of a generic environmental impact statement will not 
satisfy the NRC's full obligation under NEPA. In this regard 
see the points raised in the affidavit of John F. Shea, III, 
dated January 20, 1976, as to the scope of th•e NEPA review, 
process necessitated by this transportation issue.  

Very truly yours, 

LOUIS J. LEFrOWITZ 
Attorney General 
By 

JFS:rab JOHN F. SHEA, III 
Enc. Assistant Attorney General
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11r. Louis J. Lefkouitz, Attorney. General 
State of ýIew Yorh cpartrcnt of Law 
T-- T;crid Trade Center 
Few Y-crk, New York 10047 

Dear,-- Lef'hovit=: 

T-.n.k -ou for your letter dated %say 17, 1976 cor-.enting on the 
N=-1-e Re•j-Ttory Cv--is-ion's Draft Fnvironnmental Statem.ent on 
the 1----sportation of Radioactlve Mlaterials (hWREG-0334) 

oImw letter requested that -two of its enclosures be treated as 
"s--s ed doctnents". 17e have considered this to be a request for 
wih:hol•i-n= those tuo enclosures from public disclosure, a 
request subject to the provisions of .Part 2, "Rules of Practicc, 
end Part 9, '?ublic Records", of Title 10, Code of l'ederal Reula
tioes, copies of which are enclosed. Since your request contained 
no reasons recozized in those re_-Ulations for nondisclosure of the 
two docyzznts, your request is denied x'ithout prejudice to your 
futt-e resubndittal. The ti-o enclosures to your letter dated !.ay 17, 
1976, ldentified as affidavits of Theodore T. Mason and Robert R.  
Learner dated 'ove-bar 30, 1975 and January 20, 1976 are hereby 
returned to you, and vill not be considered as coo-ents oan the 
Connission's Draft Environental Statement .,Ut-,G-0a34 

Sincerely, 
. . .. -- - -. ':. .....  

.,?. ..........  

Robert 13. Ltino.-ue, Director 
Office of Standards Develoment.  

Enclosures (oriSLnal only): 
1. 10 Ci'i Part 2, **Rules of Practice" 
2. 1o CM Part 9, "'ublic records" , 
3. Affidavit d-t-ed ".ove..ber 30,'1975 
4. Affidavit dated January 20, 1976 

bcc: Public Documcnt Room OR 71, 73 40 Ft 23768)
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COM111,:'4S O12 Till, M141 YOTZI fT.TZ ATTI'0NILXY 
GEI.IZAL 0:: TIiI" DISCUSSO:;O' OF .A±'CU.AfDS 
IN TIME INUCLEAR RMULYA'CPý. CO:ITbS.•C:.'S 
DRAFT I IVI PY0:;41 'TAL Il :IPACT STAT;': OON TIIE Tkl:;3rcIw2AT!cN Or - .  
M1ATERIAL BY AIR AND OTIRM ROrZS 

NUREG 0034 

By 

THIEODOPM T. MASON 

ROBERT R. LEA!MnR 

Introduction 

1. Three affidavizs were submitted by Robert R. Leaner 

and Theodore T. Mason, dated 16 June, 1975, 30 Novcminbar, 1975 and 

20 January, 1976 to the United States District Couxt for the 

Southerni District of New Yor]: _n the case of the State of M-7 Ycr' 

.v. The Iueiear Regulatcr-, Corwti.sviojn, et al. Copie.s Cf, theze 

affidavits have been provided to the Nuclear Regulatory Co-vission 

("NRC") in the course of this proceeding dcaling with the 

transportation of radioactive materials as originally noticcd 

in the Federal Register. 40 red. neg. 23768. References to the 

"plaintiff" in these corn-ients on the Draft Environmental impact 

Statement ("DES") are, of course, to the State of Hew York.  

Occasionally references are made to the "defendants" and 
"defendants' affidavits"; these references are to the NRC and 

-its sister agencies which are involved with the transportation 

of radioactive materials and the affidavits which this agency 

and its sister agenices have filed in the litigation initiated 

by the State of New York.
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The prior lMson!Lar:-_!- affidavits were subr.itted to: 

a. ' demonstrate- that there is a substantial li]i"hkood 

a'highly motivated group of terirorists 3could be successful in 

destroying or seizing'for destructive use special nuclear 

materials (SNM) in the course 6f:'com'nercial air transport, or 

related connecting transport, 'niotwithstanding existing safeguard 

regulations and/or actual practice; 

b. indicate that the military has the current safeguard 

capability to move S:UI by surface transport which is significantly 

less vulnerable to terrorists than commercial air transport and 

related connecting transport; 

c. specifically evaluate the hir transport of uranium 

(as opposed to plutonium) and-demonstrate that any one of five (5) 

military assisted transportation system alternatives is signifi

cantly more secure against terrorist action than commercial air 

transport, because of: 

(1) rigorous control of future shipment 

movement information; 

(2) more secure in-transit communications; 

(3) reliable and highly motivated personnel 

with security training and clearances; 

(4) uppropriatc scelction of vcapons and vehicics; 

(5) superior reaction capability; 

(6) physical remoteness of airfields and facilities; 

(7) psychological deterrent of a U.S. militar,' protection 

force.  

d. indicatc that points ,cbntaine'd'in J. Edlow's affidavit sub

miittd by defendants and in the MITRE PReport prepared f6r-the ,Nuclear 'Rcegula

tory Commission (MITRE Technical Report 7022;,Septenber, 1975,..ThýThrc-t to 

Nuclear Facilities), corroborate the findings of Mr. Lea.mer and myself regard

ing the vulnerability of.connercial air and related connecting transport sys-
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tems, including the following points: 

(1) "Expediting" as practiced under current Part 73 Regu

lations and described by Mlr. Edlow may provide notice 

after a shipment of SNM has been misrouted or divcrted 

and may help prevent .casual theft. However, it will 

not prevent determined terrorist attacks or organized 

theft. Shipment preplanning integral to "expediting," 

without stringent information control, could substanti

ally aid a terrorist in seizing or destroying SX.%1 in 

transit.  

(2)' There have been no less than 26 commercial aviation

telated terrorist acts it the last 6 years; carriage of 

SSNM in commercial aircraft provides terrorists with an 

additional incentive; the MiITRE Report observed that 

terrorism has become commonplace in the Western World 

and weapons of large caliber and full-automatic fire 

can be easily procured; 

(3) The transportation industry is heavily infiltrated with 

criminals, corruption, erployce collusion, and has been 

cJiaract,.'i_:d uy baA Iadlow as tutrustworthy, incompetent, 

and operating in an environment of criminality; the 

I4ITRP' Report has observed that a veritable army of 

criminals and hoodlums in this country is waiting and 

willing to undertake any activity, including murder, 

if profit jum.tifles it.  

Purpose of thli Affidavit 

2. The purpose of thin affidavit Is to evaluate, ac 

yaell as pos-ible within the brief time available,,-the 

Draft Environmental gtat..ent on the Tranns.ortntion of !adionctiv' 

Itaterial by Air and Other "odqs, tlareh, 1976 ("DES"), as a 

response to the previous aff'idavits of 11r. Leamer and myself.  

14ilitary Assisted Transportation Alternatives 

For Uranium 
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3. The only discussion of military assisted air 

transport alternatives in the DES is. limited-to approximately 

one-half of a page (p. VII-12). What little discussion there is 

emphasizes only the military airfield aspect of these alternatives.  

It is apparent that the 5 military assisted options'foi- uranium 

transport detailed in our affidavit of 30 llovembei, 1975 

(pp. 4-7) were not considered.  

4. The DES does admit that the use of military 

airfields and/or aircraft "appears technically feasible." -iiov

ever, in a footnote, the DES suggests that the use ofomilitary 
Iairfields and aircraft may be prohibited and cites a law said 

Ito provide that: "Except as otherwise provided by law, sums 

appropriated for the various branches of expenditure in the 

public service shall be applied solely to the objects for which 

they are respectively nade." 31 U.S.C. 628. In light of the 

obvious danCer to the national security inherent in commercial 

air transport and re'lated connecting transport of SNIM, the 

failure of the DES to demonstrate that there are no suns 

appropriated which might properly be applied to the use of 

military airfields and aircraft for transport of uraniunm is 

signi ficatnt.  

5. The statement that "adequate protection can be 

afforded at civilian airfields" (VII-12) is not supported-by, 

substantive discussion a.-I .. sses the point that a military 

airfield ha-, nuiteruu UV Lvan%,:-Cs includiig inherent security, 

on~trol •of o-ement informati~n, cleared, motivated and trained 

personnel, reaction capability, and location outside of hirhly 

populated areas.  

6. Even thourh the DI15 makes no npecific mention or 

milJitary helJcoptrs;, It does. make brfef reference to hei1.coptern 

11generally (VII-.13). This reference to helicopters, and 5TOT.  

aircraft, together with their range and paylond parameters, in 

vithout any quantification and hence without substance. After all 

i this tine,-only co'clusory snecuJ tion i's offered. It is generally 
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known, however, that a wide range of helicopters is used in the 

military and in industry with considerable flexibility in range 

and payload. In fact, a quick check reveals, for example, the 

following: 

Helico-oter Manurncturer/Tne ange Paond (lbs.) 

Boeing Vertol model 234 240 nm. 20,000 
320 nm. h,000 

Bell model 222 25 nn. 1350 (Estimated) 
(undergoing certification) 

ililitary Assisted Transportation Alternatives 
for Plutonium 

7. The DES makes no reference whatever to the military 

surface'transport alternatives for shipment of plutonium set forth 

in our Affidavit of 16 June 1975, pages 20 through 22.  

Terrorist Use of SIN 

8. In our Affidavit of 16 June 1975, pares Ih-16, we 

cite a number of authorities in support of the following 

propositions: 

a. that the information necessary for the design of 

a nuclear device is publicly available; and 

b. that a technically competent group of terrorists 

could fabricate an effectiye, even if crude, nuclear device not

withstanding the fact that it had no prior experience in fabri

cating such a device.  

Notwithstanding some discussion regarding the benefits of prior 

experience in the fabricatior of such a device, the DES admits that 

persons without such experience could produce a device with a low 

tonnage yield, apparently a yield of one kilotQn or less, or even 

a device with a substantial yield (F 1-3). Moreover, the DES admits' 

that ""the potential consequences arising from any nuclear explosive 

are so serious as to warrant the utmost vigilance, however low the 

probabilities~may be." (F-2). The DrS places great emphasis o, 

the supposed difficulty of "emplacement" of a nuclear device 

because law enforcement agencies would be watchful (p. F-4). flow

ever, this is not very comforting when one connidern the almont 
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infinite OTliortiinItiea for cmp~acemcryt in nInrge city.  

9. On page VII-7, 8 the DUS adniLs that putonium oxide 

can be used as a dispersant in weapon form or by dispcrsing 

plutonium in trmnnit by bursting its container and that such use 

would have serious consequences. However, in Appendix F, pae r-li, 

the consequences of using plutonium oxide are said to be uncertain 

and such use is said to be inconsistent with observed behavior of 
terrorists. Peter Skinner's Affiedavit of 2 flay, 1975 indicates 

that the consequences of use of plutonium oxide as a disDersant are 

not uncertain. While it may true that terrorists have not yet used 
poisonous agents ,that does not mean that they will fail to usb 

them in the future. Moreover, terrorists might find particular 

appeal in a radioactive poison, not only because of its greater 

psychological value (over more conventional poisons), but also 

because of its extremely long life, assured effectiveness and its 

particular macabre method of destroying human tissue.  

DES Discussion of Current Policy, Regulation 
and Practice 

10. The DES makes a significant admission reCardin. the 

NRC's overall policy on safeguards. The DES states (VII-2) that, 

while safeguards must be capable of preventinG acts which could 

result ,in a "major-civil disaster-" safeguards riced only provide 

a "high degree of irotecticn" against acts that could result in 
"serious civil damage." No iustification or analysis isu'resented 

to support such a policy and no definitions ire provided for any of 

the salient concepts employed. One would think that, given the 

immense danger posed to the public by terrorist use ofS:.!!, safe

guards should be capable of preventing any such use.  

,li. Plaintiff pointedout in.the Mason/Leamer-Affidavit 

of 20 January, 1976 that the provisions of 1OCFR 73 apply,only to 

licensees shipping certain a=ounts of S1M computed _by formula, 

which include 5,000 grams or more of U235,,enriched~to .20 per cent 

or more, or 2,000 grams or more of plutonium. .Failure--to subject 

smaller quantities to such regulations subjects-the'public to 

significant dancers speci.fied in the Qabove-ncntione',!aason/Leaner
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Affidavit. The DrS does not respond to this point.  

12. Plaintiff has demonstrated in three atfidavits that 

the current requirements and practice regarding safcgunrdn are 

inadequate to cope with tR t @i1rOPilt threat. The DES does not 

address itself in any neaningful way-to the inadequacies previoulyl 

specified by plaintiff; Indeed, the DES admits (VII-3) that 
"present requircmcnts arc designed to protect against theft, 

diversion, or sabotage by one or two employees with access to the 

plant and material, by a snall armed force attacking a plant or 

vehicle, or by both acting in combination." "[Simall force" is 

not defined in the DES. But, as to nuclear facilities, the Atomic 

Energy Commission ruled that licensees were only responsible for 

providing adequate security to repel not more than one or two 

individuals acting in concert (Nuclear Fuel Services Inc. - NRC 

Docket #56-201, Atomic Safety Licensing Board Decision, "lovember 

29, 197h, p. 11). However, it is almost certain terrorists would 

employ 4, 5 or more persons. Moreover, the AEC ruled that 

licensees were not required to protect nuclear facilities against 

a well armed band of saboteurs whatever the size of the band; 

licensees need only concern themselves with "an amateur group" 

(Id. p. 15).  

13. Given the purpose for which the safeguard require

ments (10 CFR 73) were designed it is not surprising that the 

requirements and practice are grossly inadequate to cope with 

terrorism.  

14. The DES fails to respond to plaintiff's previously 

specified criticisms of various aspects associated with the use 

private guards: inadequate training, lack of security clearances, 

low pay, and' lack of military type motivation. When the DES 

discusses the number of guards employed it is misleading. At one 

point'(VII-lO), it states that in truck transpoet "the number of 

guards would be-varied to suit the particular' shipment and 

preceived [pic3` threat;" the regulations do'not require this. At 

another point (VII-4), the DES states that, when cargo aircraft 

are used, enroute transfers rust be observed by more than one 

armed person; the regulations do not necessarily'so require.
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I 15. Plaintiff has previously pointed out that the 

weapons and vehicles employed by private guards are inadequate for 

jeopinr, with the terrorist :hrea•. The DES of ers no meaningful 

lirespo'ns c.  
16. Nlevertheless, the DES (VIT-g) mahe- the bold 

assertion: "Licensee guards-are expected at 'all times to (W) 

interpose- themselves between-S1l! and any adversary at4niptin, 

entry-and (2) intercept anyone exitii-g vwith such material. A 

sufficient degree of force should b6 'app'lied to counter that degree 

of force directed at then, including the use of deadly force .  

Considering the 'number of personnel hand' th'weapoIns selection 

likely on both sides in a confronitatibn with terrorists, It would 

be-tantamount to suicide for licensee guards to 'act in th-e manner 

suggested by defendant.  

17. Plaintiff has previously demonstrated the iride 

dissemination of information regarding future SIIH shi-,ments 

(Affidavit -of Peter Skinner, 2 May 1975)_and emphasized the danger 

which this presents. The-DESnakes no response. Plaintiff-has 

also pointed out the inadequacy of current communic'ation systems 

used in commercial SN11 transport. Again, the DES fails to respond.  

18. The DES (VII-10) asserts that local" law *enforceme'nt 

agencies located along a truck route would suiply-a secondary 

response. This is all well and good but'for the fact-that'the 

regulations do not, require conmmunication equirment or frequency of' 

contact which assures that such persons would be alerted when 

required: In connection with truck transport from airports to 

facilities, the DES (VII-l!) states, that convoys- will have: the 

additional protection of the facility's security force to act as a 

response capability, but fails to deal with the practical aspects 

involving distance, *transport, communieations, and on site 

responsibilities. The DES statement (VII-ll) that "airplane 

security personnel" would be present during airport S!.H transfers 

in addition to the guards accompanying the truck is not supported 

by the regulations. The regulations do not provide for armed air

plane security personnel.
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19. With regard to deterrinG an attack the DES places 
great emphasis on psycholory (VII-8); this is ironic in light of 

the reluctance of the I)JS to Cive any nerningful cornideration to 

use of military capabilities.  

20. The statenent in the DES that hardvare and 

techiques are currently available to allow an effective recovery 

effort is inexplicable in light of the ndminsion th-Lt recovery crn
not lie relied upon an the strong link in the necurity .ynt•t.  
(vi i-') 

21. With regard to monitoring and inspection of 

safeguard systems, the statements in the DES (VII-5) appear 

to be wishful thinking. ,.lot even the DES claims this monitoring 

and inspection of SIM transport actually occurs.  

Conclusion 

22. The fact that the DES fails to respond to the 

plaintiff's previous affidavits is not surprising ifhen one notes 

that the DES admits that an "in depth analysis of safeguards" is 

currently being undertaken (VII-9) and that studies are being 

completed to determine "the cost and effectiveness of alternative 

systems" to safeguard S1aM (VII-15). Thus, at this late date, NRC 

admits that it has not yet analyzed and studied the safeguards 

issue involved in the air and related connecting transport.  

Dated: New York, New York 
April 9,1976
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TilE sm'iun or inmv Yonux, 

Plaintiff, 

-against-. AFFIDAVIT INi FrP.TI!R 
SUPPOI'-T 01" PLAINITI]rF'S 

TIHE NUCLxIMi REGULATORlY CM:::IISSION, MOTIO.NoS 
let al., 

Defendants.  

----- ----- ---- ----- ---- --- -• 

STATE or 'NEll YORK') :SS. :• 

COUNTY OF NEW YOPK) 

JOin F. SHEA, III, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I am an Assistant Attorney-General in the office of 

LOUIS J. LErMtO17ITZ, Attorney`Generai of the 'State of 1loew York, and 

I make this affidavit in further support of plaintiff's' raoticns 

for a pxeliminary injunction andfsur.mary judgment.  

2. The January, 1976 arfidavit of-'Robert F. Barker 

of the Iluclear Regulatory Commission-'("U1RC") stateas that the 

preparation of an Environmental Impact- Statement on the 

Transportation of Radioactive M~aterials By Air ("EIS") "is 

intended to satisfy the procedural and substantive requirements 

of the National. Engrironrmental Policy Act of 1969." (p. .) It is 

still not clear, however, v:hether this "study" wuill include an 

anzessmat of several itc.s such as EM'JA shipments by air of 

special nuclear materials ("SxI"). Compliance u:ith NEPA is, 

of course, an impoosibility if EMDA actions are not subj6cted to 

scrutiny under the Act.  

3. The IMi.C may or may not issue furtlier cnvirorzz:nt-l
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,impact statements, in addition to the gcneri'c 1IS, in an attempt 

to saLi.sfy the. 11111A mandate. Compliance wlith ?IMPA wiould be an 

impos';ibili.ty if all-Lhat w:as condlucLcd waas a generic rcvi,-w of 

lthse £federal actions. lMaliy isrues not amenable to generic 

treatment are involved in the air transport of SN11. For cxample, 

the site-specific problems of such transport throuqh thie 

individual metropolitan regions of New York, Los Angeles, Detroit 

or flinneapolis-St. Paul, do not lend themselves to treatment in a 

single generic EIS. Similarly, for example, the is-uance of at 

least some licenses by NfRC, and at least some ERDA shipmnts, 

will demand IIEPA assessment in individual EIS's. It must be 

remembered that plaintiff maintains that individual federal 

actions of licensing, approving, allowing or executing, directly 

or indirectly, the air transport of special nuclear materials 

constitute "separate major federal actions significantly affecting 

the environment and requiring environmental impact statements.  

4. Finally, procedural compliance with NEPA will only 

be possible when environm.ental review procedures implemented, 

-includin . -S pr-1 -ratc_, are truly adequatet under the Ant.  

This issue may not be prejudged.  

5. The Jackson Amendment restricting certain air 

shipments of plutonium by EPMA was signed into law on 

December 31, 1975.  

6. Xzi defendant's memoranda of law in opposition to 

plaintiff's earlier motion for a preliminary injunction, air 

transport of SN11 was seen as being i'ital to the U.S. role of being 

a "dependable supplier" of SMIt abroad. "Our role as a principal* 

supplier of nuclear materials permits the United States to 

furth'er its foreign policy objective of curtailing the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons." (Def. Mem. of Law, June G, 

197}5, p. 5).
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"It is zignificant thlat, on 1londay, Jaituary 19, 1076, th,_.  

first chairman' of Lte former ALomic Energy Colnissidh, 

David E. Lilienthal, said tVhIat the United Sti-ts must imimediately 

And un~ilaterally "Order a complete embargo"to the export of all 

nuclear devices and all nuclear mdntarial" to avoid 'the 

"impending di-saster" of the rapid internatLional jspread of nudlear 

bomIbs. (New York Times, January 20, ,1976, p. 2, cols. 4-6, copy 

attached as Exhibit "A").  

7. It is resnectfully requested that the affil'-vit of 

Mlessrs. Nlason and Leaner, dated 20 January, 1976, be sealed.  

JOHN F. SHEA, III 

Sworn to before me this 
20th day of January, 1976 

iant ;(ttnay General __ 

"-he Sta - of Neiw York -
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tUN:TI;D STATES DISTRICT Cl"!T 4-"" ( 
!;OUTi;JY,4 DIASTRICT o0 10Yo 

--X 

Ti•E STATE -OF OI1EW YOMJ{, 

Plaintiff, AFI'lDAVIT I- S.PPOP7, Cj' 
•|TONFO!• 0~:-:::., "....

-against- i JTri:! A;.'".7..  

TIHE NUCLEAR PZGUl"TORY CC:!'!ISSION, " 
et al., 

75 Civ. 2121 (t.CC) 
Defendants 

------------------------------- x 

STATE OF NEW YORK •) 
: SS.: 

COMMTY OF-NEW YORK) 

JOHm r. SHEA, III being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I am an Assistant Attorney General in the 

Environmental Protection Bureau of the New Yor)k State Departmnent 

of Law and am assigned to this action. I maire this affidavit in 

support of plaintiff's motion for a preliminary injunction and 

for sureary judgment.  

2. The State of New York is' making the instant iotion 

for a preliminary injunction notwithstinding*the Court's previous 

denial of a motion for a preliminary 'injuriction'by an order dated 

September 9, 1975. In rmaking the-motion,' we rely on all previous' 

affidavits, letters and ne.moranda-submittýed to the Court in the 

action, as-well as an additional affidavit-by Theodore T. 1iason 

and Robert R. Learner, sworn to November 30; 1975, wýihich we 

kespectfully ask to be sealed, an affidavit by Captain''Jamnes A.  

Eckols, sworn to Novem-ber 28, 1975, and this affidavit, In this 

motion we scek to clearly set forth a- distinction between the
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prelim.--.":,-u... . .. :. . . with regard to 
plutonium and that w:hich we seek with regard to uranium, other 
than uranium enriched in tlhe isotope U-233. U-233 is not a 
subject of the preliminary. injunction motion because at present 

we are unaware of any in.ediate plans to transport :uch mat!erial 

by air.  

3. Plaintiff continues to seek the cessation of all 
air transport and related connecting transport of p]utoniu;i, 
because the danger of dispersion of this highly to'xic material 
in an aircraft-accident poses a grave threat to human life quite 
apart from the threats of terrorism. As for the threat of 
terrorism regarding plutonium, the I!ason/Leamer affidavit swzorn 
to July 16, 1975, 'pointed out that military assisted surface 
transportation is significantly less vulnerable to terrorist acts 
than the present commercial air transport system.  

4. With regard to uranium (other than uranium enriched 
in the isotope U-233), plaintiff seeks a lesser re.edy, i.e., 
the cessation of all co.-.=ercial air transport and related 
connecting transport. This lesser remedy is sought because such 
uranium materials do not present the same toxic threat as 
plutonium. Nevertheless, as indicated in the Mason/L.s=..  
affidavit sworn to June 16, 1975, and the affidavit of 
Peter N. Skinner sworn to July 31, 1975, uranium, liha plutaoni-=, 
bould be fashioned into a practical nuclear explosiva by 
terrorists. As also indicated in that Mason/Leamrer affidavit, 
the commercial air transport system is highly vulnerable to 
terrorist interception of uranium. Finally, as indicated in the 
Mason/Leamer affidavit sworn to November 30, 1975, -submitted 
herewith, military assisted transportation alternatives are far 
less vulnerable to such terrorist interception. Plaintiff 
particularly urges that alternative (1) suggested by 
Messrs. Mason and Learner for the transport of uranium, i.e., the
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use of military airplanes flying bet-w'een military airfields vith 

short hauls by "military helicopter, is appropriate (:ason/Lea-•.cr 

Affidavit, sworn to Novenber 30, 1975, pp. 4-5).  

5. In addition to clearly setting forth a disLinction, 

be tween the preliminary injunctive relief sought with regard to 

plutoniu-m and that sought with regard to uranium, we sub.ni t in 

this motion additional facts, set forth in the M.asop/Le.amer and 

Eckols affidavits submitted herewith, which demonstrate the 

irreparable harm which may result from failure to grant the 

requested relief as to plutonium and uranium.  

6. I should alsopoint out that the Congressional-bill 

iihich the Court described at page .10 of its opinion of 

September 9, 1975, as restricting air shipments of plutonium by 

the Energy Research and Development Ad.ninistration---("EP2.") has 

not become law. On Dece-z.ber 3, 1975, I'spoke with John-*nBell, 

Legislative Aide to Congressman Ja.mes H. Scheuer. Mr; 'Bell 

informed me that the ERDA legislation, to which the Jackson 

Amendment regarding ERDA's shipment of plutonium by air transpor= 

was added, had been held up in a Senate-Hocuse Conference 

Co.•mittee since early fall. The delay in that Committea,° .- Zc2.  

noted, was not due to t-he Jackson Amend.ment, but rather due to.  

othier Senate amendm-ents. On December 2, 1975, the Comamittee 

reached final agreement on all issues but the Report had not 

reached the House and Senate. The Report retains verbatim the 
- - ' f 

language of the Jackson Amendment.  

7. The State of New York is also making a r.otion. for 

summary judgnent which declares; that defendants'- actions in

licensing, approving, allowing and executing, directly or 

,indirectly, the transportation.by.airand related connecting 

transport of special nuclear -materials without having prepared, 

circulated for comment and filed adequate Environmental Impact 

-Statements concerning the transport of all special-nuclear
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materials to, from, in, or over the City and State of New York 

and 'the United States and its territories are in violation of the 
National tnvironmcntal Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. 5 4321, at secq.  

("zU'PA"), and the Council on| Environmental Quality Guidelines, 

40 C.P.R. 5 1500, at s. ("CEQ Guidelines"). It is significant 

that, notwithstanding the defendants' statement in their 

memorandum 'of law of June 6, 1975, page 16, that they did rot 

concede that an Environ.mental Impact Statement is required by 
NEPA, defendants failed to adduce one argument in the 47 page 

memorandum which is directed tow:ard that issue. The memorLndum 

as a whole, in affect, did concede that defendants violated the 

law and concentrated solely on whether t-he preliminary injuncti.ve 

relief ought to be denied for other reasons. Only defendants 

Civil Aeronautics Board and U.S. Customs Service later moved to 
dismiass the complaint and in their supporting memorandan. of law 

(undated) asserted that they had not violated NEPA. At page 5 

of that memorandum, however, they conceded that no facts were 

at issue. As demonstrated in plaintiffs s'opposing memorandunt of 
law of September 5, 1975, on the facts admitted by defendant 

and on the law, these two defendantq have'also violated NrPA and 

the CEQ Guidelines. The motion to dismiss has not yet been 

decided.  

8. The State of New York further moves that the 

summary judgment direct that defendants make available a draft 

generic Environmental Impact Statement concerning the transport 

of all special nuclear materials to, from, in or over the City 

and State of New York and the United States and its territories 

on or before' December 31, 1975, that defendants hold hearings 

thereon' during "March 1976 in various parts of the country, 

including Uhw York City, and accept cor.rents thereon through 

March 31, 1976,* and that defendints file an adequate final 

generic rnvironmrental Impact Statement concerning the transport 

of all special nuclear :aterials to, from, in or over the C3
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and State of New York and the United States and its territories 

on or before June 21, 1976. Sucn a direction by the Court is 

required in order to ensure that the law will be complied %uith 

by a date certain. The date selected for making available a 

draft statement and for filing a final statement should not be 

burdensoame to the defendants, sinice the Court noted at footnote 

4 of its memorandum of Sptember 9, 1975, that it had been 

represented to the Court that the draft would be available by 

the end of this year and the final by the summer of next year.  

The inclusion of dates for mahing available the draft and for 

hearings and the submission of comments by interested parties 

thereon is designed to assure that t!he date for filing the final 

statement will not be used as an excuse to curtail the extensive 

study and comment which a draft statement on this important 

topic will require.  

9. On November 7, 1975, plaintiff filed a notice of appeal 

from the Court's order of September 9, 1975. The record on 

appeal is presently scheduled to be filed in the Court of App'eals 

on or before Dece.-Ober 16, 1975. if the relief .recest.d In t..  

instant notice of motion is granted, prosecution of the appeal 

from the earlier order may Aiot be necessary. If the relief 

requested in the instant notice of motion is denied and plaintiff 

appeals from that denial, it may be desirable to prosecute the 

two app als simultaneously. Accordingly, plaintiff respectfully 

requests that the Court extend the. time for transmitting the 

record on appeal to the Court of Appeals to and including 

February .5,. 1976, pursuant to Rule 11(d) of the Federal Pules 'of 

Appellate Procedure.  

ZO111 F. SHEA, III 

11th day'of December, 1975 

AL.lth. ?IL Ate or2'cWy General 
7 Ltie S*Ct oflo ork 3-86-23



UNIVTD STATES DISTRICT COURT II \ý1"' 
LOUTHIrNU DIST.•ICT Oil NIEW YOKrK 5' 

TIM STATE OF NEW YORK, S 

Plairtiff, 

-against- AFFIDAVIT 

THE NUCLEAR PX.GULATORY COM!ISSION, : 75 Civ. 2121 (WCC) et au.., 

Defendants.  
------------------------------- x 

STATF OF I1ISSOURII ) 
:SS.: 

COUNTY OF ST. CHARLES) 

CAPTAI1-1 JAI-ES A. ECKOLS, being 'duly'sworn, deposes and 

says: 

1. I am a pilot with an Amer-.can flag. co.mercial air 
carrier and am Chairman of the Hazardous Materials Committee of 
the Air Line Pilots Asscciation (ALPA) which represents the pro
fessional interests of 32, C0 airline pilots on 34 'irlines.  
ALPA is a member of the international Federation of Air !,ine 
Pilots Associations which represents pilots from 60 "nations. I 
make this affidavit in support of the State of New York's notion 
for a preliminary injunction and motion for surrnary judgment.  

2. I.will, in the ensuing pages, set forth the.reasonz 
why airline pilots be-lieve that there exists an imninent and 
severe danger of catastrophic harm fro..i the continued shipment 
of special nuclear materials ("SN.MI") by co=_.ercial air transpor-.  
My discussion will center on two areas of inadequacy o2' this 
method of shipment: I. Safeguards.,. II. Containment, Control, and 

Plandling.
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1. Safeqtards 

3. Critical to the safety of commercial air-tran-sport 

of SI1! is the severely inadequate' security within the air carae 

industry. Presently, regardless of cargo, multi-million dollar 

aircraft, and pilots are subject to selection at'any time as a 

"target of opportunity" by skyjackers, extortionists, terrorists 

or saboteurs. We received a clear lesson as to the very'real' 

terrorist threat as 3 Boeing 747's burned to ashes on a -atch 

of Jordanian desert while crew and passenqers were held hostage 

under the muzzles of terrorist sub-machine guns. We have 

seen as well: 

-mid air sabotage 
-grenade attacks on land 
-attacks on terminals 
-abductions 
-diversions 
-over 370 global acts of terror 
endangering 36,000 people.  

As I have stated, the lesson is clear,.. mu-st be removed `.-_07 

conmcrcial air transport.  

4. As it stands now, withoutwaivers from the Frij 

certain materials would be strictly forbidden from carriage aboard 

any aircraft other than those under the direct jurisdiction of 

the Department of Defense. Often information as to the presence 

of SNM ii not properly disseminated to crew7 members actually 

flying the aircraft and, in some cases, their exposure to dancer 

is shocking, moreover, the related danger to the cargo itself is 

appalling. The crew members inkvolved in this transportation 

have not volunteered fo this extremely hazardous duty for the.  

benefit of industrial shippers.
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5. If these materials must be moved by air transporta

tion, they should be moved by military personnel, in military 
aircraft from military airports that do not constitute a hazard 

to the public.  

6. Data found in studies prepared by the forrer Atomic 

Energy Commission ("AEC") support the contention of the State 

of New York that the hazards involved with the com-merical air 

transport of SNM, due to such transport's vulnerability to theft, 

organizedcrine, terrori-s and cargo loss, warrant imned'ate.  

suspension of such 'transport of SNM. Sam Edlow, President of 

Edlow International Company', which company shares a virtual 

monopoly of the SNM shipping business with the Transnuclear 

Company, was contracted by the AEC to prepare A Factual Study of 

Special !,-uclear M-aterial Patterns of United States Cor_-ercial 

Organi7ations and Of Unclassified P.-ports By The.-_7C and !ts 

Contractors. ("Edlow Rent."). The report, prepared by that major 

industry spokesman, contains several specific findings: 

-The cormnercial airline industry is 
stuck with the fact that enroute 
terminal use and attenidant security 
risks cannot be avoided.  

-Commercial airlines do not find 
it feasible to disqualify hiqh risk 
individuals.  

-Commercial airlines do not find 
it feasible to eouip vehicles with 
simple alarms or more sophisticated 
anti-hijack devices. (in this 
connection, two well-know:n nitional, 
companies providinq armed car services 
were intnrviewed. Neither company saw 
"any pur::vse to be served by ecouinning 
arraored =irs -with .. _r-',. or othcr 
anti-hijack equipment." 

-Similarly, commercial airlines do 
not find it feasible to provide special 
locks for vehicles.



-Nor do they find it fensible to pro
vide constant communicatibn.  

-The airlines do not seal off "driver's" 
c6mpartments on any vehicles.  
(Edlow flept. pp. 24,, 25, 42) 

7. It has been stated by defendants in their affidavits 

that the reasons for shipment of SNM by air, -"as with any material 

involves factors of economics, reliability, convenience and speed 

in delivery" (D. Aff. of Leland" Rouse, p. 4). This glosses over 

real reasons for air shipment as determined by Mr. Edlow.  

According to him, cost is the most imDortant -consideration to 

shippers in the selection of shipping method. (Edlow Rept. n. 13) 

8. The defendants further state that "containers are 

less likely to be delayed or misrouted when transported by air thar 

by surface transport, particularlv when long distances are 

involved" (D. Aff., Leland Rouse, p. 41. This statement is utterl 

without basis; and is conrrary to the facts of which defendant 

DOT is fully awate. ' Sam Edlow authoritatively related the details 

of several incidents which show such statements by •he defendants 

to be gross distortions of what reaily goes on-in the SNX cargo 

industry.  

"Have you heard about thethree famous 
-UF6 shipments of March, 1969? One was 
mine. 33 kgs. U enriched to 90%, 
aboard an international fliaht to New 
York to Frankfurt, had been loaded ona .  
mixed London-Frankfurt pallet -At 
London, the pallet was removed from 
the aircraft, and the London cargo was 
removed. The balance of_ the pallet just 
.sat'there' -:hle'the aircraft took off 
and continued to sinoly sit at London.  
We were notified by consianee that the..  
flight arrived without the shipment, and 
we swunc into action. The airline cuicklv 
found the cargo, still'sitting in London.  
No'airline personnel at London or elsewhere 
,had initiated any action. We had to tell 
t - " cr'o -'as missinc.  

-. -- ",can bct'y6ur botton 
dollar.  

-4-
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"Second famous shinin'nt of March, 
19G9. Throe containers of stratcgic 
material, aroms waight 850 lbs,., left 
Goodyear on W1ednesdav, reached Columbus, 
were taken to Dayton; whore they were 
loaded aboard air freighter for St. Louis 
for onforwardinq to consignee by special 
truck. Two containers were delivered on 
Thursday. The third container appeared 
to be. irretrievably lost, but was 
eventuallv found nine days later in 
Boston under a load of shoes. And how 
was it found -- a shoe store was tracing 
a lost consignment of shoes and'Thank 
God -- they found the shoes -- with the 
strategic material underneath. Incom
petence -- what else? 

"Third March shipment. Four containers 
of strategic material were loaded 
aboard air freighter at Dayton for St.  
Louis on Friday. Saturday -- two of the 
four were delivered to consignee. No one with the air line could fiaure out what 
happened to the other two containers.  
Tracing followed, and the missing con
tainers were located on Monday at St.  
Louis Airport, right where they were 
supposed to be. Incompetence -- nothing 
else.  

"To sum up -- the environment of the 
traisportation industry is one of in
competence, criminality, and un-elia
bility." (Plutcniun Divrsion, Geesaman, 
Donald P.; Report Le:ore California 
Legislative's Assembly Science and 
Technology0 Council's Encray Panel, 
June 15, 1972, pp. 15, 16).  

9. Incompetence and inefficiency are obviously not 

the only problems associated with the commercial air cargo 
industry. William Brobst former Deputy Director of the Office 

of Hazardous Material, DOT, now with the Energy Research and 
,Development Administration ("ERDA"), in commenting on the then 

AEC's set of procedures to be' follow:ed in protecting special 

nuclear materials in transportation, stated: 

"Although these procedures might he 
somewhat effective in discouraqing the 
diversion of nuclear material by some 
bystander •:ho is curious as to the con
tents of Lhe package, I do not believe 
that they have any meaningful degree of 
effectiveness in even discouraging an 
intentional divernion by any person whose 
motives are subversive or economic." 
(Ibid. p. 11).
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10. In this regard, Sam Edlow has confirmed Mr.
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Brobst's opinion on the effectiveness of safeguards proccdures and 

"signature service" and has described the condition of the trans

portation-industry into whose hMnds SWM were being committed.  

As he points out, the procedures are only as effective as they 

are wanted to be by those in the industry who implement them.  

"I was paft of an informal meeting 
some few months ago attended by govern
ment personnel, representatives of 
major truckers, ,railroads, one airline, 
insurers, and freight claim agents. It 
was agreed that the transportation in-' 
dustry is so thoroughly infiltrated by 
the Cosa Nostra that any cargo wzhich' 
organized crime determines to obtain 
will be obtained. To put it another wav 
no material is safe during transportation 
if organized crime decides to lay its 
hands on the material .....  

"flow very often we read of thefts of 
bullion, jew:elry, watch'_s-from secure 

-rooms at air cargo terminals. Th6 hi
jacking of aircraft is now a weekly 
occurrence. Today, aircraft are hi
jacked to pro':ide csc-c m-ea-ns to Cuba.  

-Who here dare say that aircraft .'ill
-not by hijacked -for the nature of the 

cargo aboard - because of its high value 
-or its strategic nature? 

"Gentlemen, the transportation in
Sdustry is infiltrated by organized 
crime and must be adjudged incaoable 
of providing reasonable 0protection for 
valuable or strategic-cargo. The trans
portation industry-is untrustworthy....  

"The high level of incompetency which 
'has been achieved by surface and air * 
carriers stacaers the imacination. The 
inability of the air carrier industry 
to properl'y handle the carco handed to 
it for air carriage now approaches a 
national scandal...  

"Signature service cannot and will not 
prevent loss, diversion, or mishandling 
of cargo. Further, signature service 
will not give early notice that ship
ment is lost, unaccounted for, or 
divertod, -At most, it will s3ngle
out a shipment as beinq something" 
other than routine. That the regulation 
provides any more it, the way of security, 
I question." (l,;.: pp. 13, 14, 17).



ii. It is widely recognized in the iinduntry and amonq 

defendants that a nuclcar black market, if not already in 

existence, is bound to develop as SNIM is successfully stolen in 

small or larger quantities. Commissioner Larsen, when still with 

the fornrer AEC, publically conceded the point. (Atomic Energy 

Commission's Symposium on Ssafeguards, Research and Development, 

October 1969).  

12. May 1970, the Institute of-Nuclear Materials Manage

ment published a report on safeguards in transportation. The 

abstract of that report stated in part: 

"the transportation industry is 
characterized by its c:n press as...  
'rotting at its core'...., law enforce
ment agencies advise that S1 billion 
dollars of merchandise is-being- hi
jacked or pilfered during transportation 
each year in the United States, and 
federal agencies acknowledce that 
organized crime has a strangleh hold 
on the United States transportation 
industry. Into this milieu'/ pro
fessional managers of nuclear materials 
are currently shiOPeintv •sufficihrlt 
quantities of nuclear materials to nro
duce nuclear weapons or to direct to
ward possible nuclear blackimail. The 

N1I4 Safeguards Committee explores these 
issues in this document and concludes that 
the postulated problem is real, current, 
at the alarm level now, and increasing 
in scope and risk." 

13. Dr. Theodore Taylor, ohe of the foremost experts 

in the area of clandestine nuclear weapons use has noted pro

fessional criminals can be motivated, simply' by the prospects of 

large profits, to steal fissionable material,, for sale to hich 

bidders. "Practically every highly valuable material has been 

traded in illegal'national and international markets. It is 

hard to see why inadequately protected fissi6nable materials 

should he any exception" (December, 1971'PAIS Symnosium on the 

Energy Crisis).
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14. The irony of the present situation, particularly 

with reference to ERDA shipment of SNM, is pointedly addressed by 

former AEC Director Crowson, Division of Nuclear Materials 

Security. One of the anachronisms of the NRC policy is that 

strategic nuclear materials which are to be used for military 

purposes are shipped under military rules. But, if the same 

materials are to be used for civilian purposes - although they 

too could-fuel a bomb-- they are-usually shippcd in the words of 

Crowson "like a special delivery letter" (Science, April 9, 1971, 

p. 145).  

II. Containment, Control & Handlinc 

15. ALPA's independent investigation of the air cargo 

industry and the present scheme for radioactive materials handling 

has resulted in a number of findings all-of which have been 

indisputably confirmed by Congressional investigations. Eight of 

these ALPA findings are as follows: 

1) Most hazardous material shipments 

are carried in violation of federal safety 

precautions.  

2) Shippers, freight forwarders and 

carriers routinely ignore or misinterpret 

the law and do not even have a copy of the 

applicable regulations available where they 

were needed.  

"3) The regulations themselves are out

moded, confusing and allow the carriage of 

materials which do not belong on passenger or 

cargo aircraft.  

4) Inadequate fire-fighting. equipment 

on airlines and the inaccessibility of hazardous
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cargo make many potential in-flight emerqencies 

impossible to deal with.  
5) The entire requlatory scheme is 

threatened by the pervasive issuance of 

exemptions from 'the requlations, without any 
notice -o the public or opportunity to pro
test unsafe operations.  

.6), The overlapping jurisdiction of 
government agencies hampers effective 

regulation.  

7) The Federal Aviation Administra
tion's inspection program in the field is 
virtually non-existent.  

8) FAA's laxity in enforcement leaves 
hazardous materials regulation violators 

totally undeterred.  

16. This situation is severely aggravated by the fact 
that the FAA, the agency that purports to be the safzety regula
tion agcncy for the industry, only regulates safety on a spot-check 
basis between the official business hours of 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. Yet most of the major air freight activity, for example at 
John F. Kennedy International Airport, takes place between 
midnight and 6:00a.m. Thie Washington. office.of ALPA can 
document numerous instances of inaction by the FAA after specific 
requests for attention to certain shipments had been made to 
appropriate FAA personnel.  

17. On January 5, 1975, the Deputy Secretary of DOT 
established a Task Force to review the movement of such hazardous 
materials in air commence. Its report, filed on March 19, 1975 
contained a ofar 05 - i:.Iizgs: 

1. Based on inspection of carrier 
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facilities and carrier personnnl, many of 

the receivjnq agents, who in most cases are 
the first persons to physically examine, 

these matcrials, have received only 

a minimum -amount of training and their 

acceptance of freight was determined by con

sulting CAB tariffs or IATA regulations, nbt 

the DOT regulations as required by federal 

law. As a matter of fact, of seven air 

carrier facilities visited at JFK and 

Philadelphia airports, only three had 

copies of the DOT regulations.  

2. Although notification to the pilot 

in command has been required for more than 

25 years, there is no uniform notification 

form and many of the notificiation forms 

checked contained discrepancies which were 

in violation of the requirements of 

14 CFR 103.25.  

3. The Task Force reported that it 

examined training programs which varied in 
duration from 30 minutes to 16 hours. However, 

many of the longer programs required that the 

student to do a lot of the work on a home 

study basis and included that time in the 

total. The Task Force found'that, although 

the awareness o-f zir carrier personnel has im

proved, the person receivinq the least training 

time was the agent on the receiving line who, 

by the very natuie of his job function, comes 

into fir't ccntct -.I*n the hazardous materials.  

This same criticism has been noted in every
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II study mnade on the hazardous materials problem 
since the Pan Am crash of 1973. The 

training requircments have been in effect 

since December 6, 1973 and all proqrams must be 

approved by the rAA; yet this problcm has not 

been rectified.  

18. The practices, attitudes and performance records 

of the industry and the federal regulatory agencies only increase 

the hazards inherent in the commercial air transport of such cargo 

As recently as June 19, 1975 Assistant Secretary of the DOT ba

moaned at a speech in San Francisco the continued poor ccopliance 

record of hazardous materials shippers. General Benjamin 0. Davis 

Jr. said that DOT had found ". . .that about 75 nercent of -ll 

shipments chocked on air terminals and elsew7here were in 

violation. . .of-aolicable safetv rules." 

19. As a final note, with regards to the repeated 

statements by defendants that radioactive materials shipmlent has 

gone on for 25 years with complete safety, this is another 6i.s

tortion of the real facts by NRC and others. As tcoSNM, there 

have been, to my knowledge, no catastrophic releases of 

plutomium other than'the Thule and Palomares spills (See Affidavit 

of John F. Shed, III, June 16, 1975). However, we have 

experienced disasters involving the air shipment of other radio

active materials where huan error defied all computations as 

to the probabilities of such events. Attached is a report con

berning just one of such instances where radioactive materials, 

caused a serious emergency involving contamination of hundreds 

of persons and valuable property in several cities. Specifically 

the report describes the Delta incident of December 31, 1971 which 

resulted in the radiation txposure of 917 passengers v..eo had been 

on board a ?line crin- '. r5onetiye materials. P% the 

report notes, "an unfortunate chance combination of human crrors
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resulted in this incident" (Exhibiit "A", p. 48).  

20. The defendants argue a dangerous line. We are 

to wait for the purportedly "remote" event of an accident or 

diversion of SNM in commercial air transport rather than preclude 

the event by removing SNM from such commercial mode now. I 

personally and professionally believe that to continue to follow 

such a scheme would be an irresponsible course of action on the 

part of defendants and, accordingly, support the State of New 

York's request for injunctive relief and summary judgment.  

CAVTAI;Y-JA;oirS A. ECKOLS 

Sworn to before me this 
•-8 day of November, 1975
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NATIONAL TRltiVSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 
Washingtoa, D. C.  

EXHIBIT A 

REPORT OF AIRCRAFT RADIOACTIVE 
CONTAMINATION INCIDENT, DELTA AIR LINES, INC., 

DECEMBER 31, 1971 
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A-12 Reconstruction of Scqucncc of Incident Notifications A-13 Convair 880 - Arrangemcnt of P.ssenger Cabin 
A-14 Convair 8S0 - Air Distribution System 
A-15 AEC - Guidezlines for Passengecr Scanning 
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Appendix A

REPORT OF AIRCRAFT RA.DIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION INCIDENT 
DELTA AIR LINES, INC., DECEMBER 31,1971 

I. SYNOPSIS 

A small quantity of radioactive material leaked from a bulk shipment onboard Delta Air Lines 
Passenger Flight 925 of December 31, 1971, while the shipment was en routeirom the manufact:,rcr 
in Tuxedo, New York, to the consignee in Houston, Texas.-The aircraft, Conv'air 880,'NS801E, was 
"contar nated and 917 .........' tard it befo rc escovec" -f the ieaka:e and removal: 
of the aircraft from service at Chica:o, Illinois. O'Hare Iniernational Airport on January 2, 1972. The 
aircraft was ferried to Atlanta, Georgia, where it was decontaminated under the supervision of the" 
Georgia Department of Public Health and the United States Atomic Enery.Commission (AEC',. By 
telephone contacts and press releases. passengers who had flown on this aircraft between the time of 
aircraft contamination and its removal from service were afforded an opportunity to determine the 
extent of exposure to themselves and to their baggage.  

I1. INVESTIGATION

A. BACKGROUND 

The investigation of this incident was conducted in a sequential manner beginning with the 
manufacturer's packaging through shipment, discovering of excessive radioactivity, subsequent 
action, to corrective measures as a result of this incideht.  

B. FIELD INVESTIGATION 

1. ManufacturerIShipper 

The Union Carbide Corporation (UCC',, Sterling Forest Research Center, Post Office Box 23k.  
Tuxedo, New York, is licensed by the AEC to operate a nuclear reactor in the State of New 
York. The AEC retains licensing authority over reactbr operations. New York is an Agreement 

.State und',r Sctc.on 274 of the Atom!c Et:cr.v Act of 1954, as ýte,.dzd. and can, therefore.  
regulate pos-e•,con and use of nuclear m %:erias within the state.  

Ridioactivc Material 

- UCC advised that the subject shipment was'a routine bulk shipment of niolvbdcnun 99 (Mo 
99) in 3 normnal sodmumi hydroxite solution,,which had a 66.5 hour half-life. This h.ad been a 
standard 1'rid.av afternoon shipffnent to Blio-Nucleat L.aboratories in I louitonThas, on a wceelly 
basis for the Im%: 12 to 18 months for consiginec picku1. at the airport.  
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Processing

The material was processed in the UCC reactor and moved from there under water (shiclding% 
to hot cell #2 whei'c it was placed into two'500 ml. (or 1 pint) polyethylene s-reicap berries.  

Bottling .  
(Primary Container) 

The bottles were approximately 7 inches high and 3 inches in diameter with a 7-i3"nc, 
inner diameter. and-1I-3/8-inch ou:er diameter neck. The bottling operaticn in eheho: h "ell was 
performed behind a 4-foot.thick window, using a pair of mechanical manipulators each'o-" which 
has two wide opposing metal fincers. The manipulators exert a force similar ao .iat azpi:ed by 
the operator as they provide no mechanical advantage.  

To ca- the bottles, the nec. . of - bottle wa. held bw onie man.ipu,!atc .v. -I the . c... wa, 
closed down as tightly as possible. "i'gcr tight," with the other manipulator. The plastic ca') wa2s 
1 3/8 inches high and 1 5/8 inches in diameter.  

Packaging 
(Secondary Container) 

The bottles were placed on a conveyor cart and transported to the conveyor station at the 
back of the hot cell complex, ,,here each bottle was placed, with the aid of a single manipulator, 
into a secondary, shielding container. This was a stainless steel/lead lined container called a "pig." 
The outcr dimensions of the pig were 12 inches high.and 8 1/2 inches in diameter. The inside 
space was 3 1/4 inches in diametcr' with a 1 7/8-inch deep inner ledge at the top. The pig had 
been decontaminated thoroughly and was placed in the receiving station, which was just below 
the conveyor station, before the bottles were moved' from hot cell •2.  

A shielding plug top with a neoprene type gasketawas then put in place and the'pig was 
lowered onto a dolly. The heavy shield door'was opened and the shipment was wheeled out of 
the conveyor station to the packazing area. The plug top was bolted down onto the pi, with four 
Winch bolts. Smears (paper swipes) were taken to verify that there was no contamination on the 
outside of the pig.  

Outside Wooden Protective Jacket 

The pig was then lowered into a wooden overcoat orjacket, the top of which was boltcd down 
onto six 1/2-inch steel bolts. The o'.'ter jacket was a ,.tinch.thick lay-er;:d plw..ood cont-'ner. thL 
dinmensions of whithc were' 23 i.hes hith by 23 inches in diaimeter. i: was .ccurcd to a 5-inch-high, 28-inch square pallet to acilitatc handling by forklft. Readings were tIen taken ," 
the radioactivity on the surface (200 mR/ihr) and at 1 meter distance (8 mlk./hr). The packages 
were labeled, sealed with a lead seal, arid 3ndved onto the loading d6ck where the'y wcre s:ni.arct! 
onccc more before being loaded b'" crane onto a company truck for forwarding. An" illus'" r"tin o'f 

the containers appe.trs in Attachnent A-1.  
UCC had no written procedures for the maintenance of reu-eable Type 1I pig- and woodcln 

jackets. \"hen tlhese containers were returned by mnutor frmight, they were checketlr any 
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contamination, decontaminated if necessa-i, and examined by persoiinel froni Ae packaging area 
to assure that these containers appeared to be in satisfactory condition for reuse.  

Contents 

Each of the two polyethylene bottles in this shipment.contained 283.5 ml. of Mo 99 in liquid 
form and the .calibrated isotope specification for each was 65,200 mCi (millicurics). When 
packaged for shipment, cachbcompletcd piece weighed 430 pounds'and had a Transport Index 
(Ti) of 8. The total shipment was two pieces at 860 pounds with a TI of 16.  

The labelitig'of the packages was as folIlows: 
a. Metal tag secured to outside of jacket (reproduced below) 

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 

U.S.A. D.O.T. S.P. 5800 

Type -B -Wt. 90 kg 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
TUXEDO, NEW YORK 

b.Two Radioactive Yellow-Ill labels on opposite sides of each jacket, (see Attachment 
A-2a).  

c. One address label glued to jacket. (see Attachment A-2b).  
d. "Packing" slip envelope (white wi:ii red print) glued and taped to jacket (containing UCC 

Order -- Invoice 28856 and a copy Airbill Number 006 JFK 432 4103, prepared by the 
shipper) (se'Attachment A-3).  

e. Manila envelope taped to j;-eket. rubber stamped in ret!, "Department of Transportation 
Special Permit No. 5800," containing copy of the pernit, (see Attachment A-4).  

Transport 

At 2:10 p.m., Friday, December 31. UCC delivcrcd the subject shipment to'the Delta Air Line
air freight dock at JoLn F. Kennedy International Airport, Jamnaica, New York (JFK) in their own 
Chevrolet Carryall. a 3i4-ton truck.  

Other UCC s!:2pm-nts were also delivcred to Delta Air Lines in -he same moxemcnt. These 
shipments, irc u.' ':d.- ..4.'i,'ins of ra;oa ::i:-e :,,teri t l ;. ei. 'hi:i-w 515 pounds which were cons-i:ned 
to- . , 4I ..... .0: 1..... .. :.u.. -.. •... I.-, J 11.1. O e pece wJs a pig 
slightly stinii m:an iL.nr , miu.ar M, tiLAt s.,n'IgnuC tU hLoPS'-,'Cicar Labolatories.  

The laiger radtoacllce shipments were moved by forklift from the truck and placed onto an 
airline cargo cart ith di op:ides.  

2. Cart ier 

Delta Aif .I.c .. I n~., Atlanta Ai: port. Atlanta, Geors.iia, 30320. 1., a Delaware corpo:t.ition wi'i: 
he. l~jU1.trs ., :'i Atl.ln.t,G,(•rg:i . '1 lIc companly oera..0 % s a. dwhVILlCeL .1.1 , a:r: 3 und.-. a 
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currently effective certificatc of public convenience and necessity issued by thc Civil Aeronaumi: 
Board, and an operating cerrificate i-mued by the Federal Aviation Administration (I"AAi.  

Delta pcrsonncl received the Bio-Nuclear shipment at their air, freight tcrinin-d at'JFK an, 
signed for it in good order with no exceptions noted.  

Receipt 

The'shipment wa-s reccived on the Delta ramp and moved from the delivery truck onto a Delt, 
WVllard Bl:igage Cart. Model BC-450, %-l.ere it remained untilit was taken out to the flight hIr.  
for loading into thc aircraft. It was not taken into the warehouse.  

Load Planning 

The load agent, in working the load, found he had more than 50 TI's, which is the maxi-nlar 
alowabl on one aircraft. Therarore, hc Id one s'npmnt of" radioacti've matnrd dcstr: e, t' Houston until Dclta's next dcparrure, pji~senger-carryvin Flight 931 cf December 31, which ,,a 
scheduled to depart only 2Va hours after Flight 925. This shipment was shown on airbill IF!, 
4327 4136. It wcighed 33 pounds and had a TI of 8. Flighit 9S1 loadpapers are Attachment 1-.5 

Dispatch 

.Flight 925 was dispatched with a total TI of 48, consisting of two shipments to Houston ir 
Cargo Bin 3: 

Transport 
No. of Pieces Weight (lbs.) Airbill No. Index 

2 575 JFK 4327-4114 17 
2 860 .#FK 4327-4103 16" 

*to Bio-Nuclear 
and one shipment to New Orleans in Cargo Bin 4: 

6 228 JFK 4377-3811 15 

"The japtain was so advised by the Restricted Articles Notice form attached to his clearar=:.  
release (see Attachlient A.6). Oh.4t.-r freight, air mail, and first class mad were also loaded in bin 
(see Flight 925 dispatch records which are Attachment A-7).  

Caro', fip 

The Convair 8SO has two cargo bin areas below the passenger comipartnment floor, one orw.r, 
.of the wing aid the other behind the main landing gear and hydraulic conmiartmcntc.. { 
Attachment A*-). They are each 19 feet long by 3 1/2 l'ct high and each h.!: one 38-i-i.:h 
access door in the middle of the bin on the right side of tie aircr tft. I lowever, the iohl-ir: ,! 
cargo iect, .i, 'tist-il.1igC liailit the heitght of the entraunce to 20 inches (see Atrachitinct A 9'.  
convenient. e, ILh.-ta imaibes their c.atiu bins fi1 through 24. '1 lie furward 1:Cttou 0 f thu. OIL 
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bin is #1; the aft section of the forward bin #2; #3 is the forward section of the aft bin; and fhc 
aft section of the aft bin is #4.  

Pas'senger Load 

On departures from New York and New Orleans, the aircraft was occupied as shown in the 
following chart: 

Crew: 3 Flightcrew (cockpit) 
3 Stewardesses (cabins)

From New York 

No. of seats available 

Passengers to New Orleans

Houston

Total

From New Orleans 
to Houston

Total

1st Class 
(Forward Cabin)

24

0 + 1 (Nonrevenue) 

2 

0+ 2 (Nonrcvenue)

2 i

Coach (Aft Cabin)

96 

30

19 + 1 (Nonrevenue) 

50 

22 + I (Nonrevenue) 

23

Cargo Loading 

The Ramp Agent and two Ramp Service Agents who loaded the three heavy Bio-Nuclear and 
"Hastings radioactive pieces of freight reported that the loading procedures for bin 3 were as 
follows: 

The lntcrnational Scout Conveyor - Model TC-476 was placed at the cargo'bin door (see 
Attachment A-10i.Tre s:.des of the ba:.-.ie cart (in thiscase fr.iet cart-ý121 '.erc dropped to 
make it more nearly a ti it b-d and i: w.'s r:,netivered to a poo.:tioa directly undc:: the low und 
of the conveyor belt (see Attaciuncit A-11). From there the first 430-pound piece was tipped 
on its side and lifted by two men until it starte.4 up the belt, at Which time it was rolled over 
onto it, fl.it toup bhcduse the p.llet on which it was secured ex.euded 2 112 inclic-, beyond the 
wooden j.mket and ha.unpe"ted tle operation by cligu'iu into the 6.lt. It %w'.Is b.alailk-d by one 
man as it lirti.rc%%ed up the belt to the cargo bin doo•r. The conveyir height was adjusted Iow,:r 
so that -lit pii could then be rolled uot-r ontoc its side and wO, l.td in tu the cargu bin fCrom 
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where it was pushcd all the way forward in the bin. There was no apparent damnace done to ,h shipments during loading, and'handling was held to a minimum because of the weight. Afte the heavy pieces wcrc placed, the following Houston cargo wasloaded into bin 3: 

No. of Pieces Weight (lbs.) Class 

12 214 Air Mail bags 
5 132 First Class Mail 
9 207 Air Freight 

Intermediate Stop 

The compartment was opened in New-Orleans; however, there was no freight or mail to b off-loaded from the forward section, bin 3, so New Orleans personnel were not inolved with an" of the contamination.  

Radioactive Material Training 

The Delta Air Lines training supervisor at J FK was not interviewed personally because he wa out of town on a business trip, but he prepared a statement which reads as follows: "My training schedule at JFK follows prescribed company schedules and material. All necmployees with Delta who have contact with radioactive materials are given training in t,'A.  first week of employment. In addition all employees are given recurrent training once eac: year oin radioactive materials.  
"Our source of material for training are: 

1. Hazards of Radiation in SiI:nping Radioactive Cargo, (Book).  
2. Radioactive Materials (Sta.-,ard Practice 805).  
3. Air Cargo Restricted Articles 'Standard Practice 891).  "Ihcluded ill this training our emnployees are shown the shipping labels used, the total amcLn of Transport Index allowed on our aircraft, and thc bins we allow radioactive materials in.  ""Also I instruct employees in handling, distances, and dangers should paickage becon:

damraged. , 
"Our Load Agents, Ramp Agents and Supervisors arc in-trucied on the above, however. theteceive additional training; such as notification of Pilots of all restricted articles onbo.'.prop.er crities nn our l:o.1 r:..ess tie 1  vrn. and those aencies to notify in case of d~amaged *;u,."l:*i.'" * 

Cargo Off-Loading 

At Houstnui. the rour Itinmp Service A~eents who off-loaded the I fouston cargo rep-ritu d :!.  luggage fitlmi bins I and 2 was ulff-loaded lirtt the tdie frel,.ht cargo from bins 3 .umd . .  reported that ilnv l ilrt. heavy ctntainlcrs of r.lditc':ive inl.tti ,i.. il bin 3 wvere l t:. . " and were itt %: knIdlilln in upr right pouitiuns. "Nothiimi u lnU,.al w.ts lmmhmulit of f 11% .1% thlt-% :..  
be tilineld %1.Il ' u th ll, Vic.. to l:t t Ilt il iu :luid l toi C iiv.iir 8%-0 la.U.: - " There Io l '.l% inoiuilre noted on bil flour, but tli% is ijs tni t 'iimiinl a .11 ily til •.• i; 1 "
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6caded in the rain or bad weather and moisture is carried into a bin area on cargo." The two men 
at the foot of the conveyor belt Jlid the containers off the belt onto a cart. "Since these articles 
are very heavy, 430 lbs. each, we had to slide them off the belt and in doing so they have a 
tendency to fall on their side." As each container was off-loaded the men got up on the cart, set 
them upright, and positioncd them on the cart.  

Warehouse Storage 

The three heavy contane,.s of radioactive material and several small boxes containing 
radioactive material were th.n tal.en to the freight warehouse where they were left on the cart 
overnight, separated from azix oth.r airfrJight. A shift change followed this activity, but the next 
morning, January 1. the Bso Nu.lciar shipment was unloaded from the cart in the warehouse by 
the same man who later hellled load it on the consignee's pickup truck the following morning, 
Jaiuary 2.  

Aftermath 

The handler who worked inside cargo bin 3 during the off-loading at Houston was contacted at 
4:30 p.m. on Sunday, January 2. and advised of the contamination problem. His work clothing 
was found to be contaminated, and lie was given a medical examination which revealed no 
ipparent injury. He subsequently reported a burn area on one leg which had been exposed to the 
contamination. An examination of this condition revealed that it was "...a chemical r-.actmon 
from the solution the radioactive material was in." 

3. Consignee 

"Bio-Nuclear, Inc., 6006 Schroeder Road, Houston, Texas, 77021, is a subsidary corporation of 
,'the Amemican Biomedical Corporation. Dallas. Texas. It is.a Texas State licensed radioactive 

mrnaterials processor. At the time of the incident, `Bio-Nuciear did not have a Health Physicist on 
its staff.  

SThey have been receiving from U CC w eekly bulk shipm ents of liquid M o 99 for over a year 
and use it to process Technetium (Tc 991. a daughter of Mo 99 with a 6-hoiur h1alf-life. Tc 99 is a 
radioisotope used by the medical profession for diagnostic purposes. Routinely, the shipnier~t is 
sent on Fridays. The consigniee's plant is closed on Saturdays. The shipment is picked up early on 
-Sundays, for Sunday night processing and early Monday distribution to, customer hospitals and 
doctors.  

About 7 a.m. Sunday, January 2, the Dio-Nuclear shipment was picked up by their driver from 
tihe Delta fre:.ht dock at Houston in:ercontinental Airport. Ifa'ti,;gs. itadiucllemnicjl h.:d 
previouly di&uoerd that its consignment was contaminiated, aud th.,t coqipan)y notiiied 
Bio-Nuclear of the possibility that the Bio-Nuclear consignment was also contaminated. The 
Bio-Nucle.ir pack..ies were surveyed 'with a l.udluin (;cigr,-r counter (?000 mriot rante), and thc 
reading w.s otff the t op of the scale. Tr.tces of white powder Also were foutid tn the rim of tl." 
pig. Th'e liquid rum.miniitg in the two plastic bottles was tr.msferred to the 'xtr.Ittt % .I• qti ..  
possible to miii .:.i ' . l'xs mal e. Nn ineastmurewic,, yo were m.ailt, (f the .mm ii tait-, .m h"" 
thit. I 'ot s•.. l,u b t It . , i,: .1 that thei" l;qtid levei it inie l,,tdh %%.t, hwtr thl., thu'.. of" prLvi ..  
:.hlill~t fit., .111., 0 :!. i.. 1,!,- 44f th,. pl.-. ; t..\,. . rh i,. 1 .3 , 1 i t 411Ll.:if"Ll, lInd ll ,liu .ll.iu 

for hm.ilnhIui w'cr'. it ni,.vl to ,a re utilt l',L ,ilt'd b,'.lI-Iiiitil.L'.  
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Bio-Nuclear called Delta Air Lines, informed them of the findings, advised them to check the employees %ho liandled the s-hipment, and gave interim instructions on d~conranin.ar;cn p:.Ozc
dures. After moving the contaminated containers to the warehouse, Bio-Nuclear notified the 
Texas State Health Department.  

4. Activities After Discovery of Contamination 

a. Notification 

There are specific requirements for the carrier to make immediate notification to t*i- nea.e:.t 
FAA. facility by telephone in certain cases of dangerous article incident:. J3re.e.'k..¢ cA a 
shipin'ent calls for immediate notification to the shipper and the Department of Travspor-ation 
(DOT) and a report within 15 days to the DOT, Hazardous Materials Regulations Board. It is 
required that a copy also be sent to the FAA facility which was first contacted (14 CFR Part 
103.23, Part 103.23 and 48 CFR Part 17.1.16).  
Since the shipment appeared to be in good condition at the time of consignee pickup, and the 

carrier was not immediately aler.ed to the possibility of contamination, it was several hours 
before all concerned parties were notified of this incident. Official records of the tirst tew 
original notifications are either nonexistent or very sparse. Consequently, the attached 
notification chart (Attachment A-12) is a reconstruction of the approximate sequence of events 
since almost all times shown are estimates.  

b. Postincident Activity 

(1) Aircraft Movement Until Taken Out of Ser.'ice 

Delta Air Lines did not know that their plane. Convair 880, N8801E, was contaminated 
when it arrived in Houston before midnight on December 31, 1971. Consequentl., the 
aircraft was continued in rciarly scheduled pascnger service until it landed at O'{1are 
International- Airport, Chicago. Illinois. about 3 p.m., January 2. Following is a chart which 
shows the flight numbers and cities involved during this period of operation •hile the 
aircraft was contaminated: 

Flight/Date Origination Intermediate Termination 
Stops 

#925 Dec. 31, '71 New York, N.Y. New Orleans, HIouston,Texas 
La.  

#998 Jan. 1, '72 Houston, Tex. Atlanta, Ga. Miami, Fla.  
Dayton, Ohio 
Columbus, Ohio 

?952 Jan. I, '72 Miami. Fla. West l'jm Beach Chicago, Ill.  

l,' . m9..t . 1 .'7 2 'h .*• , Il .. 4 i. l .. , K y . T .1l' 1.1m., [11.1.  

All our i. G..  
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Flight/Date Origination Intermediate Termination 
Stops 

'.992 ann. 1 '72 Tamna Fla Arl.•mn (',

#1951 Jan. 2, '72 

#1942 Jan. 2, '72 

#95 5 Jan. 2, '72 

#954 Jan. 2,'72

Atlanta, Ga.  

Miami, Fla.

Miami,-Fla.  

Atianta, Ga.

Atlanta, Ga. West Palm 
Beach, Fla..

West Palm 
Beach, Fla.

Tampa, Fla. Chicago, I11.

The aircraft arrixed in Chicago, Ill., at 6:30 p.m., was surveyed, 
and taken out of service.

Ferry Jan. 2 Chicago, Ill. Atlanta,-Ga.

(2) Aircraft Contamina:tion 

The aircraft was initially surveyed by the AEC at Chicago, O'Hare International Airport 
after 7:00 p.m. on Sunday Jan. 2.

Instrument: 
Readings:

Juno Model =7 survey miter 
o at rear cargo door. 50 mR/hr.  
* In center oi cargo bin 3 - 500 mR/hr. to 3R/hr.  
o In aft passer.zr cabih at seats 34 & 35 - 200 mR/hr.

The scheduleJ flig-ht was canceded and the aircraft was moved to the hangitr area until it 
could be ferried to Atlanta.  

On arrival of the ferry flight at Atlanta, the Georgia Department of Public Health, and the 
AEC, assisting in the emerecncy, ap n surveyed the aircraft.

Readings: 

Instrument: 
Readings:

S.::.: :. -._.2: "" .eGcige .,uchlcr 'scaniicr) with .3Y 

mg/cm2 probe.  
"o Contact reading on floor under seat 34-140 mR/ljr.  
"o Iliglicst ru::ding on bott6m of scat 35-60 to 70 mR/hr.  

Eberline E-120 (maxiniiin range of 50 mR/lthr).  
"o Forward end of carg6 bin (without hatndl;robe) - 3 to 4 R/hr.  

(estimate ba, 'd on state of rcading).  
ri Smear at forw.ard end of eargto bin - 2R/hr.  
o Smears on spt~ts genlcrtliv in minidle of ca.go bin- , '1 mR/hr. to 10 

((,).t.' . L , ,uld lie % Ietld (,tit) 
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e Air inlets (at side of cabin just below hatracks) above seats 3-4 & 
35 -low ek'el traces of smiearable contaminant.  

* Air exit vcnts.(outboard of and below the seats) at seats 34 and 35 
- little mcrc than a trace (see Attachimn.tn A-13 for seat locatiunsl.  Seat and floor readings were ,1h., result of direct rd:":t'cn from -F-:. e , ... .. ." liquid source. Smearablc cohtamination resulted from airborne radioactive particulate (c.g..  

dust).  
There- was no contamination found at the adjustable ventilators installed over the individual passenger scats. (See Attachment A-14 for details of Ccnvair 880,- A; Distribution System.) 
The only access route for air movement between the cargo compartment a:.d th: a'.:ra': ventilating system was a 2 3/A-inch breather hole provided in the sidew.Al above the carco door to permit pressure equalization between the passenger compartment and the cargo area. On depressuribation. air from the cargo compartment exhausts into the ouflov.w sida of the system to the outi\ow valve. Air in the cargo conmpartretMEt 6s Ke.nez1in'v .LAtEc eC_.%CCP during cabin pressure changes. (See Attachmeht A-9 for location of breathe'r hole.) 

(3) Aircraft Decontamination 

The Georgia D.partrnent of Public Health, Radiological Health Service in Atlanta, took charge of and actually decontaminated the aircraft-and was assisted by Delta Air Lines personnel. The AEC Regional Compliance Office in Atlanta, althouch primarilv a regulatory organization, served as coordinating office. They worked with DOT, FAA, and the-carrier.  
AEC Operations Divis!on personnel furnished Radiological Assistance Team support where necessary.  

After determining that the ca:co bin was constructed with a fiberglass liner taped to the structure and a metal floor, it was decided to remove the liner from bin 3 and strip out the 
old tapý.  

Personnel who were to enter the cargo bin were dressed in full length cover-aUs. rubber boots, rubber gloves and were ecuipped with a Martindalc resoirator. two dcsimcter:; (instruments for measuring doses cf radioactivity) and a film badge. The first man into the bin was allowed a maximum exposure time of 15 minutes. His dosimeters read 33 mR.  Consciu-..tla-,t next man in was allowed 45 miniutes to work and his exposure .is * U..  mR. Th. :..&., .r. charge of the oFeration who was in the midst of the activity the entire time 
had a 100 mR. reading on his self-dosimeter.  

The fiberglass floor liner, when removed, showed 2-plus R/hr., as did two panels of the metal tinderfloor and cargo tiedown rings, which were also removed. Air tools were used and insulati:i,. ri..terial was vacuumazi out. The inside was then scrubbed with ;i:-uid so m and rinlwd, but ' o nit hu.d to r.'.4 ro;,ssibli z:'readi:. of t!:a c- ..nran-:,.. n ," January 3, 1972, at 3:30 p.m., the aircraft was released. When surveyed. the readings o0 th..e aircraft structure (excluding the cargo bin liner, which was reliioved) had ranged from 160 mR/hr. to 2-plus R/hr. On completion of the decontamination, the maximum contact reading ýVai only]" 50 mR/hr. under the aircraft belly.  
On Janu6rar> 6. one week after the incident and more than 3 clays after decontaminintion.  the a;rcraft made its first landi rm in.'lampa, Fi'rida, where it wis cliccked for ratlitactivi-.: and wis found to be cotiamiln.tetd. According.ly. the aircraft was senit back to Atl.ant., for furthtlr checl.kmm atil decontranimutiion, as lneLts.ary. 'I itre sswere two spots in the cat!gu l1,1 
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where contact readings could b.- found. The tape was stripped out and no rcnov-.'!,: 
contamination was present. TVi aii craft was again returned to service.  

This incident provided an .xample of the differences in rcsp6nse to tests for radioactivC 
contamination resulting from different scimning equipment utilized, proximity to the 
source, and the interpretation given to the various readings.  

(4) Employee and Passcnger Involvement 

The first consignee (Hastings Radiochemical) to receive a shipment from the subject 
flight, discovered the contamination by normial scanning. Thev checked the emp!.-vees...! 
equipment before the contamni.naion had time'to spread in their facility. By the time 
Bio-Nuclcar was notified the following day of the possibility or contamination, their dr;ver 
had picked up the shipment at the airport. However, on'receipt of the shipment at the plant.  
they handled it as a "hot" shipment. Conscqu~ntly, there was no contamization spread 
throughout that facility.  

The first word of this incident received by the manufacturer was followed by a check of 
their facilities which revealed no contamination on their equipment or employees..  

By tile time the carrier was notified, :he contaminated aircraft had been throueh airports 
in 10 cities; many employees had serviced it with numerous pieces of airline equipmefit: and 
much freight, express, and mail had been moved in its cargo compartIments. Most of these 
could be traced, but the mail was the exception. How'ever, the major problem confronting 
the airline was the 917 passengers who had fiowi onboard the aircraft and had their bagage 
in vne of the cargo compartments.  

The AEC established scanning stations in the variou's rities involved and established a'set 
of guidelines for Delha to implement (see Attachmient A-15). Meanwhile. Delta'personnel 
started with the ticket flight envelopes aind'started backtracing the people who ,vei-e shown 4t6 have been onboard the aircraft. More thaf two-thirds of the total number were contacted 
personally by telephone, and the press was used in certain off-route areas to advise 
passengers of the problem and offer professidnal assistance to scan them and/or their b a g g a g e . '- ; • 

Survey check stations were set up in the ten cities at which the contaminated aircraft had 
stopped. The personnel from these check stations also surveyed eight homes on& request'.  
Passengers %ere advised by phone and the news media that they could e.-er come to the 
check stations or contact thoir btarl health agencies. Arrangements were miade for thi 
employees who had actually worked the shipment to have total body scans perfo:med ;t 
other places, such as local hospitals or.mecdical schools -which had the facilities to perform 
this task.  

The restuIts of the [,a,.sen:.cr wurve- indicated that neither passen•ers n-)r emplovyes h.,J 
been •-,bj.,'ccd ,ru a pcirson.d hcahih L.zaid alth,.:jgh some hid been exposed to inure 
ridioactivity then is acceptable under the concep't of tile lowest prt.ctical exposure of people 
to radiation. This information was also reportedin the press.  

(5) Baggage Involvement 
One lhthimded twenty-four passengers brought 271 va ios aricle. phis two dog.s to the 

sul~cy Aht',l. st.Lt i3u1% Cot Cx.tilnatiuuI. Nuiu tuum baLgs were fotund with a suindl ait,,u,,t ,,f 
Collt.1lihl1.1t iol. .111d there were suone with 't-,mp.ar.ativly ni L IS h Ovd f Cl,,i.t,i,gii.i i(jIl.  

• 1..
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Subject of observation. Unit identified as Unit identified as 
#40 #16 

Polyethylenc bo itle RPeortedly, water 
(primary' cdntainer). had replaced 

radioactive liquid 
to the top of 
bottle and top had 
been secured finger 
tight: Bottle rest
ing down in beaker 
with some liquid in 
the bottom. When 
the bottle was 
squeezed beiween 
fingers, liquid 
escaped.  

•Thirty-cight days aftei'the shipping incident, the containers were viewed again after they had 
been returned to UCC. They were in the plant, but isolated in a roped-off quarantine area. The 
container parts were still too 'adioactive to be handled.  

During this visit to the 'plant, a demonstration of the polyethylcne bottle filling process was 
conducted by the hot cell operator who had filled the bottle for the subject shipment. For this 
demonstration, howevcr, water was used instead of a radioa~ctive material. The process followed 
that which was described earlier in this report. After the demonstration bottle was removed from 
the hot cell and checkid for any contamination, it was picked up with gloves, and when tipped 
upside down, the water leaked rather freely. Then the "tightness" of the screw-catp was checked.  
Although it had apleared to be on securely, it was only "nManipulator-finger" tight. It released 
and unwcrcwed with only very lizht fir:2rtip pressure. Subsequently, the top was tightened wich 
fingers and the thumb arouiid the cap ar.d the seal then contained the liquid inside.  

Ill. CORRECTIV'E ACMION 

Subsequent to the incident, there was a concerted effort toward eliminating the potential for 
anoth'er incident involving a r-dioacti've material leak which could contaminate cargo and baggage 
areas in airctaft and/or endanger passengers or the public at large.  

The manuf.actur.r. 'CC. took %everal acticns that included: 
o eetijng %.ih the AtumiL I ndu'zri'- .' •.ru m, whic i i. an industrial trade as-.ociatticn cumpri ed 

of radioin.K : 1..Ts manufacturers, shipp.-rs, processors, etc. The RadioLotope Committee agreed 
to dcvel.p new', effective, and workable container leak-tests that" could be adopted by the 
American Stan da rds Association.  

* Discontinued use of the old polyethylene filler bottle for a new one with a different sealing 
arrangenw ot.  

o Ev.luatioi of an induction-welded sealing cap for the primary container.  
0 Prim.iav ,,.om'awr ftir liquid .dip:ment% are now leak chcclcLd to 25 i~icd'% of nerciiry bef.,re 

they h Owve rh," lioi c,'l.  
d h. ,. :. ia g . hn ,.i.,- i:t i nptL':1e i•"%.l t for ilhe ti.,. L is n.isI4-,,, tiifed 11 ,in .:1 l I' V! I , :
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gasket for better seal.  
"o Consideration of a change to a plug type gaskct that would fill the renaininag sp.,.e taroundt 

top of the polvctlythlene. bottle.  
"o Pigs with gaskets to be leak checked once andihcrn rechecked again c, ch time a-gask-et 

changcd.  
o Consideration of a leak-check for the bottle aid secondary container pig for each liqui'd, T' 

B and Iodine shipment.  
* Initiating a prcventive maintenaiice program with records kept, using newly ass•,;ned se: 

numbers to pigs.  
o instituted an administrative change which requires two people (packer and man who work 

hot cell) to check the packagingofeach shipment.  
The carrier proposed to the Civil Aeronautics Board that shippcrs of radioactive material in Ty' 

B packages be required to conduct'a leak-tist at the point of origin; and !tate in writiz that" 
consignee \vill perform a wipe-test within 3 hours of shipment arrival P.at destination. Tis wills
that packages are safe to carry on aircraft and determine if leakage has ,ocurred luring flt-it. T 
tariff became effective March 12, 1972 and is to expire June 12, 1972. CAB Order No. 72-3
dismissed the complaint against it.  

IV. ANALYSIS 

Of primary concern in this analysis are the conditions leading to the leakage of a bulk radioacr• 
shipment in liquid form which contaminated cquipinent and exposed the public to higher levels 
radiation than the generally acceptable minimtim. Reports of all the authorities concerncd with * 
incident assured those people who were involved that t hc exposures encountered did not cons-;tu
health hazard. It did. however, create many harrowing hours ofactivitv and concern for the nassc:z 
on the flights; for employees who handled the contaminated pack-age and Subsequentlh used 
contaminated equipment: and for the personnel responisible for decontaminating of equipment 
scanning people and baggage for radioactivity.  

There is no shortage of regulations governing tlWc manufacture, tra'nsportation. and use 
radioactive materials. Admittedly. zhe regulations arc rather complex and spread thru•iu.at 
different volumes, but they are specific in the requirement that the radioactive m tE:''.i mus: 
contained.  

The manufacturer wis'thoroughly familiar with the product, how to handle it safely, a:d the T1 
1 packaging being used, because tIis had been, for more than a ycar, a routine we.kly bu.e!. radi,•t.: 
shipment to the sanie•6nsignece.  

The manufacturer's'employees reportedly had operated a nuclear"reactor and packaged the prod 
for shipment over the year without injury or incident. The redundant (primary and second.  
container) S--.c*il 1',rmit auth..r.ized p.ackaging %%.Is d? it:nCd to 1u:-:' !.ajor -r,'c'd--
transpurt.t.iu.x. vithiout releasing :h. contents. Thli.e rcquiemnents covered irnp.tlt, az w•..  
subsequent fire.  

Possibly the' aforementioned famili'ar-ity with the reusable Type B containers led to a rela, 
approach in the maintenmace of the stainless steel/lead-Iined Pigs. "rhere' was no written com;p.  
procedure foi i:ssuring that each pig ni" 'the stanldards for reuse. The plastic inner bottles 
apparently sc'rved well. and there senemed to be no reason to cspecially imistrust them or their sec.ttr: 
Even for the tit "tl-ontr.taiimI filhling of a tyvpkal plahtic bottle; thie liquid (wvater) w.is not colt.h-lt''t, 
time .• w L.l. *', i; was in ,t.alld by tby i ll r.: tt t/ (.ini ttl. 41m Ltnlbil.atitnl. I ,1 4c as r, it %.•.,. *Il.;.! 

tlt, pWi tiltd ..'lf bl .%ci.ed down Itihttid r.nutilm-'l with bare h.,ml It) hl.v"e ,..titaethutliv c.nt.lta.  
tit', 11,1 ,1 1 *' , it', 10 1% . il,, 111AI11.a: : v..ttit -..*-.. L d1.a 1*, .,'%t, t..At , *. , .-:14! .
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"This Side Up"' labels were not required on the outside of tile packages. if th6 con:ainers X, satisfactor-, there should b. tio need for this addition. However. the out.ide wooden ptotectivej.icl:.-r 
is shaped with a pallct/platform bottom which would tend to indicate which way it shlould be carried, 
if for no other reason than to ý*pread'th! lo.ad ever a laretr secrion of the car-.o b.n tX.,'r.  

The bulk of the individual 430-pound package necessitated normal upright handhng by forklift and 
crane. However, it did* create problems when it came to loading the 28-inhi-h:il p.acka.r- inl.. 
20-inch-high access door of a CV-880 cargo bin. There was room, once inside, for the package to have 
bceenturncd upright onto its pallet bV.asc. If this had been done, the bottle would havc had o:dl .  10 minutes to leak rather than approximately 4 hours. Accordinelv, the radioactive liquid prob.;alv 
would not have leaked outside the secondary container. This would also have prevented subj-ctinL, z:e 
bottle to air pressure changes while it was upside down.  

The carrier indicated that ir'had a training program wherein the employees were instructed in 
handling radioactive shipmen ts. The 'AEC in Atlanta reported that they had given instruction on this 
subject to the carrier's manaSement pcrsonnel for relaying to the carzo handier (Raump Se.rvice A-•*mrt level. Some of the Ramp Sen-ice Agents interviewed Q -d received such instructions, but others o" the 
cargo handling personnel irndicated that the instruction ]lad not been given to them.  

Although it was preplained. the delay by the consignee in picking up. the shipment added to the 
niaghiitude of hie problem, as did.the loose notification procedures and the l;ck of a Specific 
emergency procedures plan. These aspects delayed a timely discovery and immediate initiation1 of 
remedial measures.  

Subsequent to the original interview of the 'Georgia Department of Public -Health personnel, the 
Radiological Health Service representative, who was in charge of the,-aircraft decontamination in Atlanta, was contacted for some additional information and for clarification of some reports. During 
discuision of the "tracess" of contanmination reportedly found in the passenger cabin air inlets and ax 
exit vents, it was determined that air vent contamination was not a problem since the trace readin:gs.  
were insignificant, and the origin- of'the cIontaminant was questionable. It was explained that tihe 
smears/wipes of the upper and lower gids of the 'ventilating system were made and placed in 
envelopes, then into a bag. Following this activity, the smcagiw;pes were made in the highly 
contaminated cargo" conp.rtment. These were then placed in envelopes and all envelopes were ta!.e;: 
to the laboratory.  

At the laboratory, the contents of the 20 to 30 envelopes, some of which were 'extremelv hot." 
were then placed inside glassine envelopes. The multichannel analyzer with a 5-inch sodium" iodide 
crystal indicated only 'tr.ics.. approximatelv 300 counts/min. or less. This is considered to be an insignificant amtount, and it- is suspected 'that this trace amount was the* result of cross-contamination 
of the specimens, especially since the entire .tir flow is into the cabin through the inlet, out of the 
cabin by the exit vent, past tihe cargo bin breather, to the Outflow valve.  

V. I'I1i)INGS 

* The reusable Type 2 packaging used for transporting the subject radioactive bulk shipment in 
liquid form did noit fulfill the containment requirements of the regulations.  

o The na.ntiflcturer did not have a standard nainitenance procedure for overseeing tie condition 
of the rejur::edl Type it phi:s beltfre reusef r 

o Ant urt|tuati: tit.srice combinatio'n of human errors resulied in thik incident, i.e., pla.stic bottle 
top t0o hID,., 4i., 1, 1,Let in nltisf.Itctory coudlidton, p.td.:;tge rolled r,:itt; aril k-ft 4 'n it% 4ide diii :lh trannp9 i t. "rhe I&'rtval" of 'tmy mtiy of the%,: %ti-pls from til the 1teLlrue tr would ih tvv p -t',cltt ri-..  
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o The carrier's training program for handling radioactie materials had not rech.ed all c...  
handling personnel.  

o A routine delay in pict-up of the shipmefit by the consignee and the lack ofa speccf'ic emerge,,c% 
plan for incidents such as th;s arevented timely discovery of the situation and initi.-kz:r,; c*i" "m.J!.,-" 
remedial action. 'I his rcsultced m increasing the mnagnitude of the problem.  

o Trace indications of radioactive contamination in the passenger cabin vent Itina: b.vstien wICL 
the result of cross-contamination of the specimens as the)y were taken to the laboratory.  

o Reportedly, there was ,no health hazard to passeng-.-rs or employees involved in :l.:• ":.:.:-nt.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

It is concluded that this incident occurred because of the improper packaging of a bulk !iqu;*C 
radioactive shipment in a poorly maintained reusable Type B container. A contributiig zctor was ti,.  

. U) 4U b -II8 j14. t.45k . l... its *..  
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A1TACI~I.12JT A-1,.

Typical.- DOT SP-5800 
SHIPPING COflTAIINER 
Wooden protective jacket

CONTAIN ER -I16. BlSo-Nuclear 
Neoprene gasket missing

* S

A.  

, 4.

- U . .  

4 .  

'4.  

.... '..;L.

Ft; 7.;T~ 

f q 

CC:UTAHNE:I .1 
Saction of neophrene 93sket missirig
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ATTACHMENi A -2

Package Label 
RADIOACTIVE. YELLO:" III 

Bright yellow upper half 
White lower half

FROM 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
STERLING FOREST RESEARCH CENTER 
P. 0. BOX 324. TUXEDO. NEW YORK 10987

To:

BIO-INUCLEAR LUBORATORIES 

HOLD AT AIRPORT 

IHOUSTON, TEXAS

..*. . ..* I It| 'I *:Itj I f V. T i" . i I ilI, .t rIII i,

5 2
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AT1'ACHIMEN-r A -3- 2 

UNiroRM AIRSILL w.f-
- � I. V

DL F -t. 925 L~v. 6:53 2~*~ PREPAID COLLECC 

Ik ~ ~ ' '0 I Is' II

35=--la Labcratcrie s 

HOLD AT A.M7CR: 

Houston~, Tulex~s_

KSVL~C.' O..tChL OtLt 

Union~ Ca~bide CC---. .______ 

PO Boy 2'a. Tx~edo IF £VCUNT ENTERED HERE By SHIPPER 

'*.t* A. tS-.t~.c. ct.,ug... 5IAII&A 1,.A.-.tA..,-t$ 

2 iad.±oactive X~~o 

THIS IS 1:01 AN 1IJVOI,-E 

Y _________________________________________

IUUb~ - 4 332 741 3.'
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
HAZARDO3,S NIATEMRALS REGULATIONS L30ARD 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590 

SPECIAL PERIIT NO. 5800 

This special copy permit is issued p-s-tsunt to 46 CFR 146.05-4 of the U. S. Coast Gu::-l "UCCDangerous Cargo Regulations and 49 CFR 170.13 of the Department of Transportition ,DOT 
Hazardous Materials Regulations. as amended.  

1. The U. S. ATOMIrC EN-yEpRGY COMMISS!ON (tUSAEC) and _ cntr rv.t,r-- ari .;c,4 . .*.. t DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE and ;ts contractors, and liccnsees of --aeeniceht states" as aro- ad bI." the USAEC, are hereby authorized to ship Type B quantities of any non-fissile radioactive", ataria! ieither noiremal'or spcciai form, as provided for herein.  

2. Each user of thih permit must register his identity with this Board prior to his first shipment under the permit.  

3. The authorized packaging consists of an interim DOT Specification 20WC wooden pro:ectiv-.  jacket, as described in Appendix A hereto, when used with'any single one of the follov,-ina types r.: inner containment vessels which must fit snugly within the jacket: 

a. A DOT SPECIFICATION 55 (or equivalent) metal-encascd shielded inner containment vessel; 

b. A DOT Specification 2R (or equivalent) metal inner containment vessel; or 

c. A DOT Specification 7A inner packaging which his a metal outer wall (not authori7ed for norm:_ 
form radioactive materials).  

4. The packaging dLsigin is based ",pon the ambient conditions as prescribed in Margina! C-2.4.3 the RegIl.,tilI . ile safie trj::s- rt of iadiuicti-e Materiais, 1967 Edition, Itnterna:io:n.J AtuI ' z 
Energy Regulaition %IAEA).  

5. The ut~thc'rL.:-J r:!cAl..ae ctt ..-et;r!i., of tle International Atomic Energy Agency for T% pc pacl'- -::.; .. - -................- • 

6. Prior to each shipment authorized by this permit, the shipper shaNl notify the coonsignee and. f export shipmenIts. the competent au-|:ority of any country into or thro.,ugh which the paci.a.ic %ý: pass, of the dates of shipment and expected arrivil. The siiptper shadl notify caaih consinle' of 4it" special lo.idimg/lu :loading instructioaii prior to his first shilmtnt. nt.  

7. The out.%ide of c.tclh p.Icl.,.ge muAt be p!.minly a.nd thiiably mit.ircd "USA DOT SI' 5 , `J"" .:n.  "TYI'PE il, in ll tli'tlin with .tand i atddition to the other nhtid kiii--,: .tmiltlI-,vl.l , IC .,, .. 1..  DOT'l Iet~t m , 1l.ch M: 1,hi 111n . p.[-, i%,'ttrt- in 'tllnC111'.tit-tll %16 ,}tlh titl I llid ,tt I. ' , . ., 

I1 ' I " . :! ... .. .., t
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I -__________

ATTACI IM E-,"r A - .-1 2 
Continuation of SP 5800 Page 2 

8. Each package of gross weight in exccs. oý 50 kiloarains (110 poutnds) must hba C its gross we;!.-t in 
kilograms plainly'and durably marked on the outside of the package.  

9. Shipments are authorized only by vessel, cargo-oiily aircraft, passengcr-carrying aircraft, rail, and 
motor vehicle.  

10. No special operational transport contiols are necessary durihg carriage except as specified herein, 
and no spcci.d arrangcmecnts haxe been made under Marginal C-6.5 of the IAEA Regulations.  

11. For shipments by ;varcr. the shipper or agent shall notify the USCG Captain of the Port in the 
poit at*a ithough whicht tfle Nhip:ncnt i be o ce of the name of the vessel on which the SIpment 
is to be made, and of the tnime. date, and place of loading. When the initial notification :s cven :n a 
port area through which the sm.ipraent is to be made of the name of the vessel on which the shipment 
of the Port.  

12. Any i'ncident involving loss of contents must be promptly reported to this Board.  

13. This permit does not relievc the shipper or carrier from compliance with any requirement of the 
DOT regulations, including 46 CFR Parts 146 to 149 of the USCG Regulations, except as specifically 
provided for herein, or the regulations of any foreign government, into or through which the package 
will be carried.  

14. This permit expires January 15, 1971.  

Issued at Washington, D.C., this 3rd day of January 1969.  

Is/E. G. Grundv, Capt.  
For the Conmrmand int 
U. S. Coast Guard 

Is/S. Schneider 
For the Administrator 
Federal Aviation Administration 

/s/D. W. Morrison 
For W. R. Fiste 
For the Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 

Is/Austin I i. B.nks 
For Ma ". 'lkIot,.crs 

Fobr -ie Atchnil-ia..1ttor 
I 3 k. d 

5G.
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ATTACWI NLNT A - 4 - 3 
Continuation of SP 5S00 I P;c 3 

Address 211 inquiries to: Secretary. H~azardous &Ta~c-ria.J7' :!,t~ Board. U.S.Dr::.:; L 

Tnanspoitation, Washingtoin, D.C. 20590. Attention. Spiecia-I Permitis.  

CC., 
UL. S.. Coast Guard 
Bureau of Explosives, AAR 
Fccderal High-I ayAdminis~tration 
Federal Railroad Adrninisr-ratiorr 
Federal Aviation Adniinistration 

U. S. Atomic Enjergy Com~missioni, Mr. Kayc 
Department of Defense, Mr. Edw4in T. Loss 

5-7
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REGULATIONS BOARD 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590 

"SPECIAL PERMIT NO. 5800 
FIRST ILEVISION 

Pursuant to 46 CFR 146.02-25 of the U. S. Coast Guard (USCG) Dangerous Cargo Regulations and 49 CFR 170.15 of the Department of Trar.s-orration (DOT)I.Hazardous Materials Re-u!ations. -s amended, and on the basis of the October 14. 1970, petition by the Idaho Nuclear Corporation, Ida!-6 Falls, Idaho and the November 5, 1970, petition by Westinghouse Elcctzic Company, iPittsburgh;Pa.: 4peCIJ " ,,,,h u. 6-•" 'utyaleI1-aaas() 5,ad(4 
.. aLriur by revising parag'aphs (1), (a), and (i; and by addims new subparagraphs (la). (9a), and (11a), to read as follows: 

"1. Shipments of Type B quantities (S 173.389 (L)) of any radioactive material, in normal or special form, arc hereby authorized, as further provided for herein. This packaging. when constructed and assembled as prescribed herein, with the contents as authorized herein, meets the standards prescribed in the DOT regulations, Sections 173.394(b) (3), 173.395(b)(2), and 1 7 3 .396(c)(3), and 1 7 3.398(c). The fissil!e radioactive material content of each packagc may not exceed those quantities and material types as limited and prescribed in subparagraphs (a)(2)(iiý, (a)(2)(iii), and (b)(2) of S 10 CFR 71.6 of the USAEC Regulations, with such packages to be shipped as either Fissile Class II or Ill. in accordance with the pbckage transport index limitations or shipment limitations prescribed therein.  

"la. Each shipper, under this permit, other than the petitioners named above, and the other previously identified petitioners, shail reaster his identity avith this Board prior to his first shipment, and shall have a copy of this permit in his possession before making any shipment.  

"5. The authorized package described herein is hereby certified as meeting the specifi'c 
requirements of the ;lrer'at:ional A u:'.!c En¢::g- A-oncv's (IAEA) "Regulations for the Sa.fer Transport of Radioactive .\Iarerial", Safety Series ,No. 6, 1967 edition, as follows: 

a. Marginal C-6.2.2 The package design meets the requirements for Type B packaging for 
radioactive materials.  

........................"..... ..... . . ,:~~db ~i..'~h()r:'~ "' " " " " - • .::::.:; s l:,,.;:¢aby r , ,. ,•, 1 r: :s 
the reqJuiremnents tor Fissile Class II or Ill shipments.  

"9a. For shipments by air, a copy of this permit must be caITiCd aboard any aircraft transporting 
radioactive mnterluls under the terms of this permit. Fissile Class Ill shilpnents by cargo-only aircraft Itt'st conflorm to S 17 3 .3 9 6 (g)(1). Fissile Class III shipments b)y passcn[err-carrying aircraft 
are r a0tluthloi:/-Cd.  

"I Ia. I'nr %hipl'r..n, by w.ater. a copy of this permit inu-st he carried aboard any vt'.el tr.an~portif i t.,,]io.,, k if! I -:,..,I 1., 1. 1, dw wh •rm 4 i,, ,' l,. ,r m t.. ,"
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I..agcContinuation of 1st Rev SP 5800

"14. This permit expires january 15, 1973." 

All other terms of this permit, as rexised, remain unchanged. The complete permit currently in ýfi'ec 
consists of the original issue and the First Revision.  

Issued at Washington, D.C.:

Isl R. G. Schwing, Capt.  
R. G. Schwinf. Cant.  
For the Commandant 
U. S. Coast Guard

25 Novembcr. 1970 
DAT'V?-

Is/ S. Schneider 
For the Administrator 
Federal Aviation Administration

18 DEC 1970 
(DATE)

Isi D. W. Morrison 
for W. R. Fiste 
For the Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 

Is/ Quentii H. Banks 
for Mac E. Rogers 
For the Administrator 
Federal Railroad Administration

2 December 1970 
(DATE)

9 Deccib--r 19T" 
(DATE)

Addrcss all inquiries to: Secretary, Hazardous Maturi:ds Regulatiofis Board, U.S. Department 
Transportation, Washington, D.C. 20590. Attention: Special Permits.  

Dist: a, b, c, d,ec, h, i 
Kelckct/CG R Corporation, Waltham, Mass..  
Rutgers Univhrsity, New Brure5wich,.N.J.  
D.epartenctit of the Army. WashiNgton. D.C.  
Gener;d l'lectric Co.. flexua.aton, Cahl .  
The Olanatt Co~t ;'oration, CIiLililuati, Ohio
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"Continuation of Ist Rev SP 5800 Page 3 

Union Carbide Corporation, Tuxedo, New York 
Radiation Products Division. Burlington. Mass.  
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington. D. C.  
J. L. Shepherd & Associates, Glendale, Calif.  
Siemens Medical of America. Inc., Union, N.J.  
Nuclear Engineering Co., Inc., Morchead. Ky.  
Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio 
Todd Shipyards Corporation, Galveston, Texas 
Materials Evaluation Group, Phoenixville. Pa.  
General Electric Co., St. Pctersbui-, Florida 
Wcstinghouse Electric Corporation. Cheverly, Md.  
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.  
Cumnberland Research Corporation, Port Norris, N.J.  
Industrial Reactor Laboratories. Inc.. Plainsboro, N.J.  
Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co., Newport News, Va.  

(1U
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January 1, 1969 

Interim DOT Spccification 20WC 

§ 178.194 Specification 20 WCwooden protectivejackcr 

§ 178.194-1 General Rcquircments 

(a) Eachjackct must meet 'the applicable requirements of § 173.24 of this chap-ter.  

(b) Maximum gross weight of the jacket plus the contents may riot exceed the follo'.ring: 

(1) Spec. 20WC-1: 500 pounds 

(2) Spec. 20WC-2: 500 pounds 

(3) Spec. 20WC-3: 1000 pounds 

(4) Spec 20WC4: 2000 pounds 

(5) Spec 20WC-5: 4000 pounds 

§ 178.194-2 MA1terials of construction 

(a) The gcneral -configuration of the wooden protective jacket is a hollow cylindrical shell 
constuctcd of onc-piccc discs and rings of Plywood or solid iardwood reinforced with steel rods.  

(b) Plywood must be exterior-gradc, void-frec, douglas fin (or equivalent) not more than one inch 
thick. Solid hardwood is authorized for Spec. 20WC-2 only.  

(c) Discs and rings must be glued together with a strong, shock-reSistant adhesiv'e, such as cithcr of 
the following: 

(I) A resorcinol-formaldehyde adhesive, which has been bonded under heat and pressure: ar 

(2) A polvviTV'-,,cctat. vmulsio ;:. which has been reinforced Wiih lcemcntcoat.d ,.&i!s. 'i. ra.,'-s 
must be randomly spaced and must be at least 2-112 timesas lon gas the minimum thickriL-ss of thi 
plywood discs or rings.  

(d), Full-length steel rods arc required for reinforcement and lid closur. . For Specs. -'MX-I and" 
20WC-2, a lininit.in of six rods at.least 0.25 inches in dthacter are rcquirL-t. Frr Spcc. 2VWC-3. ;.  
finiuimun of 12 rd,.. at lasr'0.375 inmhes in diatmecter ar' requized. For Slyce. 20"WC--. a minimum ut" 
16 rthd'a :I t'at 0.375 inchew in d.iii meter are rccluired, aid I(ir Spec. 20W(-5. o vittantrft ," I r. .[a. ;," 
least 0.5 incht'-s ii diamlcwt-r .ire reqirvd. For Spccs. 20-.WC:I and 2 StMeel ."i t.'.t keJ.m!I 

61
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spaced around the circumferencc of th.- rings and discs, midway tctwecn the O.D. and I.D. of the 
rings. For Specs: 20\WC.3 and 20WC-4, boi•.s may be staeg-rec., aittrnately in txwo rows, at -0.3 

'inches from the line midway betwecn the O.D. and 1.D. of the rings. For Spec. 20WC-5, bolts may be 
staggered alternately in two rows at + one inch from'the line midway betwccn thie O.D. and 1.6). of" 
the rings. Rod ends must be threaded and -- cured with lock nuts and steel washers, or equivalent 
device, to provide at least a one inch diamtetr bearing surface on'cach end. Ends of the rods must 
tcrminate 0.75 inches b-ow thi". surface of :h: ply)'ood for Specs. 20\VC-1 and 20 -C.2. For Si'.cs.  
20WC-3, 20WC-4, and 20WC-5, the ends of the rods must terminate 1.5 inches below the surface of, 
the plywood, and that portion of each end disc which extends beyond the" rod ends must bc further 
held in place with lag screws at.least four inches long.  

(e) Thickness of wooden shell: 

(1) Spec. 20WC-1: At least four inches thick.  

(2) Spec. 20WC-2: At least three inches thick. The jicket must be completely encased by a steel 
shell at least I 8.gauge thickness, such as a Spec. 17H steel drum. The steel shell must be vcn'tcd by 
at least four 0.25 inch diameter holes, which must be covered with a durable weatherproof tape.  

(3) Spec. 20WC.3: At least five inches thick for the jacket wall, and at least six inches thick for 
the end discs. in addition, at least three plywood chines, two inches wide and protruding two inclhes 
beyond the outer surfaces, must be located at each end and midway along the length of thejacket.  

(4) Spec. 20WC-4: At least six inches thick for the jacket wail. and at least six inches thick for-, 
the end discs. In addition, at least three ply-. ood chin:es. two inches wide and protruding two inches 
beyond the otlter surfaces, must be located at each end and midway along the length of the jacket.  

(5) Spec. 20WC-5: At least six inches thick for the jacket wall. and at least eight inches thick for 
the end discs.'In iadd~trin. at least five r.'woud chihes. two inches wide and protrudini_ two inches 
beyond the outer sutfaccs. must be lucated at each end and equally spaced along the length of the 
jacket.  

(1) Figures 1 and 2 illustrate representative designs.  

§ 178.19 .3 f,'.  

(a) Closure for tha wooden protective jacket is provided by the steel reinforcing rods. The end cap 
.(lid) must fit ti-:htlv to the bodly of the jacket to prevent a heat path tc the intside of the jacket. The 
lid joint for Specs.. 20WC-3, 20WC--1, and 20WC-5 may not be co'planar with tile cnd of the ironer 
containment vevcl.  

(it) Spec. 20WC.2. i.nckint, ing closure. if used, must conform to . 178.10-1.4. Flanged clo'ure, if' 
uwd, must h.".1 I t'. t '1.'hLt %tL'I bol ts (at c.iast 0.25 inch di.amteter) and lock nuts (or ctVluivakiit 
I,'vIr.'l. * 'c, ,o ;:,,.' ,- i h i. ' ii, ih .. ,'t-' v- c . 't : .  

(Fo
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§ 178.194-4 Tests 

(a) Each jacket must be visually inspected for dcfccts such as impropcr bonding. cracking, 
corrosion of steel rods. an imt'ropcriv firting closure lid. or other manufac: : r-: ct... F. ...... , 
attention must be given to an:., separation of the ply'wodoc discs and rings which w,'ould piovide a heat 
path to the inside of the jacket.  

§ 178.194-5 Painting 

(a) Each jacket must.be complctcly painted with a high quality exterior weather resistant paint.  

§ 178.194-6 Marking 

(a) Each jacket must be marked on the external surface as follows: "USA DOT 20%VC.( ' TYPE 
B" and "RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL". The appropriate numeral must be inserted in the marking to 
indicate the appropriate Spec. 20\C category; e.g., "USA DOT 20WVC-2".

3-86-67
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I'Aerf 11412 AM I.q 
%Dt:t r ":-io RESTRICTED ARTICLESIARMEO'GOVctt,?4ftiENT OFFICIALS'NOTICE 

TO CAPTA!N 
Ml 

:ROM: LOAOPLANiJE Y/v; 
(facrtATUFM ct .-ry.

THE FOLtdIlP V"CEPTADLE nESrltC7ZD ARTICLES ARE OWBOARD: 

1)dl-o / 7'. V el. -PIt 
CLMSIFICkTION- &;2e- -14:-AMOUNI IN t)CST.  

CLASSIPICATION: 1,:5: 171e AM114Z- AMOVNT-)ZO--Ijýiý-- ST 02 

THE FOL1.01,11W i IOVEMNIMENT OMCIALS ARE 6 BOAno AND "AIIE BEEN CLEAnED.-rC CARRY 
CONCEALED L-US: 

NAME GOVT. AGENCY DOT 

NAVE GOVT!AG.ENCY DEST, 

Prep-3re In Cuplicate 
I. capWrv , 
2. 51300n File (FQfT'A0V*&fSj-.
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TO- CAPTAIN.'~ 3/

PRom LOAD FLANNUn ý4:,'., . ' IY 
'WH~ATUREI 

THE FOLLOV1:I:UG ACCEPTABLE RESTRICTED ARTICLES ARE ON'BOARD: 
00 

CLASSIWCAT~nt: Z.~'O*~ '10/ ,'I,'1;rtZZ41)L. A1,OUNT M!ýI P~'7 IN' S T...'ES 

CLASSIFICATIONZ,0/ A=fv &~/t M Ur~U~l'IN ... L., DEST.

THE FDLLO.W:'G GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS ARE ON BOARD AND HAVE BEEN CLEARED fr0 CARRY 
.CONCEALEDV CeAPO)NS: 

NA.V~______- OVT. AGENCY ________'DEST, 

NAEGOVT. AGENCY _______________0$.

Prepare In Dupflcaeo 

I Capti~n 
3station FI!v (Fet Two@ xkatsJ
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ATTACIIMLNTAX- 12

IMCOMTRiwCrIM: OF s--QU:-cE OF EIMcnM !:crLC,'IcA:!0: 

Mr. DAY/M= WU CALL, n,~r~ ~ 

C SAT./JAN.3. C3...-,-C9:0 - 2s~~~ '~-- tkd 
shipment from airp~ort. On return 
driver detectei ccnza=1-atIzn 
during routineo ;ýrccessimn.; 

- C SAT./JAN.1 1330 Hastings rHasting-' Coný- A-dVfsed him of ;rcl~ablc 
sultant !:P- ccutarInatlon. (F!e cc=-! in.'surveya.  
Radiation packages, and camfirm-ed 
Safety Officeer canta-.ination.) 
(ESO) 

c sAT.fJAi.1 12430 Hastings-=~S Texas State Advised of external contamination 
Health Dept.  

C SAT./JANJ.!14245 Hastfrgs-RS0 Ammeric~m Advised cf con'.2i~atzicn and 
I ioedilca1 Cor,- alerted to poszibildty of, 

Dallas (Bio. Bicipticlear sbl,-nemrt ccnta-mization.  
N~uclear parent 
company) 

C SAT./JAIZ.1 'afternoon Ame .rican Biofluclear Advised of 12astin~z receipt of 
'Biomedical conta-inated ship-ment in ssame 

consincent as theirs.  

C SAT./JTXri.i 15CO-1600 Hastims-Ps (Made LUnion Caoride Apparently call got throu.:. to 
UNSUCCESSFUL Corp. 13CC boiler room. Caller vonlcl 
attenpt to call mot Identify -rroblem o r relay 

any irfornation.  

3 SUrf./JA:.2 G7,:--C!O Plo*(acle-.r dIriver v*en darzetly to 
aIrp~rt to-pi.ck up zh!r'rnt.  
(Necither drvier ncr 1t e 
or coz.nt.±rnntiZm at thiintz...  

car a~r~tcnl tr.Ld Z-red 
remaniunin contenta from contsarners.  

S MU./JAU:. 2 =noirj , Texer- Stete PVcnlth D-;t. offU.1ral 
traveled frc,, Auatin to rouston, 

eunt&a.ieation C.Z j.icvt -.ý 

B SM:Z.JAN.2 rzornlne itulu Delta Air Lin.-.* Ajvir,. ofr ii.dlar: or co:..aica
(FrcIght) ti.'n 8 t.o chece.~ -erp1wL t:- .ha ha.ndlcd 

Dict~ucicr alklpn.nt, and haw to 'w~rh off 
cozit i1% nation. ,.(De.1rclcar moved~ 
containero to qumran:tine In 
varchouwZ.)

3 - Tip: rcrcrvi'~e

SULM Y InIVIU co~p'%y o neueny relJ'ern',V ative.  

npproxF.n'ted t-y ceC2m'ley or i c cy preuciaitttive.

C - Tine L e r: ~x.~hn* idcep'rtt.1 %'y -win *r plt! t.
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C SU=l./JAM1.2 =irn~ce Dolta Avlaticen Dppt.. T Pqu~esed¶ ea un$.it. of cCtt 
Airport recurity &1- Air,-.rt Frei-'t ran1c:jtiez.  
and Fire Dejt. (Fire Dc;,.. deccat2nnitated.) 

A =14.fALI.2 1330 flastinL3 and Union rnt-bide To advise of centanlnaation.  

Tea tte Corp. WC requested th~ey call 

A SUJ./Jt.2.2 1400 B1.l:UClear 1Jaion Carbidec TO edrize poC..aee received 

ContezIonated.  

SUNl./I-AN. 2 afternoon Bic~uclear Tex'as State To advise or contarninat,,on.  
(irepresarta-i.!e, i...erea, 

H~ouston, arri tend t-ion after at.  
Riuc~luear.) 

A SUN./3A~i.2 Texas. State Houston City T43 adivise of ecntuojination.  
Hiealth~ Dept. Htaith De~it. (Doth P-.occcltd --0 airpo-rt fcr 
(Called frem survey whtich revealed additiczal 
BION!IuCcLr areas of ccntar~icmtioo.)

A SUL/JM.2 1500 Delta-Atlatnta Delte-Chicago To PdT!Se of possible airc-aft' 
eontpj-4naticm. iteqo-sted AZC 
and Mfizois floard or Fcalth be 
contacted to Irtcpect aircraft 
ilhich %ras d-o to a~rrive at 1330.  
(AEC surveyed aircrkft acd fc-.nd 
1L eentorletated1. Aircraft was 
tak~en out of serv~ce 1nn ferritd 
to Atlanta fc~r decontami~stt.on.) 

39 SlmI./JAN.2 2330 Delta-A~tlanta Union Carbld%~ requested 13CC call1 Delta vp 
to ans-wvr q,-esticn3.  

3 tVN./tfO.3 0015 Union Carbide Dalta-Atlantae In resPcanc to 2330 req-.est.  

B F./-AXI3 0*O Union Carbide Dolts,. FAA & To e.'t.!rn-,ne course ci action to 
Gcorria Stote jIJSue.  
Ilealth Dorpt.  

- . (confer. 'cAll) 

a wl./jAZ--3 Ct.C0 tnlcn Carbiae ?I1.r To learn details rccar.1u.w 
(fit r..-V) ;wktz%: so ree*.Lgd..  

2 F-1/IX0L3 C310) Union Cnrbl*I N.Y. S¶.i:- D..* -t. To al:' ',udcttaia c.f 
or vc~.uw, 1.Cid-id. to dute.  

Dert. o, Trars

Atcce'.c Fi.erjy 
Ccr-., !cctA.I 

Compliance 

3 ~~jj~j ~A~l lnio abi~de Au~jil..r lHuuntou To a-nn hie. jg.tcfr-uP:j v- re not 

r-n.Lia..*jy.c11ga.LVJ alit fa.LU t4!a

79)
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AT'TAC1IMP.N'T . 1-1

CONVAIR •_O_:}% 

MAINTENANCE MANUAL 

AIR DISTI-1-1O SYS=4 - DESC:.!-_O:- A"MD O•2EATiO: 

1. General.  

The air distribution system delivers.conditioned air fr- the a-r condition
ing packages to the crew and passenger co...artments. A sc&iematic of -he 
air flow is shown on Figure 1. The air distribution system. is ilus.ra-ed 
on Figure 2. Aitzin=n and fiberglass duetirg is used to deliver the zondi
tioned air to air inlets along the sides of the- cabin Jus: below the hat
racks. The location and design of the inlets-permit an even distrlbi.on 
of conditioned air throughout the passenger compartment with no 4-af-s at 
any passenger location. The'duczs and inlet vents minimize sound genera
tion by the conditioned air as it moves through the ducts and out of the 
vents. Additional adJustable air inlets (ventilators) are installed above 
each passergers seat next to the reading light. on lo'wer surface of the hat 
racks. Conditioned air for the flight co-.artment is delivered by alnf
nhm and fiberglas ducting and discharged above 4.the fligh: cre's hea-z an ! 
at their leg level. Adjustable ventilators are installed above and fo.-.ard 
of each crew seat (except observer).  

Conditioned air in the passerger cabin is euhausted from the cabin thro'.-h 
exit vents installed outboard and below the seats.- These vents dir,.,c*. -he 
exhaust air into the area below the floor. The flight ccmpart-en'. a,:- is 
also exhausted to the area below the floor. The air exhausted belo-w :h
floor in the for-.ard -area of the-cabin is directed through the electrc-ncs 
compartmcnt for cool3r.; and ventilation of the electronics eui--::zn:-2 
then through the electr':: :: rtment and overboard through the fci--ard 
cabin prc.sure rceulator and out-flow-" v•!ve; or the electronic t;uip-._ n:t 
coolirg,- valve. The air exhausted below the floor in .the aft area of -.!ie 
cabin is directed aft, around anrd bclo-" the ba-ggaze cor.1%i"rt.c-.nts to z-.ibline tic. raturq.'s "* tho and tc: r af1 1. `.;e 
aft prf.;-re regulator and nutflow valve Qere the air is ported overt-oard.  

To prevent odors from entering the passenger areas, all lavatories and 
buffets tire ventilated by a one-way ventilation system. Thec conditionod 
air directed to these areas is vented directly overboard throujh tubiri:, 
a venturi to limit flow, Und overboard vents.

J--86-86
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION 01 TIHE AIRPORT SURVEY POINTS 

THE ACTIONS OF THE SURVEY POINT TEAM ARE TO ASSIST' DELTA AIR LINES (DAL% A' I SHOULD BE AIMED AT ASSURING THE PASSENG'ERS OF THE AGENCY CONCERN FOR TIl E PASSENGER. JUDGEMENT MUST BE EXERCISED SO AS NOT TO UNDULY EXCITE TIIESE INDIVIDUALS. IT SHOULD BE BORNE IN MIND THAT THESE INDIVIDUALS ARE NOT INFORMED ON RADIATION CONTROL. CONSEQUENTLY, INSTIRUMENT ,RESPONSE ON VERY SENSITIVE SCALES MAY CAUSE UNNECESSARY CONCERN IF OBSERVED BY THE INDIVIDUAL. ALSO, THE TEAM MEMBERS SHOULD BE AWARE -THAT THEIR REMARKS AND CONVERSATIONS AS HEARD BY THE PASSENGERS ARE SUBJECT TO PASSFN':rIINTERPRETATION. REMARKS MADE IN JEST AND USE OF WVORbS SUCH AS "HOT" OR EXPRESSIONS DENOTING SURPRISE OR UNDUE CONCERN BY TEAM MEMBERS MUST BE 
AVOIDED.  

A DAL REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE THE PUBLIC CONTACT POINT FOR THE SURVEYS PERFORMED BOTH AT THE AIRPORT AND AT HOMES. IT SHOULD BE REMEMBEREDTIIAT 
SURVEY TEAMS,ARE SERVING IN AN ADVISORY CAPACITY TO DAL. ANY RECOMMENDA
TIONS TO PASSENGERS SHOULD BE MADE BY DAL. DAL WILL PROVIDE TRANSPORTA"TION OF TEAM REPRESENTATIVES TO HOMES FOR HOME SURVEYS.  

1. Points are to be manned from 10:00 AM to 10:00 PIM by qualified individuals daily beginning January 6, 1972, for 5 days or until no further requests are received and the survey point is -sliu: down by the Delta Station Manager. The number of individuals making up this Survey Point TeaiI should take into consideration, that Home Survcy Teams may be drawn from ,thc Survey Point 
Team.  

2. Delta Air Lines Station Managers will provide space and will assure that passengers are directed to 
the survey point.  

3. The area used for survey should have the floor covered with protective paper or plastic sheeting as a 
precaution.  

4. 1 istrumnnt%, with appropri.te check sources, capable or tineasuring fr'oni onu mnr/hr to 500 mm 'hr.  
beta-gamnua, are to be available.  

5. Decontamination, .upplies consisting of absorbent pads, paperm towels, rubber gloves. det'rge'nt solution, I'.Litic bags, talgs, inatrkiing pencils, and radiationm tags are to be avail.able.  

6. A record,' with `cop1' to the Division of Compliance, AEC, will be made 'of' the survey of c.ch 
individual .and .irticle on the form -,tt.ached.  

7. I mtnllnl* t , 4ilac). otiuhl bL- muade of all articles rItu31 iLcd h% pj,%Len .ers on the .,ffected fligIht-, If" 
4 a icle. *lrL, ,;in.,Inmli.LLcd %hi. H t l1. w .c%,cl o , .1% o muIj ld e s.u veyed.
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8.The action point is a contact reading of 2 mr/hr, beta-gamma.  

a. If no reading is detected above 2 mr/hr. the passenger is informed that there is no signifieant 
contamination and he is allowed to depart.  

b. If a rcading is detected in exccss of 2 mr/hr, the team wil: 

(1) Attcmpt to decontaminate without destruction or damage to the item.  

(2) If decontamination is successful to 2 mr/hr. the passenger will be so informed. He will be 
advised that some contaamination was detected and removed and an offer will be m.2e to 
have his homne it],-veyed. JudgeInnt M.rust be exercised in the exprcssion of this offer based 
on the level and extent of contamination foufd.  

(3) If decontamination to 2 mrihr is not successful, the passenger will be informed that 
contamination was found which was not easily removed and that fixed contamr.n.Ltton is 
present. The contaminated article should be taggcd with tlhe release date that decay w'ould 
result in a 2 mr/hr level. The passenger should be informed of this and the fact that'the 
article should be stored and not used until the date. Delta'Air Lines will store the article if 
the passenger so desires. An offer should be made to have his home surveyed. J,,i.;', 
must be exercised in the exprcssion of this offer based on the level and extent of 
contamination found.  

9. Home Surveys 

a. The home survey should be performcd promptly. The passenger should be qualitatively inormn:d 
of survey results by the Delta representative. P"ssengc- propetty should NOT be destroyed nor 
conrikc.,ted. Ralther. the pawng.er should be inforiimed of accertable cleaning practices. -tY 
that the radioactivityv will disappear natur.dly to acceptable levels within a specified zim.', anm 
some statement of hazard. TIhe date on which: decay will result in a 2 mr/hr level should be r'iadc 
knowi to the passenger.  

b. Adequate records should be meaintained of the home survcys. Delta Air Lines should be informed 
of the rewtlt- and should serve as the contact point and niake all arrangements for the survey.  

c. Upon completion of a home survey, the member of the tv~mi that. perforined the survey -hwildI 
hiiormn the' A i:C. I i.im umCompl iamthe.lly QOf the reCult (301 1973-1 tj W, V.%, 
caller •hotdd at.k for Mr. J. Rl Metiger or Mr. G. W. Roy. Calls may be made colect.  

d. If a teamn anticipates that a requested home survey cannot be accomplished within .18 hocurs.  
additional .m.istance should be tetluested by the ACC Ramdiullogical Assistance Teamn inend'cr 
throtul-ji PI, thologica Assistance rean, channels.
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401 

Dune ,z ". -"- G

Mr. Guy A. Arlotto, Director 
Division of Engineering Standards 
Office of Standards DevelopnLent 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear Mr. Arlotto:

7C/,'CT 7U : ....

This is in response to your letter of April 26, 1976, to Dr. Lewis B. Nelson, 

regarding the Draft Environmental Statement on The Transportation of Radio

Sactive faterial by Air and Other Modes.  

Pursuant to Section 5 of the Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933, LZ8 

Stat. 58, as amended, 16 U.S.C. Sec. 831d (1970), Supp.-IV, 19747,-TVA is 

authorized to develop new fertilizer products and cooperate in the 
experimental research, development, and use of such products. -In this 

connection, TVA's National Fertilizer Development'Center has-since 1967, 
under license from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, prepared small 
amounts of fertilizer materials tagged with the radioactive isotopes of 
32p, 3 3 p, 3 5 S, or 4 5 Ca for research and experimental use and shipped them 

to many locations in the United States and foreign-countries.•'The fertilizer 

materials used and shipped for this purpose usually are: (1) ordinary and 

concentrated superphosphates, (2) monoawaonium and diammonium phosphates' 

and (3) calcium sulfate. Only solid materials are shipped. They have-a 

low order of corrosivity, are nontoxic (except possibly when ingested), 

are nonexplosive, nonflammable, and not-subject to spontaneous combustion.  
In fact, ammonium phosphates are used as fire retardants.  

Our usual range of shipping weights, specific activity, surface radiation 

level, and transport index are tabulated below.

No. of 
containers/ 

shipment 

1-3 

Acknricrgo.d by

"-Material 
Wt./shipping 
container, g 

100-2500

Specific 
activity 
(mCi/g of 
material) 

0.5

Surface 
radiation 

of package 
(mR/hr) 

0.5-25

Transport 
index 

(mR/hr at 
3-ft distance) 

0.05-1

tard
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Mr. Guy A. Arlotto ' lne 2 l-'

We expect that most of our future shipments will remain in this ranpe, and 
we could commit ourselves to not exceeding these limits, if necessary.  
Althoug&h TVA is licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to handle and 
ship to authorized recipients materials containing as much as 3000 millicuries 
of 3 2 p, or 1000 millicuries of 3 3 p, or 1500 millicuries of 3 3S, or 100 
millicuries of- 4 5 Ca, our usual shipments contain far lower amounts.  

Our packaging,,labeling, and inspection procedures are based on those 
outlined in the document, A Review of the Department of Transportation (DOT) 
Regulations for Transport of Radioactive Haterials, printed December 1972 
by the Department of Transportation.  

We believe it isessential that regulations continue to allow shipment of 
these materials by passenger-carrying aircraft because air cargo transport 
is neither available from the local airport where the materials are developed 
nor at the location of many of the recipients of the materials. Additionally, 
brieftransit time.for these materials is necessary because decay of the, 
radioactive elements is rapid, and it is important that the time between 
preparation and use be short. "If the tagged materials are shipped by much 
slower surface transportation, it would be necessary to tag them at signifi
cantly higher levels, which would have the effect of incr.easing their hazard 
potential.  

The short half-lives of these materials require very tightly coordinated 
transportation schedules, and in some cases, verification of progress.  
Larger shipments could not be as readily scheduled or traced in their 
progress.  

We appreciate the opportunity to comment, and ask your very thorough 

consideration of the comments provided.  

Sincerely, 

"•Peter A. Krenkel, Ph.D., P.E.  
/?VDirector of Environmental Planning

J-87-2
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF Li 

TWO WORLD TRADE CENTER 

NEW YORK, N.Y 1004,7 

79,,,"ON,. (212) 488-7

LOUIS J. LZFKOWITZ 

AIITONIY £K;CRAL

0CZ.-0 NL411[71 
PU0.O S'D R0ULEPR- 71j341 i A 

%W PHILIP WEINBERG 
ASSISTANT ATTOutN[Y OKNIAAL 

114 CUAtOI[ OF 

n VI .ON.. M NTAL PIOT .CTION 
SIUftgAU 

?562 

rzk -f=~ 

S. ,, ,.-, - . ,

Director 
Office of Standards Development 
United States :!uclcar RccTulatory 
Washington, D.C. 20555

Com.r

Re: Comments on the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission's 
Draft Environmental Imnact 
Staterient on the Transportation 
of Radioactive Mlaterials 
(NUPR.G-0034)

Dear Sir: 

On Hay 17, 1976 the New York State Attorney General 
submitted comments to you on certain'portionis of the above-l 
referenced document. At that time we informed you that 
additional comments were beinq prepared on other portions of 
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("DES") and would 
be submitted in the future. 'These comments are now conplete 
and are enclosed herew'ith for docketing in the nroceedings 
on the DES. Thank you for your cooperation.

by card eIL7a. Very trulv yours, 

LOUIS J. LErKOw1ITZ 
Attorney General 
by-

jola r. sInI- III 
lAssistant Attorney General
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Comments by

John W. Gofman, M.D., Ph.D.  

on 

Draft Environmental Statement on The Transportation of Radioactive Materials by Air and Other Modes, Docket No. 71-73 (40 FR 23768), March 1976, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Office of Standards Development 

Sbbmitted on behalf of 
The Attorney General of the State of New York 

John W. Gofman is Professor Emeritus, Medical Physics, University of California, Berkeley, California, 94720. Home address is 1045 Clayton Street, San Francisco, California, 94117 

Prepared May 16, 1976
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John W. Gofman--- Page 1

These oomments will be limited to the subject of plutonium and 
its health hazards, in the context of the DES. The DES is totally 
unacceptable in its'evaluation of -the inhalation hazard of plutonium, 
since the errors in-treatment of this subject are numerous-and large.  
Consequently all the evaluations of the consequences of plutonium dis
persal in the event of container failures are not only irrelevant to 
the true problem; but they do a severe disservice in grossly~under
estimating the true medical cost of such dispersals.  
Pointl. The lung dose per curie inhaled is given as 2x10 8 rams in 
Table 111-7 (for insoluble PuO2 .)This value is'manifestly incorrect.

.Gofman (1) and Cohen (2) agree that the dose is 2xl09 reins per curie 
deposited.- Correcting this , from deposited to inhaled,"we should reduce 
-the value four-fold. Therefore, the correct value is 5x 108, which is 
2½ times as great a dose as presented in the DES. But this is only the 
beginning of the serious underestimate of dose from plutonium in the 
DES. All calculations of the DES are based upon the ICRP Model (Figure 
B-2 in Appendix B). That -Model makes the erroneous assumption that no 
plutonium-is retained for long-term delivery of dose to the bronchiaT
region, 4an assumption based upon no evidence whatever and totally in 
contradiction',ith evidence concernihg.tlhe impairment of bronchial 
ciliary function in cigarette smokers and in non-smokers . (See Gofman 
U(). When this is taken into account 'and when the small mAss of'the 
cancer-relevant bronchial tissue is taken into account, pne 'gram instead 
of the 570 grams of the whole lungý we end up with the following corr
ection factors that must be applied to the DES estimates of -dosage: 

For cigarette smokers, dose must be multiplied ny 103 times, 
For'non-smokers, the dose must be multiplied by 8.2 times.  

Therefore, overall, incorporating tnese factors and the 2½ factor 
above, the DES underestimates the dose forplutonium inhalation by 
257.5 times for cigarette smokers and by 20;5 times for non-smokers.' 
These errors, alone, are sufficient to invalidate all the consequences 
of dispersion estimated in the DES But these are not the only serious 
errors concerning effects estimation'.  

Point 2 . In Tab1? 111-9 the DES 'estimates, latent "cancer fatalities as 
2-2.2 deaths per-l1u person-reins of exposure-to'the population. Thz date
of reference 1 point to a more correct value of 762 deaths per 10 per=:.  
rems on.the same calculation basis. Therdfore, the'DES estimate is some 
34.3 times too low in its-cancer estimate. 'If this underestimate of~effe.  
is combined with the underestimates of dose,,we arrive finally at the 
following error estimates for the DES evaluation: 

o-For.Cigarette smokers, effects must be 3533 times larger than 
DES estimates, - ' -
For non-smokers, the effects must be multiplied by 281.3 times 
to correct the DES estimates.  

The final result of such corrections is to make the DES estimates totally 
meaningless as they stand in the report.  
Point 3: In Appendix'B , page B-12 the DES refers to " ... the median 
lethal dose of plutonium as 260 micrograms" This statement is not only
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"John W. Gofman---Page 2

meaningless, it is grossly erroneous. The dose that guarantees a0lung cancer fatality is 0.058 micrograms of* Pu 2 3 9 for cigarette smokers anid it is 7.3 micrograms for non-smokers. Thus; for cigarette smokers, a dose 4483 times smaller than the DES will kill all humans, whereas the DES estimates their dose will kill ½ those exposed. Thus the DES is much more than 4483 times too low on plutonium toxicity. For non-smokers the amount required to guarantee fatality is 35.6 times lower than the dose DES calculates will only kill one half of the exposed. Unless the Nucle Regulatory Commission learns something of the true toxicity of plutoniun it is likely to continue to make such absurd statements as that on page B-12 that "Although plutonium is certainly a potentially dangerous mater ial, it is not orders of magnitude more potent than numerous other existing materials".  

Point 4. On page B-10, the DES states, " Cancers have been induced in laboratory animals, although no cancers attributable to plutonium have been observed in humans." This statement is not only meaningless,,:it is dangerous. What the DES should state is " No meaningful study has-been undertaken to-determine how-many lung cancer fatalities have been caused by plutonium handling." For the population-at-large; the best estimate currently available is that plutonium fallout has condemned 1 million persons in the Northern Hemisphere to lung cancer deaths. (Gcrman, (3).  

Summary 

The DES has so seriously underestimated both the dose and the effects for plutonium exposure that all of its comments on dispersal of plutonium must-be regarded as worthless.  
References: 

(1) Gofman, John W., "The Cancer Hazard from Inhaled Plutonium May 14, 1975. CNR Report 1965-1R , Committee forNuclear Responsibility, 
Yachats, Oregon. 

(2) Cohen, B.L. "The Hazards ,n Plutonium Dispersal" Report of the Institute for Energy Analysis, Oak Ridge Associated Universities, 
March ,. 1975, Oak Ridge j Tennessee.  

(3) Gofman, John W. "Estimated Produciion' of Human Lung Cance_-.  by Plutonium from Worldwide Fallout" , July 10, 1975, CNR Report 1975-2, Committee for Nuclear Responsibility, Yachats, Oregon.
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COMM.EITS OF THE NEW YORK STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
OHi THE DISCUSSIO11 OF TOXICITY.OFr PTr.rIALS, 
CONTAINERIZATION, RELEASE OFr MATERIALS AND 
GENERAL RISK ANALYSIS IN THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY 

. CO'IISSION'1S DRArT ENXIPO.11JEHTAL IMPACT STATE
, INT ON TlHE TRAWSPORTrA'iOu OFr -RADIOACTIVE 
?IATERIALS BY AIR AND OTHER MODES 

NUREG 0034 

BY 

DR. mARVIN rESNIKOrF 
PETER N. SKINNER, P.E.  

I!.  
Introduction 

.1. Previously numerous affidavits were submitted by thE 

State of New York to the United States District Court for the 

Southern District of New York in the Case of the State of New 

York v. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, et al. Copies of these 

affidavits have been'provided to the Nuclear-Regulatory Commission 

("NRC") in the course of this proceeding dealing with the 

transportation of radioactive materials -as originally noticed 

in the Federal Register. 40 Fed. Reg. 23768. References to the 

"I "plaintiff" in these comments on the Draft Environmental Impact 

* Statement ("DES") are, of course, to ue Stare of Ne? York.  

Occasionally references are made to the 'defendants. and 

"defendants' affidavits"; these reierences are to the NRC and 

its sister agencies -which' are involveid witli'the transportation of 

radioactive materials and the affidavits which this agency and 

its sister agencies have filed in the litigation initiated by 

the State of Ncw York.  

2. We have ,examined certain parts of the DES dealing 

with toxicity of materials,, containerization, .dispersion, crash 

, environments and risk analyses of various modes of .transport and 

it is our conclusion-that the DES is a fatally defective document 

and, as such, ,cannot be relied ,upon as an accurate or adequate 

docurent by the .Congress or the public.,
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IShipment Size 

J1 3. For the purposes of the DES the authors assumed an 

fiair shipment of plutonium with a size of four packages containing 

iwfovc kilograms each for a total of 20 kgs. (Tables V-13, V-12, I!I 
IV-7). Actual practice seems to indicate that larger sized shin

ments are more realistic. For instance, two JFK PuO2 shipments 

:;on July 29, 1974 and February 24, 1975 weighed 48.3 kilograms 
Ii 
11and 45.1 kilograms respectively, each more than twice the size 

Iassumed by the DES. This assumption undercuts the credibility 

H'of the "worst case" scenario.  

Containerization 

4. * rhether or not plutonium powder will escape its 
container during an air accident is dependent on two factors, 
the strength of the container and the severity of the accident 

environment. Considering the first of these, the DES makes only 

a passing reference, to the wealth of material available" as a 

xesult.of the work done by Sandia Laboratories, and others, as 
jjwell as a great deal of data supplied by the many experts 

#,appearing in the case of State of'New York v. Nucleaf Reaulatorv 

I Commission, et al., United States District Court for the Southern 
1P District of New York (75 Civ. 2121 [WCCI). No data whatsoever can 
"be found in the DES to dispute the criticism in the affidavits pre

viously filed by-the State in that case and in the Nuclear 

Regulatory.Commission ("NRC") proceeding on transportation 

noticed at 40 Fed. Reg. 23768.  

5. It has beern determined under performance test 

conditions that the integrity of these containars are breached by 
levels of test crash environment intensity which are significantly 
less severe than actual air crash environments (Def. Aff., 
Nussbaumer, Exh.-Dj P1. Aff., Pinkel, p. 6; Resnikoff, [6/12/751, 

p. 3).- In fact, during test drops done for NRC at speeds of only 
130 feet per second, even the inner pressure vessels were cp ised 
to leak (P1. Aff., Resnikoff [6/12/751, p. 3; Def. Aff., 

Nussbaumer, Exh. D.). The Sandia Laboratory Report, "Special 

Tests for Plutonium Shipping Containers", annexed to the

J-87A-6
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Iussbaumer affidavit as Lxhibit D, candidly admits that, if impact 

speeds wcre raised to 150 feet per second, spi3age of nuclear 

material is likely (Pl. Aff., Pink:el, p. 6; Def. Aff., Nussbpuner, 

Exh. D). Yet the DES classification scheme for accidant sevcritv 

categories assumes that no material will leak from cannisters in 

!!such accidents. Hence, these assumptions in the DES directly 

1Icontradict the earlier affidavits of defendants submitted'to 

lithe Federal District Court and'the NtC.  

6. No thought has been given to the pritential of 

,ipenetration damage due to shrapnel-like fragments of-disinte

11grating airplane components resulting from an air accident 
(P1. Aff., Pinkel, p. 7). Dr. Chapman, formerly of the Cornell 

Aeronautical Laboratory, is in agreement with Mir. Pinkel and, 

Dr. Resnikoff w:hen he concludes that, given the present 

containers, there is little assurance of containnent of materials 

in air crash environments, which are clearly more severe, more 

complex and of greater impact than accidents in other modes of 

transport (P1. Aff., Chapman, pp. 2-3; see also Pinkel, Resnik6ff) 

The containers now in use by the NRC, their agents and 

"llcensees are clearly not designed from a complete knowledge of.  

lithe air crash environment nnd.contihued use of quch containers in 

lair transoort jeopardizes human life (Pl. Aff., Pinkel,-p. 10).  

7b Cannister strength..is liqhtly treated by the DZS on 

pages V-24, 25, and 26 and VI-48 and 49: At this late date the 

NRC admits that "only a limited number of containers [have been] 

tested." The DES assumes that "*1odel I" packaging (that is 

cannisters meeting current regulations) would fail (p. V-12). As 

to cannister "Model II", which is deemed by the NRC to be a 

conservative aPproximation of "real containers in an accident 

environment" (VI-26), and hence the critical link for NRC's 

I allegations as to safety of containerization, the authors rely on 

unspecified "personal communications" for substantiation of their 

various assumptions. This totally un,'-rmines the validity of this 

analysis for the purposes of this DES. The authors arbitrarily 

define fractions of plutonium ppwaer shipments which will I hi
J-87A-7



released in the event of an air accident of a given severit, 
'class. Of the two references presented to support these arbi,..ry 

iassumptions, one, (9) (p. V-24) Is a private cornunicatior 
"!1.private communication" is also refered to earlier on page V-1, 

in regard to population densities across the country. "Private 

:,communications" are a highly suspect source for a very important 

!parameter for study of this area.. No specific data is ever 
Identified as 'stcning from this "personal com.-rnication"; and 

hence, no basis 'is given for the authors assumptions as to acjeidant 
i, severity classes and release model fractions. These models are 

unverifiable and, as a result, highly questionable, to say the 

least.  

Accident Environments 

8. The DES presents an abbreviated analysis, for the 

complex and controversial area of accident environments. The 

authors of the DES consider only that damage inflicted on the 

containers by assumed fire and speed' of impact factors and do not 

consider crush and'puncture damage; the very damage mechanisms 
deemed-to be so significant in the earlier Sandia report which 

IwAs placed on the record of the. State's case by the defendants 

1i themselves (Def. Aff.,Nussbaumer, Exh. C, D and F).  

9.. Nothipg.'in.the" text of "the DES indicates how the 
authors established accident type classifications on the basis 

of papers by "Clark et al." (p. V-60). Since the- NPC has made 

the work of Clark et al. central to the determination of these 
"type classes", specific discussion of all relevant portions of 

that material must be provided if this part of the DES is to have 

!any validity.  

Release 

10. It is significant that the earlier analyses by 
Resnikoff (PI. Aff. April 25 and June 12, 1975), which only assumed 

1/16 of the DES "worst case" release, resulted in the tens of 
thousands of Latent Cancer Fatalities (*LCP's"). Had he used a 

-4-
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1120 kilogram release instead, hundreds of thousands of Peorle would 
11have become LCF's in all three cases of -meteorological stnbility.  

If (See ri. Aff. flesnikoff, April 25, 1975, Appendix D).  

Dispersion and tlesuspension 

11. The degree to which the public would become exposed 

*to plutonium powder in the event of an 'air accident is dependent 

:.on the parameters discussed earlier and on several others as well; 
jldispersion is one of them. The DES presents an almost incompre

hensible complex 'of figures and explanations on this topic. A ji, • 

linumber of factors necessary for the reader's reproduction of the 
If 

11conclusions as to dispersion are omitted or inadequately described.  
IfThe basic input term of depositio3i, velocity, necessary for.  

standard Gaussian analyses, is completely missing. Apparently 

Figure V-11, "Specific Dose vs. Area", is important to the DES's 

determination of areas which would be covered by plutonium powder 

after an accident. The term, Specific Dose (rem/gm), is depicted 

as varying with the area enclosinq such a dose. This is an 

" Internaliy inconsistent. concept (rems/ 9 ram of-piutonium does not 

ary -- it is.a.constant). Yet the concept becomes, by the use 

,of other vague factors, the basis for figures V-12 and V-13, which 
aiset forth the number of people atrected. Because of the 

,inconsistencies and Iacic of aesdriptive information contained 

In the DES on this issue, we have been precluded from further 

comment on this analysis.  

12. Both Robert Barker of the NRC (Def. Aff. s.rorn 

IMay 30, 1975) and Dr. Marvin Resnikoff (PI. Aff. sworn April 25, 

1975 and June 12, 1975) (one of-the deponents herein) utilized 

'lGaussian models with full explanation of the input 'parameters and 

sensitivity thereto. The DES, inconsistent with the analysis of 

the NRC's own expert, Barker, does not even explain these 

differences in approach between the DES and the Gaussian analyses.  

The discussion of contradictions later in these comments 

shows that the DES predicts 617 Latent Cancer Fatalities, Darker 

15,000, and Resnikoff 107,000. Since the DES arrives at 

conclusions different than either of those models, some 

-5-
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1'explanation is required before the DES can possibly be relied on 

as having any validity.  

13. Dispersion is also dependent on the meteorological 

conditions assumed. Calm weather increases the amount oý 

ii individual dosages-and turbulent conditions decrease dosages.  

i; In the DES the authors state: "A year or morerof data record (sic) 

Ii for these parameters is used in the model ihich was obtained at 

two different locations" (p. V-29-30). Neither the data recorded 

F nor the locations studied were presented; yet these factors quite 
obviously have tremendous impact on the conclusions presented 
i in figure V-10. Such data iuere presented by Barker (Def. Aff.  

l~p. 17 and exhibits) and Resnikoff (P1. Aff. April 25, 1975 Table 

112). Once again this omission precludes reproduction of the DES's 
conclusions by the reader. The DES's use of only average 

l conditions from the "year or more of data" recorded does not 

present scenarios capable of producing "worst-case accident 

consequences" found in figures V-11 and V-12.  

14. Resuspension of the powder once it has settled out 

ilof the atmosphere onto buildings, vehicles, roads, etc. will Iiplague decontamination and evacuation efforts and increase 

exposures to the public. The DES states only that "the rontri

bution to the total dose from cloud shine, ground shine, and 

Iresuspension can be obtained by the application of established 

factors to the results shown in figure V-ll . . ." (p. V-39).  

No use or actual application of these highly important "factors" 

is to be found in the DES.  

Respirability 

15. Plutonitu powder comes in various size gradations, 

depending on the source, some being more likely to settle in 

the lung than others. The more plutoniut %iich settles in the 

Ilung, the greater the degree of risk of lung cancer. The authors 

!of the DMS assume 20t will be a candidate for deposition on the 

basis of particle size gradation of Fast Flu:: Tent Facility 

("FrFr") feed material (p. V-40), stated by the DES to be 20%
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irespirable. 11owever, plutonium oxide shipments throuclh JPK in 

1974 and 1975 (p. V-43) were admitted by the URC to he 40% 

"Brcspirable. Indeed even the DES assumption of 401 respirabllity 

i'for JFK shipments is far too low as the authors have based that 

Ii figure on a statistical construct of ý 3.3 micron mean size of 

lIparticles in those shipments. H1owever, uncontested information in 

;!the record of the State's case against the 1ZRC indicates that the 

range of particle size (.92 - 1.12 microns) did not incluce 3.3 

lmicion particles at all, much less a mean particle size of 3.3 

.microns (P1. Aff. Skinner, Appendix B). Since particles belo.y 3.3 

imicrons are " . . . considered to be respirable and candidates 

!for deposition in the pulmonary tissue . . . (p. V-40), it is 

accurate to say that 100% of the JFK shipments were candidates for 

lung deposition. Use of a 20% respirability figure represents a 

significant underestimate of-plutonium's dangers. Again the DES 
proves to be a document replete with invalid assumptions.  

Population Concentrations 

16. rhe-DES assumes 10,000 people/square mile to be 

1.a "High PoDulation DensIty" (,. V-30). Examination, however, of 

the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission 1970 Census population 

distribution shows thar tlere are only a few square miles within 

a zone of naximum impact ia New York City with 10,000 persons or 

less (P1. Aff. Skioner-Wang sworn June 13, 1975, exhibit 7).  

The Skinner-Wang affidavit utilizes 40,000 persons/iquare mile 

as a more representative value for a "worst case" accident at 

JrK. According to that affidavit a four-fold increase in 

population density would result in a four-fold increase in the.  

impadt presented in figures V-12 and V-13 of the DrS.  

I Bioloqical Half-life 

17. Radioactive material has a normal decay half-life 

of the material itself. In addition, when a radioactive material 

is taken up by the body, natural biological processes can expel 

a part of that uptake. The rate at which the expulsion takes 

place is known as the biological half-life. For the purposes
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of the DES the authors chose 500 days (page 111-16). This 

[,assumption appears to be a significant underestimate. In the 

1 appendix to the DES (page B-7) , the authors admit the " lung 

i clearance half-time" is 200-1,000 days. In order to obtain the II 
worst-case scenario ar described in figures V-12 and V-13, the 

qauthors should have used 1,000 days, not 500. There is signifi

cant auLhority for the use of such a value. The U.S. Environ

'mental Protection Agency ("EPA") reports in its publication, 

"Environmental Analysis of the Uranium Fuel Cycle, Part III 

Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing, 5 2 0/19-73003-D, that the nety Inter

national Cormission on Radiation Protection ("ICRP") lung moOel 
assumes a 1,000 day half-life as does the Nrt.•'s WASH-1535 "2WDBR 

Program Invironmental Statement" in that document's Table II.G-9.  

Biolooical Effectiveness 

18. Another area of disagreement lies in the biological 

effectiveness (i.e., effect on tissue) of given gram of plutonium.  
The DES uses a figure of 2.0 x 108 rems/curies. The NRC's WASH 

1535 at Table II.G-40 presents a figure of 8.6 x 108 reins/curie.  
tAccording to the USEPA (Id.), ICMP now uses 16.5 x 108 rems/curie 

for Pu-239. Since the DES relies on the Pu-239 value of 2.0 x 108 

4 for its conversion calculation of the bioloqical effectiveness of 
fireactor type Pu (that shipped through a JFK) (Page B-4), it is 

,!clear that the danger of plutonium inhalation may be anderstated 
"dby the DES by ovez d tisnes. At any rate, the resulting impact 

calculated from the 2.0 x 118 number cannot be considered a 

"worst case" impact.  

19. Recycle of plutonium in today's light water 

reactor fuels will increase the concentrations of certain isotopes 

of plutonium in any shipments by air as shotm below.

J-87A-12
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Plutonium Constituents

Constitutent DES (M-5) 

Pu-238 1.9% 

Pu-239 63.0% 

Pu-240 M9.0% 

Pu-241 12.0% 

Pu-242 3.8% 

Am-241 0.6%, 

Rems/curie 10.6 x 106 
(See April 25, 1975 Resnihoff affidavit 
calculations of Rens/curie)

JFK* 

0.6% 

72.0% 

18.7% 

7.0% 

1.6%

39 x I06
- table 2 fc

WASH!. 1327** 

4% 

43% 

26% 

1 5t~ 

11% 

83 x 106 
or

These increases mean that the latent cancer danger of plutonium 

powder will increase by about i00% when plutonium recycle 

matures. This effect has not been taken into account in tables 
'IV-16 and V-17 of the DES.  

Latent Cancer Fatalities 

20. Latent Cancer Fatalities ("LCF") is an 

epidemiologicixl factor. 11hern a .population receives a dose of 

radioactive material, the LCI factor can be used to predict the 
Ii number ot fatalities due to this dosage above the average one can 

I: expect from other causes. The authors of the DES chose 22.2 

:LCF/10- person-rems for lung cancer on the basis of the BEIR! 

report (p. 111-23). This number is smaller than a that in a 

number of other reports. USEPA has assumed 50 LCF/106 person 

rem. Dr. John Gofman reports that Cohen has used 39 LCF/10 6 

person rem and assumes 762 LCF/10 6 person rem himself (P1. Aff.  

Cofman, Exhibit B, p. 6). From these data it can be clearly 

shown that the DES has understated the danger of plutonium 

inhalation by as much as 34 times. The specific origin of the 

Latent Cancer Fatalities figure (20 per year for 30 years) (p.ii), 

which allegedly could be produced from the DES's plutonium 

S*Pl. Aft. Skirner-Wang affidavit, sworn June 13, 1975, Exhibit 7 
., *t "Draft Gencric Fnviromnenta) Statement on Mixcd Oxide Fuel", 
It p. IV C-62.  

,I i;
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accident scenario, cannot be found anywhere. Throughout the 

numerical presentations the reader is forced to do detective work 

to find the computational framework (often apparently guosnworh) 

utilized by the authors, often wiithout success.  

21. Of interest as wall is the DES's use of cutoff 

,points for the production of LCF's from population exposure.  

,Standard epidemiological analysis utilizes the fornulas 
described above (LCFs/l0G person-rens) based on the whole 

population exposed. This method is necessary to integrate the 
natural variability of people's response to carcinogens. Although 

the DES uses the abbve epidemiological tool, it applies that tool 

only to a'part of the population, that part which has sustained 

'more than a'given dose, thereby eliminating a significant number 

of exposed persons (or person-rems) from consideration. Table 

V-13 employs a cutoff of 15 rem. That part of the exposed 

population, perhaps millions of people who, receiving less than 

15 rem, are excluded from epidemiological consideration - i.e.  

they are deemed by the DES as not being potential cancer victims.  

Such a method is contrary to standard epidemiological practice 

(as utilized in the Skinner-Wang affidavit of June 13, 1975, 

Exhibit I). The method employed by the DES significantly reduces 

the impact of a dispersion accident.  

22. A similar cutoff or threshold was applied to 

calculations underlying figure V-10. The cutoff of .8 rem was 

used for depicting the area enclosing populations dosed at that 

level. Since this figure is based on a one kilogram release and 

the DES worst case scenario was based on a 20 kg release, one can 

readily see that the actual cutoff is not .8 but actually (1) 

1120 x (.8) or 16 reins or (.5) (20) x (.8) or 8 reins depending on 

11the fraction of a shipment released (p. V-25).  

-10-
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i 
23. Another significant underestimate in impact 

consequences can be found in Table V-13's use of the "Inteqrated 

1 year dose" factor. Xnstead of presenting the number of people 

i'who would have suffered irradiation over their 50 year adult II 
Iilifetime, the DES 'presents a smaller number on the basis of only 

a 1 year dose. The text of the DES does not describe howr this I' 
f integration was done, which precludes -adequate analysis by 

ourselves at this time.  

Sensitivity Analysis 

24. The sennitivity analysis presented in Appendix G 

lof the DES covers a number of factors which.can be varied for 

an examination of the range of effects on calculated impact.  

The *theoretical basis* forý this analysis is in equation (2) 

IAT -4-: . This in an elaborate way of saying that, if the 

dependent variable (X) is changed by a certain amount (&X), A!.  
will change on the basis of /jzx For the few variables 

analysed in this manner, none of. the )(components are 

!presented and the methods and assumptions utilizes to get them 

pare missing as well.  

25. Althouqh many variables have been mentioned 

-heroin as being underestimates, only one of these, population 

density, is analyzed in the DES for sensitivity in the accident 

Iscenarios. As mentioned before P Aff. Skinner-Wang, s'yorm 

June 13, 1975, Table A) we maintain that 40,000 people/square mile 

is a more representative population density for the New York City 

region imperiled by plutonium air shipments. This represents a 

1400% increase over the baseline -population density (10,000/mile2 

INOT 10% as the DES assumes.  

26. Assuming a linear term the 5.1% increase 
in baseline value (Figure G-2) would ge increased by a factor of 

some 204%. Therefore LCF numbers iould be doubled due to the 

four tires greater density of populationrin the region at fis):.  

The sensitivity of this parameter in the DES is"contradicted by 

-11-



"an uncontested affidavit filed by the State in its case against the 

iNRC (Skinner and 17ang, sworn to June 13, 1975). That affidavit 
]shows that a 400% increase in population density w1ould occal.ion a 

;1400- increase in.lung cancer fatalities (see Tables 1-9). The 
!!analysis of Annual Early Fatality Probability increases (D.S 

l Figure G-3) does not consider population density in such a way as 

%1to be meaningful in terms of figure V-13.  !I 
27. This section in the DES on sensitivity analysis is 

Itotally inadequate, having failed to analyze those variables tie 

!have discussed herein and having further failed to consider 

other variables essential to a valid final impact assessment 

(e.g. shipments by barge, putting plutonium in "bulk" form).  

28. The term "lung cancer fatalities" utilized in the 
iSkinner-Wang affidavit sworn June 13, 1976 can be used inter

changeably with the DES's term, latent cancer fatalities. Lung 

cancer fatalities utilized in the Skinner-Wang affidavit above 

also include the DES's fatality sub-group, annual early fatalities.  

This overlap between the DES and Skinner-Wanq analyses is really 
.iacadermic because the fatality occurs either way.  

.Contradictions and Discrepancies in NRC Analyses of Innact 

I A. Barker's Affidavit 

29. The DES presents accident impact conclusions 

Lich, in part because of the nature of the assumptions used, 
were smaller than those previously claimed by the NRC in the NRC 

'affidavit by Barker (p. 5-12). Unfortunately lack of clarity and 
I1documentation in the DES precludes complete comprehension of all 

Lthe origins of these discrepancies. Therefore preliminary analyses 
Swere made using known dispersion models with the major knotin impact 
assumptions used in the DES.  

30. Utilizing the model presented by Barker in his 

"affidavit (ZIemo dated 5/14/75 by J.11. Cusack from Brookhaven 

rational Laboratory ["BDI"), an-impact consequence for a DES 

-12
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"*uorst-case" release yielded more than 53,000 LCPs (see 

calculations attached).  

31. We used Table No. 6 of -that memo because it appears 
to be a "worst-case" analysis and DES purports to have "wnorst,I 

"*case" analysis as its primary purpose.  

32. Because of the lack of clarity and specifics in 

;!the bES model, we were unable to use that model and we utilized 
,ithe Barker model instead, changing only the amount of plutonium 
oxide released. The Barker model originally used a release'of 
approximately 1.25 Xgs. (page I B'L memo). 1We changed this amount' 
to the amount utilized in the DES, 10 Xgs. All other inputs'were 

kept the same. This changed the value of latent cancer fatalities 
of 15,000 people which the Ba~rker model predicted in Table .No. 6 
of the BNL memo (PI, Aff. Skinner-Wang, sv'orn to June 13, 1975, 
Table A) to an astounding total of 53,000 people. The DES on the 

other hand, on page ii, predicted only 617 fatalities. The only 
1possible explanation for this conflict lies in the many assumptions 
*used by the DES which remain secret and unavailable for scrutiny 
.:by Congress or the public.  

13. -The NRC's Model in the Ceneric 
Environmental -Stanrent on 
Mixed Fuel ("GESM.") ,,ASH 1327 

33. On pages V-48 and V-49 of the GrS!1O, assessing 

plutonium recycle, an abbreviated model is presented which 
describes the dispersion of plutonium based on a,2 Kg. reIease.  

'Although the model fails to calculate contaminated areas and tthr 
'number of persons affected, one c=n utilize it to determine' thes.
impact parameters with the help of the Resnikoff methods in the 
Resnil:off affidavit (April 25, 1975), %which are very similar to 

the GESMO method.  

-13-
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Assump-tions 

1. Distance form point of release 
(GrSfIO, v. V-48).

2. Amount respirabl- (Skinner Affidavt 
sworn April 29, 1975, Exh. 7) 

3. Amount expelled by lungs (DES V-42) 

4. -fat 40 miles (f.SlSi, p. V-48) 

5. Release, lciqht (DCS p. V-31 and 
Barker B:4L reno, p. 1)

40 niles

100% 

70% 

8.1 x 10-4 gi-sac/n3 

Elevated

6. Release I0uantity, PuO2 (DES p. V-25, 
Model II) 10 kq.  

7. Specific Dose Pu-239 (DES p. 111-19) 2 x 10 rem/ci 

8. Specific Activity Pu-239 (DES p. fl-5) .06 ci/gram 

9. Reactor Pu Conversion factor 
(DES p. B-4) 11.2 

1l0. Standard nan's breathing rate 
(Rad. Health Handbook) 3.3 x 10-4 n 3 /sec 

34. lhen we properly arranged the assuirptions, the 

Icalculations yeilded the conclusion that the DES severely under
i; 

1 1states the impact consequences for a plutonium dispersion accident.  

j1Our calculations are as follows: 

IM{I.0 - .7 - .3) [fraction remaining in lung] times 

8.1 x 10-4 gm-sec/m 3 [Z] times 

3.3 x ID m3/see [Volume Breathed) equals.  

8 1 -8 -.

Then, 

8.1 x 10-8 [grams in the lung] 

2.0 x 10- rem/curie [exposure]

times 

times

.06 curie/gram [specific activity) times 

11.2 [conversion factor] times 

10 kg IDES release] divided by 

2 kg [CESMO release] equals

S4. rems to a person 
@40 miles from the release site 

-14-
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35. Substitution of theX value for a distance 1,800 

feet yields the value of 115,000 rens exposure to a person 

located there.  

36. Assuming CES11O utilized the xrorst-case conditions, 

1stability Class F (Case B in Pl. Aff. Resnikoff, Table2), over 

iil.4 illion people would be exposed in the dispersion arc to 

54 remn or rore. On the other hand,-the DES states in table 

*,V-13 that only 280,600 persons are being exposed to 15 rems 

.,or rore. This-massive inconsistency between the DES and other 

WRC documents totally undercuts the validity of the health effects 

model of the DES for air transport of plutonium.

[miscellaneous Questions and Comments 

37. The alternative of transnortinq materials by water 

is given only minimal consideration in Chapt. IV, Section D.A 

Page IV-34. No information is given about the present volume of 

,material shipped by water. It seems clear that in certain 

localities, %yater transport may indeed be an alternative to 

lconventional inter-city ground transport modes, and might result 

in significant reductions in exposure in both normal and accident 
"situations. 'Althouqh plutonium is the major contributor to 

accident latent cancer fatalities, it has a long half-life. Thus 

ithe shipment of plutonium by water may be economically feasibJc 

as well.  

38. There is a major difficulty in determining the' 

areas of sensitivity when the various parameters in the risk 

equation for accident scenarios, pg. V-8 are changed in alternative 

situations. Ie are provided with a set of figures for the baseline 

and alternative situations,,but nowhere are there any intermediate 

or exemplary calcula•ions which-would show w'hat, specifically, 

contributed to the change between the baseline and alternative 

figures. For example, in Table Vl-3, page 41-7, ve are given the 

set of figures for all air shipments being instead transported by 

truck. But it is impossible to tell from these net? figure alone, 

just what contributed to the alternative results -- a difference 

in vehicle miles/year, probability of accidents, accidents of

J-87A 1--



Idifferent severity classes, etc. Without the benefit of intermediate calculations, it is imnossible to determine why the 

proposed alternatives result in the chanqes qiven ir. the summaries.  

39. The methods of obtainihg fiqures for normal and 

jaccident L.C.F. in both baseline and alternative transport 

11 situations are quite unclear. The'- is no derivation given for the 

;;equation from tuhich the baseline risk fiqures are obtained.  

(Th6 equation itself is very difficult to find, especially in light 

of its exclusive use in determining the final figures). The 

variables used in this general ecuation are also hard to locate 

and several of them. (e.g. vehicle miles/year for each type of 

IIshipment, probability/vehicle mile of a specific severity class 

accident) can only be obtained through a series of separate 

calculations. Calculations of the alternative results are made by 
changing a specific parameter in the original equation and 

following this through; this is obviously done with a computer 

program, but no program is provided, making it very difficult to 

,,.reproduce these results. In addition, inconsistencies with the 
, languaqe used to show the changes between baseline afd alternative 

situations make the results confusing and occasionally misleadina.  

While most of the changes are represented in percentages, the very 

, large reductions are not, e.g. a "factor of 16 decrease", which, 
seems fairly small,*actually represents a 94% decrease'in the 

baseline figure, a very significant change. Particularly 

puzzling are the rankings of truck, rail, and passenger air 

transport (VI 53-55).

40. flow are cancer fatality figures for normal and 

accident transport situations calculated? (Table VI-l, pg. V1-2) 

41. What Is the basis for fiqures in Table 1-1 on 

annual person-rens in normal transport for each type of radio

nucleotide? How are the annual vernon-rem figures calculated in 

the alternative section (e.g. Table VI-4, pg. VI-10)? 

-16-
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42. Ho•o are mileage, exposure time and population dose 

figures detemined for alternative transportation modes? (n.c., 

switching from all passenqer to all cargo air paragraphs I and 2, 
!pg.V-6.  

43. For a diffusion model used to assess the 

consenuences. of release of radioactive materials, figure V-10, 

page V-31, what release height figures are used; and why ore these 

chosen for each mode? 

44. In the summaries of results for each transport 

Sode, how are figures for "probabilities of . i early 

ifatalities/year" derived, e.g., Table VI-4, page VI-10.  

45. Why are certain alternatives evaluated only with 

regard to cost, while discounting seemingly significant decreases 

in accident latent cancer fatality figures, e.g., Table VI-28, 

page VI-44.  

46.r In the release consecuences analysis (chapter V., 

section E, page V-43), how do worst-case release heights .vary. from 

-one mode of transportation to another (e.g., truck or helicomter 

accidentsl? 

47.ý:Dd p-pa-V..e. 4lý,_Sectibn 'B.2--ý-3.l, uhat'.procedaire'iri 

used to determine reduction in truck accident rates due to the 

3 alternatives given?
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
MATERIALS TRANSPORTATION BUREAU 

WASHINGTON, D C. 20590 

IROIOSED..  

Mr. Robert B. Minogue,'Director ( 
Office'of Standards Development - U 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 .  

Dear Mr. Minogue: 
LcIa 1 s-.' 

This refers to your April 1, 1976 letter, enclosing a copy of the Draft 
Envir6nmental Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Material 
by Air and Other Hodes (NUREG-0034). As you know, our staff has been 
kept informed of the progress of this effort during the past year and, 
in fact, met with your staff, along with the Federal Aviation Adminis
tration's representatives prior to the initiation of the associated 
rulemaking proceeding in June 1975. The document appears to be a very 
comprehensive treatment of the subject addressad. The radiological 
data presented are consistent with currently available info=ation 
and the references cited are generally accepted within the scientific 
community. The statistical data on risk assessment, accident pro
babilities, exposures to transport workers, etc., are drawn from the 
various studies recently conducted jointly by NRC and DOT. Our review 
has not revealed any anomalies or inaccuracies. The conclusions drawn 
by your staff and the recommendations offered are, in some cases, sub
jective and do not readily lend themselves to critical review, however, 
they do appear to be justified on the basis of the study and the assump
tions made.  

Specifically, we were pleased to note that your staff had concluded 
that the radiation exposure of individuals from normal transportation 
is within recommended limits for members of the general public. As 
you know, the subject of transportation workers' exposure to radiation 
during normal handling of radioactive packAges has been the subject of 
intensive review by our agencies for the past several years. This 
study should be very useful in supporting the continuation of the 
present system whereby transport workers are not considered to be 
"radiation workers in the course of handling radioactive materials 
shipments.  

The conclusions drawn from this study with regard to the environmental 
Impacts associated with both normal transportation and -ccidents 
involving radioactive materials, are especially noteworthy. The infinitely 
small Impact from normal transport, as well as the very small risk from 

Adhiiu*
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accidents, should be especially helpful in our continuing efforts to allay 
the fears of the public as to the adequacy of the existing regulatory 
framework for transportation of radioactive materials. The information 
and conclusions from factual studies such as this provide a sound basis 
for rational'public judgment. We appreciate the opportunity to review 
this document and will be glad to provide you with any information you 
consider necessary to proceed with its final publication.  

Sincerely, 

Director 
Office of Hazardous Materials Operations

-1
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ASSOCIAU1ON OF Taq la Rl :JPi 

M W DEPA R TMENT 
AMWRICAN RAILROADS BUILDING - WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 . 202/293.4096.97 

HARRY J BRCITHAUPT. JR.  
Vice President and Gencrol Counsel 

"June 25, 1976 
rbocrr., -b 

Mr. Samuel J., Chilk 'JOU2 J 
Secretary e, ,.  

U. S: Nuclear Regulatory Coi/miss'ion /, 
Washingt~on, D.C. 20555 

Dear Mr. Ch'ilk: 

This refers to NUREG-0034, Draft Environment'al 
Statement'on the Transportation of Radioactive Material 
by Air and Other Mo---es, and particularly to statements on.  
pages VI-T4, 45 regarding the use of special trains for 
irradiated fuel shipments.  

That draft appears to be the product of a rule
making p'roceeding that was' initiated by notice in the .  
Federal Register on June 2, 1975, ,Vol. 40, No. 106, p., 23768.  
At that time the Statement was to be directed to air trans
portation. The Association of American Railroads (AAR) was 
not aware of this 'Statement until recently during proceed
ings before the Interstate Commerce Commission in ICC Docket 
No.- 36325, Radioactive Materials, Special Train Service, 
Nation-wide'.  

In view of some of the -statements contained in 
the draft concerning special train operations, it appears 
most unlikely that anyone with actual railroad experience 
was consulted. In particular, the statements"on' the pages 
referred to above appear to be"'based on a comnplete misunder
standing of the nature of special train service. There is a 
conclusion in-the draft that ". .. the use of dedicated 
trains does not appear to be cost-effective." Such a con
clusion is based on an as'sumption that the shipments would 
be in regular 'trains' "dedicated" solely to radioactive ma
terial, and does not indicate a familiarity with the special 
service that is provided by the railroads as outlined in 
the attached excerpts from a special'train tariff.  

S.-" , ',



Mr. Samuel J. Chilk

The draft states: 

"Almost 90% of all derailment accidents oc
curred at speeds less than 40 m.p.h. Thus, it 
is difficult to see how the use of special trains 
at reduced speeds (35-40 mph) could substantially 
reduce derailment accidents." (VI-44) 

That conclusion was based on the erroneous assumption that 
there is no difference between special train service at 35 
m.p.h. and regular train service at that speed. The fact is.  
that the special handling and supervision given to special 
trains moving under the Special Train Service Tariff virtual
ly eliminates accidents. The attached verified statements, 
which were filed by railroads in the ICC proceeding referrred 
to above, will provide additional information regarding the 
nature of special train service and show why, regardless of 
the mathematical-theories applied on pages VI-44-45, in 
actual operatfons tlere is a great difference between regular 
train Service and special train service as far as safety is 
concerned. As shown by these statements, a survey of five 
major railroads failed to disclose any indication that there 
had ever been an accident of any sort involving a special 
train operation, with the single exception of a heavy off
balanced load-which derailed because of its off-balance na
ture, resulting in minor track and equipment damage, 
but with no damage-tothe lading and no injuries.  

The-conclusions on pages VI-44-45 were predicated 
on regular train--service and a number of accidents (most of 
which were assumed not to be of a serious nature), but should 
have been predicated upon special train service with no ac
cidents.  

We would appreciate the Draft Environmental State
ment being corrected accordingly.  

Very truly yours, 

cc: Ms. Janice K. Corr, Attorney 
Office of the General Counsel 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 
w/o attachments-
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:1.C.C..S-430_ I.C.1. S-1155 

I (Cancls V.C.C. s-3D2) (Cancels I.C.C. S-1057|" 

SOUTIIERN FREIGHT TARIFF BUREAU 

(Southern Freirht Association, Apeent) 

FREIGHT TARIFF S-842-N 

(Cancels Freight Tariff S-84?-M) 

RULES IND CuAnIcES 
GOVERNING 

SPECIAL TRAIN SERVICE 

DELTWEE&ZI TOI1NTL IN 

ALAB3A 4 ILLIUIOIS[Southern . LOUISIA;A(East of OHIO (Cin¢ inn. .t 1, 
/IJKANSAS(icIlena and portion) Mississtp,•i River) Portsmouth and 

West Helena) INDIANAh(Southern mISSIsSIPPI vicinitY) 
DIs-TIICT or COLUMBIA portion)' MISSOURI(St.Louis SOUTH CAROLINA 
FLORIDA . . .}TUCKY and vicinity) - TF.hESSEE 
GEORGIA NORTH CAROLINA VIRGIIIA * 

S.. ..... ... . .. . ... WEST rq ".. A 

This tariff applies on intrastate traffic only in the States of Alabama, Florid.a 
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, is ssissippi, Horth Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and 
Virginia.  

SPECIAL TRAIN SERVICE TARIFF 

ISSUED FEBRUARY 27, 1974 , EFFECTIVE APRIL 8. 1974 

"* , 

ISSIUbD 1W 
Z. C. BFRRY,

Tariff 1a•" , shint•. OffIcer 
151 ELLIS STRF1.7r, II.E.o 

ATL9NTA, CA. 30303 

(Th,. provisionn published herein will, if etfee.'tve, swt result in nn effect on the quality 
of the human envtrnnnment.)
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IULES Aur" O1.LEFf GOV'Ituux; ; PROVIN310:;

CENit-RAL HUIF.S AO HEI-rJTATtO.,iS 

Uhere reference is m-ldc In this tariff-
To an Item, page rule or other provisions, such rererpree will 

20 References enbra:c also embrace reissues or amendments or said Item, page, rule or 
changcs by stp- other provisions.  
plement To "this tariff" or "herein", such reference will also o•brace 

supplerents thereto, unless other,-le specifically indicated.  
To another tariff, :uch reference ulll also embrace supplcrent:.  
to or sucecsrive issues or such other tariff, unless otherwise 
specifically indicated.  

As this tariff is supplemented, numbered items with eLeter s,.'
75 Method of cancel- fixes cancel correspondingly numbered item in the origirwl tariff 

ling Items or in a prior supplerent. Letter suffixes will be used In slp--"...  
tical sequerce starting with A. Examplc: Item 1145-A cancels l.'
4145 and Item 365-B cancels Item 365-A in a prior supplerent, ý-,-L.h 
in turn canceled'Item 365

Matter brought forward without change from one .upplewe'nt to 
another will be designated as "Rcissued" by a reference mark in the 

100 Fethod of denotinZ form of a square enclosing a number (or letter, or number and letter.  
reissued matter in the case or intrastate supplerents ).::the number (or letter, or 
in supplements. number and letter) being that of the supplement in which the 

reissued r.itter first appeared-In Its currently effective form. To 
determine Its originil effective date, consult the supplement In 
which the reissued r.itter first became effective.  

RULES AD CICAflGES GOVERNING SPECIAL FREIGHT TRAIN SERVICE OR 
SPECIAL MIXED F.ZIGHIIT AlD PASSCNGER TRAIN SERVICE.  

"".M SUBJECT APPLICATION 
".Caririlers- parties-to this tarilff will, upion re~quest ps provld!=-; Iti 

120 Furnishing of Iteii ljO 27nd at their convenience, Nri;lshSe l FrihtTin Special Freight Service or Special 1lixed Freight and Passenrar Train Service tetwý•en 

Train Service or any two points on their respective lines, locally (one carrier hluls) 
Special Mixed 6'JointlY--(tio or more carrier hauls), subject hKe.Skar. 3_ nd 
Freigt and Pas- conditions hereinafter specified.  
senger Train Servlcý,

130 Definition of 
"Special Freciht 
Train Service" or 
"Special Mixed 
Freight and 
Passcnger Train 
Service".

!jpecial Freight Train Service or Special Mixed Freight and Passen
ger Train Service, as used In this tariff, means a traln uhc•h Is 
op_erateed or p d schedule at a -cisr~-n-addition lo U10 
applicable class or commodity rates or fares, or a train unicn is 
assembecdinFaFccoidance with instruTci'on• given-o a rail carrier by 
a c6nsignor, con-lnce, or any agent of a consignor or consignee.  

h~ena 55pepIal. Freight-Train or Special Mixed Freight and Passenger 
Train movement is requested, or.the operation of Special Freight 
Train or a Special, Mixed Preight and Passenger Train Is necessar7 in 
order to comply with service or other transportation requirernts 
spec!Ufd- the charges shown In Item 140 will be applicable, subject 
to Note -1. this Item.  

Note I - Consignor, consignee, or the agent of consignor or con
signee must request Special Train Service (in writir.3, or by tele
phone confir~med by telegram or letter) as to each Special Train move
ment to be made under this tariff giving the Involved carrier (or 
carriers) all necessary inrormatIor_-'i:F to such Special Train movement.-., 
Including consist, date and time of movement, routing, and any other " 
informiation and'Instructions pertinent to such r;ovn.ment, allo'wnc '.  

sufficient tLine to enable said carrier (or carriers) to conz-u-ra'kto 
whatqver arrangements tary be nncessary to facilitate the move:er.t of 
such traif, includinji, the assembly of equipment. percomnel and other 
incidental requircemnts.

I .1.
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Verifice Statement 
of 

John G. German 

My name is John G. German. I am Vice President-Engincering 

for the Missouri Pacific Railroad Company headquartered at 210 N. '13th 
Street, St. Louis, Mo. 63103. I hold a B.S. degree in Mechanical 

Engineering from Case Institute of Technology. From December, 1943 

through August, 1961, I was employed in the Mechanical Department of 

the Great Northern Railway at various locations as Assistant to 

Master 11cchanic, Traveling Engineer, Master Mechanic, Assistant to 

Chief Mechanical Officer and Superintendent of Motive Power. Since 

September, 1961, I have been employed by the Missouri Pacific Rail

road at St. Louis, Missouri as Chief Mechanical Officer, Assistant 

Vice President-Engineering and more recently as Vice President

Engineering.  

In my present position I have responsibility for the 

design, construction and general condition of locomotives and cars, 

track and structures and signal and communications, including 

compliance with al-l governmcntal regulations relating thereto. In 

this position and throughout my entire career I have been in close 

contact with the operations of the railroad. I have been involved 

in the instructions concerning the handling of radioactive spent 

nuclear fuel cores since the Missouri Pacific first became involved 

with these movements between St. Louis and Kansas City in 1965..  

Within the past year we have handled movements between New Orleans 

and Hansas City. All of these movements have involved DODX flat 

cars carrying special AEC (now URDA) approved casks. All have 

,,n(•,i, n r•'nilar freichL train :ervice, but with special, provisos
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as follows: 

Originally the AEC specified that those cars,bc handled 

on the rear of a freight train at a speed not to exceed 35 mph

-with the guard car immediately behind the shipment and just ahead 

of the caboose.  

At the present time ERDA, who has replaced AEC, stamps .  

on the waybill• the following instrugtions: "Must not be humped.  

Do not switch with locomotive detached. Protection must be 

provided after classifications. Cars must be placed on rear of • 

train next to caboose. -Road conductor must periodically contactji- 1 

escort enroute. Speed restricted to 35 mph. This shipment mustIT.  
---- --.  

be placed in the clear of rail switch points when in a yard orj 

siding.  

In addition to these requirements Missouri Pacific added 

the requirements that the freight train not exceed 100 cars, 

that it would always be accompanied by an Operating officer, and 

that when meeting or passing other trains one of the trains must 

be stopped.  

Obviously both agencies have recognized that from the 

standpoint of safety trains carrying the cask must not exceed 

35 r.:h. These instructions are in accord with our own experiences 

gained through many years of handling large masses traveling at 

speeds up to 80 mph. Historically we have found it necessary to 

reduce speeds of shipments where the risk of high loss can be 

greatly reduced by lowering the speed. Even at 10 to 15 mph the 

impact of a heavy freight train against a standing freight train 

is so great that it causes comp ete destruction of locomotive units

j-90-7



and many cars, thercfore we have seen no engineering reasons to 

increase this speed for any style of cask produced today.  

I am aware of the tests that have been used to develop 

approved casks and I 'understand that spent fuel cores from commercial 

z 1- plants will be much hotter from a radiation standpoint than those 
•L .-.....  

from the navy ship- and that the high level waste shipments will be 

extremely radioactive. In my opinion those involved in the proposed 

movement of spent nuclear cores from power plants and high level 

waste from reprocessing facilities have not fully* addressed the 

problems that can arise in railroad transit, and in particular there 

are three questions that need to be resolved.  

1. In multiple track territory there is always 

the possibility of derailment of another train 

going in th cppczitc d....- = .ad-cn 

track. In the event of such accident should a 

tank car of LPG or some other such petrochemical 

rupture and torch against the cask, what temper

ature and time combination could the cask sustain 

without failure? In my opinion t•e fire test in 

a pool of oil at 14756F. for ten or thirty minutes 

(according to type material) is a poor substitute 

for the torching condition which I know can occur 

-at much higher temperatures in a very concentrated 

area for many hours.  

2. We understand that should a caik rupture for any 

reason'and the material goes'on to the ground or 

perhaps even worse yet into n wabar supply, the 

area could be contaminated for muy years.

j-90-8
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Daving seen the results of large masses colliding 

at speeds less than 35 mph, it is'my opinion that 

the puncture test is still not a true measure of 

what could happen during, the collisi.'), between 

another train and the cask car, be it a rear 

end, head on collision, or an obliquecollision 

at railroad grade crossing.  

3. Trains generally follow and cross many lakes and 

strezm.s during their journey and of course these 

watern:nys generally serve as a source of drink

ing watcr for the general public. Considering 

the large amount of kinetic energy to be absorbed 

at time of collision what criteria have been 

established to allow the car and cask attachment 

to absorb this energy w4ith a minimum chance of 

losing a ruptured cask from the car into a 

"waterway. 

After considering all factors involved in the movement 

of irradiated spent nuclear fuel cores from commericial ,power plants 

to reprocessing stations, and shipments .o high level'waste&-from

the latter facilities, including the three above•9-ry questionable 

areas, we have reached the conclusion that for the best interest 

of the Missouri Pacific Railroad and our good neighbors located 

adjacent to our right-of-way that we should handle all movements 

of thes'e materials in special train.  

Missouri Pacific handles some 80 special trains per year 

and I do not recall a single incident or accide-nt attr-ibutable to 

uch handling. These movements for the most part involve loads

j-90- 9



of either excess clearances or excess weight or both and are 

generally operatcd at speeds up to 35 mph.  

Our decision to handle spent nuclear fuel cores and high 

level nuclear waste in special train movements is based upon the 

fact that cxpcricnce clearly indicates this is the wisest way to 

handle the movement. Switching of the cask cars would be greatly 

minimized and the entire-movement can be controlled much more 

safely than at the end of a 100 car train. By greatly reducing 

the mass of the entire train the locomotive engineer can carefully 

control speeds entering and leaving sidings, yard tracks, slow 

orders, etc. Also'by virtue of the fact that there is no switching 

involved and the special train can accelerate bnd decelerate to 

"and from the 35 mph limit much better than a long heavy freight 

train, the overall'transit time is considerab52y-reduced. Further

more this relieves ddlay to all other cars in revenue train service 

and greatly reduces 'chance of the "operating crews having to be 

relieved due to 'the Hours of Service Act (not to exceed 12 hours.) 

In the event that there should be a derailment for any 

reason it has been my experience that speeds not exceeding 35 mph 

permit stopping the movement before the car gets too far from the 

track and sustains too much damage. Here again, the ability to 

closely monitor and control speed in a special train movement is 

very important. Most of these cars have three ax3es per truck 

which in itself is rather difficult to rerail should one or more 

wheel derail. In addition, the mass of these cars-equals and 

in some cases ex:ce-ds that of our larger locomotives. Rerailing 

such heavy cars- takes special railroad cranes of large capacity,

J-90-10
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of which we only have tWo, and special off-track cranes which must 

be transported long distances to the scene of the derailment.  

Obviously at the time of derailment it is necessary 

to immediately evacuate the area at least within a(1500 ft. radius 

and get assistance from ERDA and the shipper to monitor the area 

for any radioactivity spill. Presently the escort on DODX cars 

can monitor the area and therefore it is imperative that to 

quickly detect escape of radioactivie material all spent nuclear 

fuel cars should be accompanied by an escort.  

In the event of fire or rupture involving the cask it 

would be necessary to evacuate the area for several miles, especially 

on the leeward side and stop use of all potable water sources down 

stream until the scope of the contamination could be determined.  

In such event we could expect that our roadway in the immediate 

area would be out of service for a very long period of time.  

Rerouting of traffic could become very costly.  

In no event could we commence wrecking operations until 

the area had been declared safe for the workmen and further 

that in case of minor contamination that the workmen had been 

given special clothing and instructions.  

It is my opinion that the movement of both loaded and 

empty cars involved in handling irradiated spent nuclear cores 

from power stations and high level nuclear waste from reprocessing 

plants under the following conditions: 

1. Must not be humped.  

2. Must not be switched with locomotive detached.  

3. Must bt protected from undue impact after 

classification.
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4. Must have one buffer car between locomotive 

and cask car. - .

5. Must have guard car with escort qualified to 

monitor for izradiation between cask car and 

caboose.  

6. Road conductor must periodically contact escort I • It 

enroute.  

7. Shipment must be placed in clear of fouling 

point of all turnouts.  

B. When mect~ng or passing other trains one train) -/ 

must be stcpped and the other should proceed d-r 

at not to exceed 35 mph.  

9. Maximum speed restricted to 35 mph.
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V E R I F I C A T 1 N 

State of Missouri ) 
) ss 

County of St. Louis) 

John G. German, being duly sworn, deposes and says 

that he has read the foregoing statement, knows the contents 

thereof, and that the same is true as stated.  

Ohn G. German 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26th day of 

YMay, 1976.  

/ t ° Notary Public -

My Commission Expires________________ .

1 C. MASOI' , 1'O ,i..cY .i: _.Y 
Coun•y of St. Louis. S a.e of ."Isso 'r, 

, My Commission Expires Septembcr 2 2, i Oil 

ith- acA ,erforrned irl thO CIty of St.  

, LO,. w,,Ich advoinS the Coun'Y of 

"St. LOUIS in whicl I was comhniS5on" 

ed.
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MOVEMEN"T OF NUCLEAR FUEL CORES IN CASKS ON IIE:AVY-DUTY 
SPECIALLY-EQUIPPED FLAT CARS 

I.C.C. DOCKET NO. 36325 

My Name is Ceorge R. Hanson, Manager Operations Planning 

in the Operating Department of the Chicago and North Western Transpor

tation Company ("North Wcsrern"), with offices at 500 West Madison 

Street, Chicago, Illiýois, 60606. My railroad service commenced 

in 1951 with the Chicago and North Western as a Trainman. Until 

April, 1959, I served as a Brakeman, Switchman and Conductor, working 

in major Terminals and on road trains. Since April 1, 1959, I have 

been Assistant Trainmaster, Trainmaster, Assistant Superintendent, 

Superintendent, and Division Manager. In 1974 I was appointed to 

my present position. In this position I am responsible for the identi

fication of operations planning needs, both short'and long-range, 

for the Operating Department, including the scheduling and blocking 

of freight trains on the North Western System. I am also Chairman 

of our railroad's IHazardous Commodity Committee, whose responsibility 

is to advise and recommend to our management procedures in connection 

with the safe and efficient handling and transportation of potentially 

hazardous materials.  

It is the decision of the management of Chicago and North 

Western to move. nuclear fuel cores in casks on heavy-duty specially

equipped flat cars in special train service.

J-90-14
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The North Uestern operates appr 6 ximately 110 road trains 

per day on its 9,996 miles of railroad in the states of Illinois, 

Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakotd, South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, 

Wyoming, Kansas, Missouri, and Michigan. These road trains contain 

between100 and 150 cars and operate at a speed'of ipproximiately 

40-50 XPII. Maximun( t-metabl6jspeed on lines 'equipped with Automiatic ~~ .

Block Signals or Automatic Train Control is 60 HMP; on other lines 

operated by use of Train Orders and-Timetables the maximum speed 

is 49 MPH. North Western operates approximately 70 terminals where 

trains or cars are marshalled into road trains or interchange receipts 

And deliveries.  

The'North Western's main objectives in handling the heavy 

nuclear cores in special train servic'e are as follows: 

Safety to the public and North Western's emilovees.  

A car or cars to be moved in 'a special train would receive 

"a mlnimum amount of handling in our terminals. Upon receipt of

"a car or cars containing nuclear fuel cores from a connecting railroad, 

North 1oS-tern wou'ld place a caboose a'nd engine to such car(s) and 

immediately depart from the terminal. Except for a minimal 'number 

of crew change points, this special traitn would operaite in straightaway 

main track service.
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Example (actual): On January 18, 1976, North Western 

received three cars containing nuclear cores from the P-C Railroad 

at Proviso, Illinois, Yard.. Having already received advanced informa

tion of the these cars, a crew was on duty upon arrival to handle 

the special train forward. The train departed Proviso at 11:08- C1-" 

P.M. enroute to Council Bluffs, Iowa, where it was delivered to 

the UP Railroad. The total lapsed time these three cars were on 

our railroad, that is, from receipt to delivery, was less than 16 

hours. Conversely, if the same three cars were handled in regular 

train service, we would have received them from the P-C Railroad 

on their regular interchange transfer assignment. Prior to the 

delivery, these three cars would have received appfoximately 16

24 hours' terminal detention in the P-C Yard. This transfer would 

be delivered to us in uur Receiving Yard (9), wherein our Car Department 

carefully inspects each car to determine the condition of the running 

gear of each car. Depending on traffic conditions in the yard, 

this transfer will be slated to be humped; that is, to be shoved 

over our automated hump into our Classification Yard (5). Due to 

She extreme weight and "Dangerous" placarding of the nuclear cores 

prior to the humping of this transfer, a switch engine would be 

dispatched to Yard 9 and switch them out and handle them specially
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around the hump to Holding Yard (4) or Yard (1), where they would 

be held for a train destined to Council Bluffs. Normally traffic 

received at Proviso receives over 24 hours' delay until it actually 

departs. This time is needed to inspect, hump and actually place 

in an outbound train. The special handling described could causei 

additional delay of up to another 24 hours. During the time "the 

nuclear cars are at Proviso, they would be handled five or more 

times -- 1) by the delivering road, 2) by the switch crew assigned 

to switch them out of Transfer Yard 9, 3) by a special transfer 

crew to a holding yard, 4) to the train yard, or 5) to block into 

the designated train. Each time cars are handled in the terminal, 

the possibility of a derailment or accident exists..The probability 

of such occurrences increases with the number of tim-es carS are 

handled. That is, the vast number of train-and engine movements 

within the confines of the yard increase-the potential of an accident 

such as collisions or sideswipes. We presently handle at Pioviso 

over 7,000 cars, about 50 trains per day,,-ýnd have-45 to 50 switch 

engine assignments. Again, the extreme weight of" the nuclear cask 

cars increases the potential of a derailment due to the breaking 

under weight of a track or switch. I estimate normal delay at Proviso 

would be 30 to 48 hours. We presently have two trains per day to 

Council Bluffs -- ,No. 253 and No. 255. Inasmuch as No. 255 is a
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high-speed manifest train handling TOFC, autos, etc., nuclear casks 

would have to-be handled on No. 253. With the scheduled work enroute 

at various stations and terminals, No. 253's schedule from Proviso 

to Council Bluffs is 36 hours, 16 hours of which the train is at 

Boone, Iowa, a terminal where the train is reswitched and receives 

additional traffic from various trains throughout Iowa. Arrival 

at Council Bluffs to delivery to the UP would be approximately 8

10 hours. The same three nuclear casks which were handled in special 

train service in less than 16 hours on January 18 from Chicago to 

Council Bluffs, if handled in regular train service, would exceed 

70 h-urs, based on a 24-hour or less delay at Proviso. The possibility 

of an accident again is increased due to operating in and out of 

various yards and switching operations. Another very important 

point in handling these cars in regular train service is that the 

more cars in a given train being pulled the more the involved cars 

are exposed to train dynamics, that is, the Intertrain reaction 

which is caused by grade changes, the slowing down, stopping or 
accelerating of the train. Quite simply statedNis the running in 

or out of the slack between the engine and caboose or tle rocking 

side to side 6f certain cars over irregular tracks. This is not 

a new phenomena, however; the increase in train lengths, car sizes 

and 16adings has caused railroads to become more alert to the increased

J-90-18
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problems caused by, dynamic train action. We hhve attributed many 

derailments to train dynamics. Obviously, train dynamics occurring 

in a two or three-car train is almost non-existent. Another equally 

important point in handling nuclear casks ifi special train service 

is the surveillance of the involved cars as they move across the 

railroad. During the entire trip our onboard train crests are able 

to devote their entire time observing the car(s) for mechanical 

defects which could develop enroute or other conditions which could 

jeopardize the safe movement of the train. In regular train service 

the above type of surveillance is not possible when one considers 

a train of 100 to 150 cars is over 1V miles long and in-train mechanical 

failures are not readily noticeable to the head or rear end crew, 

particularly when they occur near the middle of the train.- I have 

personally known many accidents where a derailed car in a train 

will be pulled for several miles undetected -by the crew due to curves, 
-

weather or distance from the.engine-or caboose. In my opinion the 

nuclear casks handled in special train significantly increases the 

crew's ability to monitor the actual movement and thus detect any 

defects. -In my 25 years of service in the Operating Department 

of'the Chicago and North Western, I cannot recall one incident ulherein 

a reportable accident has occurred when handling a car in special 

train service. This is very significant when we consider there
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are almost 50 reportable train accidents per month on our railroad.  

Special trains are operated on the North Western quite frequently, 

not only in the case of the nuclear casks, but also in handling 

high value dimensional loads, certain explosives and poison gases, 

precision equipment and loads wherein the shipper requests special 

han~ling. Expensive containers such as the nuclear casks and specially 

designed rail cars are moved over the railroad many times faster 

when handled in special trains, sharply reducing the number required 

to perform the service. Turnaround time of special equipment and 

cars is generally a savings to the shipper.  

As I have previously stated, the North Western does have 

accidents. Train derailments or wrecks involve any number of cars 

from one to fifty or more. Determining factors in the number of 

cars involved in an accident include speed of train, train consist 

(number of cars in train), track structure at point of derailmhent 

such as main track switches, and also the ability of the train crew 

to promptly note and take action to stop the train at the time the 

derailment occurs. Major derailments immediately place a route 

of cu: railroad out of service until the involved cars can be rerailed 

ok cleared from the main track or tracks and the damaged track and 

roadbed rebuilt. This must be accomplished as promptly as possible,

J-90-20
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.as everylost hour a main ti'ack is obstructed results in several 

thousand dollars loss to our company -- similar to sbutting'doun 

an assembly line in a large factory. -,Our work crews work around 

the clock until service is restored. If a car or cars of nuclear 

casks were involved in a major derailment, particularly if tipped 

over and disengaged from the rail car and/or other cars on top of 

the casks in a pile up, clearing operations could not commence until 

all procedures have been followed in connection with nuclear material 

involved in an accident. These procedures'are found in the*A.A.R. q, 

Bureau of Explosives Pamphlet No.71. Briefly, the procedures state 

"Until the extent of the hazard can be determined, keep all persons 

the greatest practicable distance away." "Persons not properly

protected against-radiation shall not be:permitted to approach-the 

vicinity of any place where .radioactive material is suspected to 

have been spilled." Protection of 'personnel ýwill' vary depending 

on circumstances and may consist solely of radiation monitoring.  

The North Western is not equipped, nor do we have trained personnel 

to monitor radioactivity. We would be required to'leave our-main 

line obstructed until assistance or further advice hai been obtained 

from a competenit authority. This authority-most likely:would be 

received from the nearest Atomic Energy Commission-office, and it 

is quite evident that clearing operations-could'not commence until
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qualified parsons arrived on the scene, which-I-have--been- told-could 

be-as-long1s-48-hours--- Fires often time accompany railroad wrecks. 'r 

These fires stem from the many flammable materials we handle in 

train or from a burning wheel on a freight car. 'I personally know 

of fires that have burned for more than 24 hours' inr a pile up of 

wrecked cars, the burning flammable material igniting other crrs 

in the area. If-nuclear casks were involved, particularly if underneath 

a burning pile of railroad cars, serious complications could occur.  

In reviewing the design of the special: flat cars used to transport 

(F BR)Spent Fuel-Shipping Case, I note the fixed refrigeration units 

attached to the car. These units are used to control the heat generated 

within the core of the spent fuel. in a major derailment involving 

one of these cars it, is very likely that the refrigeration units 

would become unserviceable. The core would be without this protection 

until a replacement car could be found and (e cask transf -.  

I estimate the time-required to per-form'this work would be at least 

five days, or as long as 10 days, depending on the availability 

of a replacement car and its location; also, special transfer equipment.  

If the special car merely becomes derailed, the railroad involved 

is required to change out the wheels which were derailed; this is 

due to the roller bearing assemblies on each wheel. This would 

result in a minimum delay of three to five days.
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Railroads are constantly brought to criticism from the 

news media and public anytime an accident occurs in spite of the 

millions of mil~s of safe miles we operate daily. We work constantly 

to improve our safety records, particularly in the transportation 

of hazardous materials. Needless to say, if a derailment involving 

nuclear casks happens and is noted by the public or news media, 

the railroad involved would be subject to the public perception 

of the dangers in that particular situation, with the railroad probably 

receiving much unfavorable publicity and being the subject of much 

inquiry. Legislators, both in the Federal and State Governments, 

are daily adding new regulations and laws in -connection with- the

transportation and handling of hazardous materials. As I stated 

at the beginning of this testimony, the North Western is insistent 

on handling nuclear cores in casks in special train service, thus 

doing everything possible to reduce the probabilities of an accident 

involving nuclear material.  

c 4FORGE R. IIANSON
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STATE OF ILLINOIS) 
) ss 

COUNTY Or COOK ) 

GEORGE R. MIAN;SO:N being duly sworn, deposes and says that 

he has read the foregoinC statement, knows the contents thereof, and 

that the same are true as stated.  

'GEORGE R. HIANJSON 

Subscribed and sworn to before 
me this _ day of May, 1976.  

Notary Public 

My Commnission Expires _____________________________
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DOC:'ET 

BEFORE THE 

INTERSTATE CO1MýERCE COIMMISSION 

No. 36325 

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS, SPECIAL TRAIN SERVICE, NATIONWIDE, 

AFFIDAVIT OF 
H. L. LEWIS t .  

My name is H. L. Le;is. I am employed by The 

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company ("Santa Fe") 

as Superintendent of Transportation. My office address is 

"Suite 902, 80 East -Jackson'Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 66604.  

I was first employed by Santa Fe at Chanute, Kansas 

in the year of 1940 in the position of mail clerk. Since 

then, I have held the positions of Transportation Inspector, 

Trainmaster, Assistant Superintendent and Superintendent be

fore becoming Superintendent of Transportation in 1974.  

Because of my vast operatifig experience over the past 

36 years, lIam .intimately familiar with both regular train 

service and special train service as provided by the Santa 

Fe Railway and have set forth below several differences be

tween the two types of service which relate to .the safety of 

handling radioactive materials.
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In my experience with the railroad, I have been aware 

of many train accidents involving trains in regular service.  

In my entire experience, however, I am not aware of any in

cident involving a derailment or damage to a car being handled 

by Santa Fe in special freight service. There are several 

reasons for this.  

Even though our operating personnel do everything 

economically feasible to prevent accidents and to ensure the 

safety of the lading and perscnnel involved in regular train 

service, there is no way of guaranteeing that an accident will 

not occur. Accidents causing damage to railroad cars and the 

lading usually involve derailments or switching mishaps. Some 

factors which contribute to the rate of incidents or severity 

of any given incident are the train iength, the amount of 

switching required, the speed of the train, the mixture of 

the lading contained in the train and the mixture of types of 

equipment in the train. Regarding each of these factors, 

there is an inherent safety advantage in special train service.  

No authority need be cited for the proposition that 

higher speeds will result in more severe damage to train cars 

and lading if involved in an accident. In this respect, 

special train service has an advantage over regular train

j.90-26
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service, since special trains handling nuclear materials 

would be limited to speeds of 35 m.p.h. while the speed of 

regulir train se'rvice is dictated by the schedule and track 

conditions. Most of Santa Fe's main trunkline trackage is 

designed and maintained to handle freight train traffic at 

70 m.p.h.  

Train length also plays an important part both in the 

frequency of rail m._naps and the severity of such mishaps.  

For Santa Fe in the years of 1974 and 1975, the average length 

of its freight trains was approximately 52 and 56 cars respect

ively. In special-train service, the length of trains would 

be substantially shorter, thereby reducing the length and 

weight factors which effect the frequency and severity of 

train 8eiailments. As pointed out above, other important 

factors i, comparing the safety of regular train service to 

special train service are the types of equipment in the train 

and the mixture of the lading.  

Insofar as regular trains are concerned, they are 

assembled and handled in everyday operations. With few ex

ceptions, cars handled in regular train service are assembled 

and handled from-industries or interchanged from trains from 

other railroad lines and placed in our'regular trains without
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regard to location so far as the commodity is concerned.  

Generally, cars are gathered from various trains and switched 

onto other tracks by destination_ designation, then gathered 

by blocks and placed on a track where they are given mechan

ical inspections. Except for Class A explosives and open-top 

or flatcar loads, the shipper loads the car and closes the 

door, and therefore railroad personnel have no opportunity 

to inspect the lading or the method of loading. The consist 

of a regular train includes various lading commodities in 

different types of cars, some of which are railroad owned, 

some privately owned and some shipper owned.  

The special trains handling nuclear casks, on the 

other hand, would consist of a few cars specifically sel

ected and conditioned for that lading. Special handling 

means special attention being given to the movement and 

observation of the train by all personnel involved. In ad

dition to being a much shorter train, there would not be 

mixed ladings and there would not be a variety of types of 

cars which could contribute to the frequency of accidents.  

Due to the train handling only the nuclear cask cars, there 

would be no switching or other yard handling in route, whereas 

with the normal or regular train it would be necessary to go 

into various yards to set out or pick up cars. These yard

j - 9 n- 28
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operations would expose the cars to additional switching 

-operations.  

Special trains would also be subjected toi fewer 

switching operations at destination or at an interline 

junction. If the destination is served by the road-haul 

carrier, all'that would be done would be to set the buffer 

-cars aside and shove the cask cars to the consignee. ' This 

would not involve switching as would be the case with a 

regular train and the car could be delivered with a minimum 

of handling; If the car were to go to an interline'junction 

railroad, it would be set at the interchange and picked'up 

from the interchange without a mix of other traffic. 'The 

effect of minimizing handling of the cars would-be to'-in

'crease-safety of the movement.  

Another factor contributing to the increased safety 

involved in handling cars in special train service -is that 

all the cars on the train-can be- observed by'both the head 

end and rear end crews at practically all times and at prac

tically all locations. This is often not possible, however, 

with longer, regular trains because of curves, weather con

ditions and vegetation.  

As an operating officer with more than 20 years' ex

perience as a trainmaster and superintendent, I am extremely
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concerned about the possible effect of a derailment involving 

a train handling radioactive material. I can foresee the 

panic that would exist if townspeople were advised that a 

nuclear incident had occurred in their vicinity. The re

percussions created by an overzealous news media could stir 

the populous of a city or town to such an extent. that oper

ations in the future would be very questionable.  

For these reasons, it is my firm belief that if we 

were to handle the material as potentially-dangerous as 

nuclear casks of either initial material or spent material, 

we must do so in the safest possible manner. This should 

involve special train service which, in summary, provides 

the following safety advantages over regular train service: 

a. Slower speeds 

b. Fbwer switching operations 

c. Shorter and lighter trains 

d. Similar commodities 

e. Similar equipment 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF ILLINOIS ).  
I-) ss.  

COUNTY OF COOK ) 

H. L. Lewis, being first duly-sworn, on 

oath deposes and says that he has read the fore

goingstatement, knows the contents thereof, and 

that the same are true as stated.  

I. .L. Lewis 

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to 

before me this z5"0day 

of May, 1976.  

Notary PublJF 

MY COMMISS!ON EXPIrEs JWJAY 14, 1977
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Gary L. Crosby, hereby certify that I served 

a copy of the above Affidavit of H. L. Lewis on all parties 

of record in this proceeding by depositing a copy thereof 

in the United States Mail Box at 80 East Jackson Boulevard, 

Chicago, Illinois, proper postage prepaid, before 6:00 p.m.  

on the 25th day of May, 1976.  

C. I
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0!JU42 8 1976 > 4 VEIFIE.i) STATEME~NT 

qQ, ~ FRED hl:AIER * JR., 

My namc is Fred Bealer, Jr., and I am Director of 

Transp:qortatibn' Operations foi- Union Pacific Ra ilIr ond Comipanly, 

headquartered at 1416 Dodge Street, Omaha, Nebraska., 68179.  

I have been employed by Union Pacific since 1959. My carlier 

positions with Union Pacific included Assistant Northwest* Dis

trict Ca~r1)is :'i but'or, Secretary to'Northwcst District Gencral 

Manager, Secretary to Vice President Operations, Safety Agent

Nebrasza Diva*sio-n,. Trainmaster-Idahio Division, Assistant 

Superintendent -Kansas Division and Manager-DF Car Utilization.  

In my presýent position as Director Transportation 

Opeatin!, Ihae rspnsibiliy for general direction of 

train movement and d4uiprnent distributior, as well as commpli-.  

ante~ With gove-rnmental -reguýtlati~ons .-conc-erninig equipmcnt move

mnent.  

-Four years of my railroad career involved traveling 

the cntiiý':Union Pacific s ysvcm as Secretary to Vicec President 

Pperatiofis. My duties inc'luded reviewing all accident reports.  

At no time wa1s there everC- an acc'ident involving a spiecial train.  

During ~my 17 -years with the Union Pa~cifiic I wv-c nevei seen nor 

heard of an accident involving a special train on my line. 1:, 

requested th-§the UnioA P~acific accidýentreports in theOffic C-J_ 

of the Vice President-Operations be 'checked. There were no'
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reports of accidents involving special trains in those records 

which go back 13 years.  

A special train s consists of a locomotive, 

caboose and one or'morc cars rcquiring special handling. The " 

speed a)lowcd may vary and depends upon the nature of the 

handling required.  

Special train service" does no necessarji> mcan 

slower than regular service. In fact, it often provides faster 

service than regular train service. The reason for this is 

that special trains, because of their size, move through termi

nals faster than the longer trains. When they take sidings to 

meet other trains they can use many sidings which may be too 

short for regular trains. This feature reduces delays. Trains 

in special service can also reduce and pick up speed faster 

than regular trains. I know of instances where special train 

service was requested when faster than regular service was de

sired.  

In my opinion, special train service is safer than 

regular train service. For one thing, if a defect *in the equip

ment occurs, such a's a hot box, it is more readily apparent to 

the crew because of tne nearness. Also, a short train can stop 

more quickly than a longer train.  

When a special train meets or is passed by a regular 

train, its speed is usually restricted or it is required to 

stop. The spec- -of the opposite or passing train may also be

J- 90- 34
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restricted. This grcatly reduccs thb sevcrity of a potcntial 

accident.  

A regular train usually travels over 50 MPII. Many 

s!elct regular trains on the Union Pacific are operated at 

70 1,11II. The number of cars Ihandlcd in a regular train will 

vary from 50 to 150 and the length of th'c trains will be any

wherc from onc inilc to tuo miles long. The weight of thesc 

trains will average bctw:cen 3000 and 10,000 tons. .W1hen a 

train of 100 cars trhveling at 70 miles an hour derails, the 

combination of the speed and the weight of the train often re

-sults in upwards of£30 cars being derailed. Tihe force exerted 

in the derailmeni• is such that many of the cars frequently are 

totally demolished and the contents destroyed.  

Oli'the Union Padific between Omaha, Nebraska, and 

S:ali Lake City, Utah, -there are two main tracks running side 

by side. Trains moving eastward use one main track and trains 

lioving wcstward use the other. Ile have had accidents involving 

trains'go6iig in opposite directions, both of which -ere gulai

trains traveling at a high rate of speed and the results were 

particularly catastropliic.  

As an 6parating officer, I have been at the scene ot 

lua)ny train accidents. I have directed the clearing of wrecks 

and assisted at others. Some of these incidents have involved 

hazardous materials such as LPG gas, ammonia and phosp, horous.  

Under these 'circumstances, it is required that the FRA, AAR,
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the Bureau of Explosives, Environmental Protection Agency and 
the-appropriate state and local officials be notified. Some
times the I:RA and the AAR will send cxperts to the wreck to 

direct.  

.If cars handling irradiated material were involved 

in a wreck and wcrc derailed, or damaged, it would present a 
uniquely difficult problem for.the railroad. I, personally, 

have had no experience in this field, nor do I knoir any opera
ting railroaders who have. The weight of the empty cask. in 
which the irradiated fuel elements are shipped on DODX cars 
moving into Scoville, Idaho, is more than 200,000 pounds, and 

holds 18,000 pounds of irradiated fuel elements. If such a 

car were derailed, it could present a formidable task in re
railing. I have seen LPG gas cars rolled down an. embankment.  

If this occurred with a DODX car containing irradiated fuel, 

or even with the e*mpty.cask.containing residual radioactivity f;.) 
it would be a time consuming and dangerous situation to clear.  

There is. also the possibility the car could be drailed into a 
river or lake. -Through the State of Nebraska, Highway 30 
general]), parallels Union Pacific's mrain line and many por

tions of the interstate as well as other highways'and roads 
are adjacenr to the railroad. At other locations, Union Paci
fic's traicks run adjacent to tracks of other railroads and 

sometimes cross them. Union Pacific tracks also are in the 

proxintity of airports sucl! as Stiplcton in Denver, and McCarran
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Field in Las Vegas. An accident involving a car containing 

radioactive material at any of these locations -could conceiv

ably cause considerable interference with interstate commeicc.  

If the cask should leak as a result:of the derailment,- there' 

would bc the, problem o. contamination, hazard of deaths and 

personal injury. I have been at derailments whecrc the forccs 

exerted havc caused rails to be torn from the track and thrust 

through railroad cars. There is always the possibility of a 

rail impaling an irradiated fuel container. Even if there 

were no emission of radioactive products, there would be con

siderable delay in clearing the railroad.or highways for opera

tion because of various environmental and regulatory features.  

I do not know what the full impact would ,be if--there' 

were leakage from a car containing irradiated fuel, or, an empty 

car containingre.sidual' radioactivity, but apparently there 

would be long-termi repercussion; 'For example, Westinghouse re-.  

ceives shipm6nts of irradiated fuel and radioactive waste mate

rial at Scoville, Idaho, and is in frequent, contact with our 

Freight Agent nearby at Arco. On August 22, 1975., our Freight' 

Agent received a .telephone call from a Westinghouse representa

tive, Mr. 1erb Paulson, who advised that ,a DODX car. in the 

Sc 6ville plant had becdme contamifnated -by le-akage. lie further 

advised that the car would be unavailable for further use since 

it was going to be buried.  

in -LT) 
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The DOMX car was a heavy-duty dcepresscd-ccnter flat 

car with a permanently attached cask for transportation of 

spent nuclear fuel cores. The cask and car combined had an 

empty wcight of about 335,000 pounds. The cask alone, when 

cnply, wceighed about 225,000 pounds.  

The Arco Agent on March 5, 1976, 'contncted Mr. Paulson 

to inquire into the ca".ue of this incident but was only informed 

that the cask and bede of car had been contaminated but that the 

wheels had not. Mr. Pau~son stated that after Westinghouse had 

receivcd some "inqui-fisz from the East" on the previous day he 

had been told not to dircuss the incident or give out any fur

ther information.  

In my o]pinjo-, handling cars containing irradiated 

fuel elements, or 'pnty casks\•which have residual radioactivit)y,

in special' train service, would reduce the possibility of an 

accident, as well as the severity of an accident, if any occurred.) 

V EI R I F I C A T 1 0 N 

STATE OF NEBPJASKA ) 
) SS 

COUNTY OF DOUGLAS ) 

FiRED BEALER, JR., being duly sworn, deposes and says 

that he has read the foregoing statement, knows the contents 

thereof, and that the same are true as stated 9 

•. bRED JLLKR, Jl..-" 

. T.c,,5.jbed and sworn to before me this. c..7 clay of 

.... R1 . L 
MYI) Vatm -.:nLX~ rs"Ilt! n, 1979
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I.C.C. DOCKET NO. 36325 ZZ 

VERIFIED STATEMENT OF HARVEY H. BRADLEY USNFC 

My name is Harvey H. Bradley. I am-Vice Presidentf,.  

Transportation, Southern Railway 'Company. I graduated from"-.,'-.ý X 

Virginia Military Institute at Lexington, Virginia, in 1949 

with a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering.  

I have been employed by Southern Railway since August, 1949, 

except for two years in the Arimy during the Korean War.  

During that .time I have held 'the positions°o'f Student,

Apprentice;- Assistant Supervisor; Track -Supervisor;' Bridge 

and Building Supervisor; Assistant Trainmaster; Trainmaster 

(4 locations), Division Superintendent (3 locations) 

General Manager Transportation; Assistant Vice President

Safety, Assistant Vice President-Transportation, and 

Vice President-Transportation. - , 

I understand that this proceeding is' concerned with the 

question of whether or not shipmenits'of irradiated fuel 

elements and radioactive waste material should be confined 

to special trains. My knowledge of the commodities involved 

is rather limited and comes mainly' from various government 

publications. I am advised that the* shipping casks may
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weigh in excess of 100, tons and must be continually cooled.  

A booklet published by the Energy Research and Development 

Administration (ERDA), Atoms on the Move: Transporting 

Nuclear Material (1975) states, on p. 37: 

"If cooling equipment associated with a 
cask of spent fuel were put out of commission 
in a highway accident, for instance, the heat 
of normal radioactive decay would cause the 
cask's temperature to climb. Calculations 
show that it might rise to as much as 7000 F, 
in fact, but there would be no danger of melting 
the cask wall itself." 

Another government publication, Environmental Survey. of 

Transportation of Radioactive Materials'to and From Nuclear 

Power Plants. (WASH-1238) prepared by. the Atomic Energy 

Commission in 1972,- states, on p. 83; 

"In one design of rail cask now under 
evaluation (GE, IF-300), complete failure 
of the external cooling sy-stem will cause the 
cask to overheat over a period of several 
hours. -'In that case, under certain adverse but 
unlikely conditions, the temperature of 50% 
of the fuel elements would reach 120 0 °F, 
which could cause perforation of the cladding 
on some of the rods if the elements were of 
the present PWR type."
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and on p. 85: :, 

"Some designs of rail casks have an external 
mechanical cooling' system. An accident may cause 
moderate damage to the cask such that- .the.  
mechanical cooling sysLem becomes inoperative.  
If no corrective action is taken and the ambient 
temperature is above 100'F; the temperature of 

the fuel in the cask will increase enough in a 
few'hours to cause an overpressure in the. cask 

cavity, and some pf the coolant will be released 
through the vent'system.' 'This also may occur in 
some cask-designs if the cask is involved in a 
severe fire.  

"Venting may occur in a series of releases; one 
design permits about 5% of the gas in the cask 
cavity to be released at a time." 

In a serious train accident there is frequently compression 

and telescoping of the train, with a tendency for the cars 

to pile up and for lighter cars, to ride up over heavier cars.  

In a pileup of mixed freight, a 100 ton cask of irradiated 

fuel elements would-quite likely.,be at the bottcoi, with its 

cooling system out of operation. If the cars on top of it 

contained inflauiable freight,-and *the cask reached a surface 

temperature of 700*F (going up toward an interior temperature 

of 1,200*F) th cask would start a fire.
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Since the kindling poiDt of paper is 300OF to 350 0 F, the 

placards warning of the radioactive iiaturc cf the ship:_nt 

would burn off before the cask reached a temperature of 7000 F.  

The concurrent venting of radioactive gases would 

seriously interfere with efforts to. fight the fire and remove 

the wrecked cars, and it could easily take several days to 

clear the wreckage, cool down and remove the cask, and clear 

the railroad right of way.  

All this is assuming that no fuel elements were released 

from the cask in the train wreck. In this regard the AEC 

publication quoted above states, on page 87: 

"If seven irradiated fuel elements were released 
from a dask in an unusual accident, the radia
tipn level at 100 feet could be as mucf as 
10 r/hr. Assuming the fuel elements remained 
unshielded for 10 hours, approximately 
30,00lpersons within a mile radius (based 
on 10 persons/square mile) might receive a 
cumulative dose of about 1000 man-rem. If a 
person remained unshielded at an average 
distance&of 100 feet from the fuel elements 
for 6 minutes, he might receive a dose of as 
much Ps 1000 rem. Persons remaining rcar the 
exposed fuel for any appreciable length of time 
may receive large doses of radiation. Someone 
at a distance of 10 feet from the. exposed fuel 
for about a minute, would receive a dose of 
1000 rem. Remote equipment would be required to 
erect a shield around the fuel elements or to 
place them in a shielded box or to repackage them.
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I am advised that a dose of 500 re' is' likely to be 

fatal.  

I have assisted in or supervised clearing the tracks 

and restoring train service after many accidents, but have 

never been faced with the conditions that appear likely to.  

result from a serious accident involving-a shipmentoof 

irradiated fuel elements moving along.with other freight of 

all kinds in general freight train service.  

The AEC publication quoted above also'stated , on p. 86: 

"The likelihood of a'cask remaining unattentled 
after loss of mechanical cooling . . . can be 
reduced by appropriate administrative controls 
such as escorts, alarming the mechanical cooling 
system, inspection of the shipment at regular 

•intervals; and notification of the shipperiin• 
case of any failure of mechanical cooling or, 
involvement in an accident." 

In this connection the technical-descripti6n'of the General 

Electric IF-300 irradiated fuel shipping cask states, on 

page 16: 

"The IF 300 cask is equipped -with an auceible 
alarm system. System activation occurs if the 
cask temperature exceeds apreduter-mined vaiue.  
This indicates either tht failure of the cooling 
system or a loss of water from the-external 
water jacket.  

"Transportation personnel, railroad or highway, 

will be given adequate training to respond to' his 
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alarm. A procedures and notification manual will 
accompany each shipment." 

The problem is that, as will be shown hereafter, in a general 

train of mixed freight no one would ordinarily be available 

to hear the alarm or to .heck the cask at regular intervals.  

The technical description of the General Electric IF-300 

irradiated fuel shipping cask describes four tests that the 

cask passed. These are the four tests required for all 

irradiated fuel shipping casks (10 CFR §71.64, Appendix B) 

and are as follows: 

1. A 30-foot free fall onto a flat unyielding 

surface.* This produces a speed on impact of 30 mph. However, 

in actual train'wrecks impact speeds of more than 30 mph are 

not unusual. In general freight train service speeds of 

60 mph are common, and when two 60 mph trains pass, going 

in opposite directions, the rate of closure is 120 mph.  

Anything protruding from, or falling off of, one train 

and striking a cask on the other train would have a speed on 

impact of 120 mph.  

For this reason Southern has operating instructions 

requiring shipments of irradiated fuel and radioactive waste 

to be moved at'speeds not exceeding 35 mph, and when two 

trains pass in opposite directions, one train must stop 

while the other train proceeds at not more than'35 mph.  

Thus the impact speed in any accident cannot be much 

greater than the 30 mph for which the casks are tested.  

However, from an operating standpoint it is not practical 

to maintain these speed controls uniess the shipments are 

handled in special train service.  

2. A 40 inch free fall onto a steel bar 6 inches 

in diameter. According to the General Electric technical 
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manual mentioned above, this test is intended to simulate 

the end of a railroad rail. The intent is good, because 

accidentsin which cars and their freight impale themselves 

on broken rails are not uncommon. Ordinarily we donot keep 

separate records of such incidents,-but when a broken rail 

pierces a fuel tank and spills diesel fuel, the resulting 

pollution problem attracts attention. Therefore I was able 

to determinethat last year,we had six fuel spills caused 

by tanks being punctured by broken rails. However, the 

40 inch drop test-produces an impact speed of only about 10 

mph, and in regular train~service a cask of irradiated fuel_ 

elements could run~up against the end of-a broken rail at 

50 or 60omph. A quarter mile long section of rail,,spiked 

in place throughout its length, comes close to being an 

immovable object.  

3. Thirty minutes in a 1,4750 F fire. Fires are 

not uncommon in railroad accidents, and although the tempera

tures probably seldom exceed 1,4750F, the duration frequently-_

exceeds half an hour. I can recall a three month period-.  

during which we had three fires on Southern-that lasted 

more than 24 hours.  

4. Immersion under 3 feet of water for 8 hours.  

If a car carrying a cask of irradiated fuel elements should 

'derail on a bridge or trestle, it is quite likely that the 

cask would end up under more than 3 feet of water, and 

considering the weight of the cask and the difficulty of 

conducting recovery operations from a bridge or a trestle 

it is most. likely that the cask would not be removed from 

the water within eight hours.  

The tests that the casks are required to undergo
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would be far exceeded by the actual circumstances of many 

Lailrcad accid-,nts.  

Since 1965, as part of my job, I have received daily 

reports of all train accidents on Southern Railway System.  

Movements of special trains are very carefully monitored, 

and any accident involving such a train would of course 

attract immediate attention. It is my conclusion that 

special trains simply do not be&ma involved in serious 

accidents.  

Specifically, during the 5-year period 1970-1974 

Southern had an average of 357 reportable accidents 

(involving $750 or more damage) per year and an average 

of 2,892 accidents per year that were not reportable under 

the standards set by t1~e Federal Railroad Administration.  

For 1975 the standards were changed so that accidents 

involving less than $1,750 were not reportable, and during 

that year Southern had 273 reportable accidents and 3,489 

minor (non-reportable) accidents.  

During thiis entire 'period of tine Southiern had only 

cno accc 'en! involving a special train. On October 12, 1975 

a S:t.ci ..L. LY flatcar carrying an unbalanced load 

cli..bt•ute CciL on a cuIrve and derailed at 22 miles per
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hour, doing minor damage to the track and cars; no damage 

to the lading and no injuries. This unusual accident was, 

caused by the heavy, unbalanced load, but since it was a 

special train it was under constant close surveillance and 

could be stopped quicl.ilv.  

Regular freight trains are often more than a mile long, 

so long that on curves a particular car will frequently be 

out of sight of either the engine or the caboose, and some

times cars will be out of sight of both. If a car should 

derail or have some other accident at such a time, no one 

would know"about the accident, or try to stop the train, 

until some time later. Furthermore, regular freight trains 

frequently weigh so much that, at a speed of 60 mph, it 

may take more than half a mile to stop.  

On the other hand special trains consist of only a few 

cars and are so short that every car is under constant 

surveillance from both the engine and the caboose. This, 

"combined with the slower speeds at which special trains 

operate and the specihl care with which they are handled, 

accounts for the fact that" in my experience special trains 

are never involved in serious accidents and are rarely
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involved in any accidents at all. Furthermore, if a special 

train should derail, the slower speed and shorter length 

(lower total weight of the entire train) would enable the 

crew to stop the train almost at once, before the cars could 

turn over or pile up. This would greatly simplify checking 

the cars for damage. Clearing the track would not be as 

much of a problem because there would not be a pile of 

wreckage to clear away.  

The slower speed, shorter stopping distance and shorter 

length of a special train also greatly reduces the likelihood 

of a crossing accident.  

The use of special trains will also give quicker, more 

dependable service and quicker turn-around time, allowing 

better utilization of the special casks and cars. Although 

the irradiated fuel elements would only move at a maximum 

speed of 35 mph, in a special train the shipment would move 

right on through from origin to destination. For example, it would 

take a shipment less than 10 hours to move from the power plant 

at Newport, S.C. to the reprocessing plant at Barnwell, S.C.
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in special train service, and'arrangements could be made for 

the shipment to leave Newport as soon as it was loaded, 

without waiting for the next outbound train.  

On the other hand if the shipment moved inregular train 

service, it would leave Newport on train 85 at 6:00 p.m.  

(which might be 2 3 hours after the cask was loaded and 

ready to move) and would arrive at Rock Hill, S.C. at 6:30.  

Then it would leave Rock Hill on train 185 at 2:00 p.m. the 

following day and would arrive ,at Columbia, S.C. at 5:00 p.m.  

The day after that it would leave Columbia at 7:00 a.m. on 

train 97 and would arrive at Barnwell at 11:00 a.m. and be 

interchanged to SCL. SCL's local train would pick the car 

up at Barnwell at 9:00 a.m. the next day and deliver it to 

the reprocessing plant at 9:45 a.m. That is, if the car 

left Newport at 6:00 p.m. on Monday it would be scheduled 

for delivery at Barnwell at,9:45 on Thursday, in regular 

train service.
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V ER I F I CAT I ON 

DISTRICT OF COLL•U A ) ss: 

HARVEY 11. BRADLEY, being duly sworn, deposes 

and says that he'has read the foregoing statement, knows 

the contents thei6of, and that the same are true as 

stated.  

RVEY BRADLEY 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 

24th day of May, 1976.  

LAWVPIINCE A. 1!.F 
NOTARY PUBLIC 

IX ANm) [ot Tilm ZIlMTRICT or COLUIPIA 
MY CO." ItilsOX EXPIIrES JUN" 30, 1977
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